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Foreword 

Science is an ironic profession. At its origin, science was undertaken to expel the notion of magic, but 

so much of what we do as scientists possesses a magical quality. There are precious moments during a 

scientist’s work that occur when, after hundreds if not thousands of hours of experiments, they’ve finally 

made a major breakthrough – the result is there before their eyes. For just a moment in time, however 

brief it may be, they are the first and only person in the world to know something fascinating. The 

internal magic of that moment is as real as any magician’s spell. 

I have enjoyed the privilege of experiencing that moment. After two years of attempting to solve a 

puzzle that I wasn’t sure had a solution, I came across an innocuous comment in a paper that I was 

lazily reading. In theory this comment provided an answer to my puzzle, but I had to prove it. I spent 

the next several weeks frantically constructing the tools I needed to test the idea. And when I had 

finished constructing them I did indeed test it, barely hoping to pray that it was correct. But it worked. 

That moment remains one of the most satisfying of my life, and multiple years of challenge and strife 

in academic research was paid for in kind by that feeling. 

This experience was not the culmination of my scientific endeavours but its catalyst, as the finding 

posed as many fascinating questions as it answered (a typical trait of science). In this thesis I will present 

the data of this moment, and my subsequent research exploring its implications. Our hope as scientists 

is that at least a mote of the exhilaration we feel when we’ve made a discovery survives transcription 

onto the page. I hope that if any choose to read this work, these findings at least stir their scientific 

minds. And I hope that if you are stuck on a puzzle of your own, then an innocuous comment made in 

these pages inspires you to find the solution you are searching for. 

James S. Horton 
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Abstract 

Mutational hotspots describe areas of the genome where genetic change is more likely to occur due to 

underlying biases. These biases are often a consequence of interacting genetic features, which raise the 

likelihood of DNA damage and error. When found at genomic positions under selection, such hotspots 

can be powerful determinants of evolutionary outcomes, as they can facilitate highly repeatable genetic 

evolution from the stochastic process of mutation. However our current lack of understanding means 

such hotspots can be difficult to identify and characterise, and as such their role in evolutionary 

processes is largely under-appreciated. In this thesis, I reveal the genetic causes and evolutionary 

consequences of a powerful mutational hotspot in the soil bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens. 

Engineered immotile lines of this microbe have been found in previous work to rapidly re-evolve 

motility though a one-step de novo mutation. I find a prominent role for mutation bias, which is 

predicated on silent genetic changes, in facilitating a highly repeatable genetic outcome during the 

evolution of the motility phenotype. My work also reveals that the local tract of DNA that enables 

repeatable evolution works alongside several other genetic features, namely strand orientation, genomic 

position, and mismatch repair proteins to generate this nearly deterministic adaptive outcome. Finally, 

I examine the evolutionary history of this mutational hotspot, and suggest that the hotspot is not 

preserved but suppressed by selection, and so hotspots of this type may well appear transiently and 

throughout the genome. This model system establishes a novel framework with which we can 

empirically determine the nuances of hotspots and define their role in evolution. The collective work in 

this thesis therefore moves us closer to comprehensively understanding the mutational drivers that 

underpin repeatable evolution, and as such acts as a key stepping stone for future forecasts of evolution. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1.   Mutational hotspots: The harbingers of repeatable genetic evolution 

“Wind back the tape of life to the early days of the Burgess Shale; let it play again from an identical 

starting point, and the chance becomes vanishingly small that anything like human intelligence would 

grace the replay.” – Stephen Jay Gould, Wonderful Life 

1.1.1. The historical contingency 

What defines how organisms evolve? If you were to reverse the flow of time and visit the coastline of 

Uruguay in 1832, you may find a young Englishman who could lay the foundation of an answer. Not 

yet twenty-five years old, with his face blackened from dirt, his waist loaded with pistols, and his hands 

encumbered with geological hammers, this young man, Charles Darwin, would have likely offered 

lengthy lectures to the visiting inquisitor (Darwin 1832). He’d perhaps share his theories on many things 

he’d observed throughout his travels, including on the geological processes that shaped the earth, and 

on the living organisms that called it home. Although three years would pass from this moment to his 

arrival at the Galapagos Islands, the idea of natural selection may well have already been swirling 

around and fermenting in his mind. Over a decade later, then back in Britain, Darwin would expand on 

the idea of selection, penning an iconic work that would reframe our view of the natural world (Darwin 

1859). His theory encapsulated how populations of a species change slowly over time to better suit the 

environment around them. Those in a population who acquire a novel trait that allows them to thrive 

subsequently have a better chance of producing more offspring, and so eventually this trait grows to 

dominate. The theory of evolution by natural selection not only describes how life becomes specialised 

to suit certain niches, but also explains speciation events that gave rise to the gargantuan tree of life. 

But a question remained: how was the information of a new trait passed from parents to offspring?  

Darwin espoused the idea of pangenesis in the 1860’s, which described how each cell of the body could 

shed and share ‘gemmules’ that coalesced into bundles of information and seeded their offspring (Zou 

2014). As each cell of a fertile organism was able to commit gemmules to the next generation, this 

theory championed the idea that multicellular organisms could inherit characteristics acquired over a 

parent’s lifetime. Acquired inheritance was popular amongst scholars at the time but would fall from 

fashion in the coming decades. To find the origins of why this would occur, we migrate not through 

time but through space, to visit a quiet contemporary of Darwin’s in a monastery in Northern Moravia. 

In Brno – situated in modern day Czech Republic – in the 1850’s, we arrive within a botanical garden 

worked by one Gregor Johann Mendel. Mendel, like Darwin, was an avid scholar, but unlike the 

Englishman lacked the financial means to pursue his passions through his father’s purse. Instead he had 

been admitted as a monk, which allowed him to teach and continue his intellectual pursuits. Mendel 

was fastidious, and spent many years busily growing and studying variants of peas at his monastery. 
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Although it wasn’t his intention at the time, this tranquil setting facilitated his wonderful mind to 

establish the foundation of genetics. By breeding and recording the traits of his peas, Mendel 

demonstrated that traits of offspring weren’t simply an amalgamated blend of their parent’s traits – they 

were compartmentalised, inherited distinctly from one another, and (in heterozygous cells) could have 

dominant and recessive characteristics. In 1865 Mendel published his findings under the title 

“Experiments on Plant Hybrids”, the contents of which birthed the idea of inheritance (Abbott and 

Fairbanks 2016). But these ideas would require a long gestation, and by the time Mendel died in 1884 

his work had not yet found prominence. 

Around the same time, a reverend and scientist by the name of William Dallinger conducted perhaps 

the world’s first experimental evolution experiment. Dallinger’s work had already garnered many 

plaudits, including from Charles Darwin, and throughout the 1880’s he performed a seven-year 

experiment aimed to test Darwin’s theories in real time. The reverend took unicellular microbes and 

placed them under selection for increased temperature resistance by periodically increasing the thermal 

stress of their environment over an estimated half a million generations. In the first year of his 

experiment many of his microbes suffered or died at >23°C, but by the end of the experiment they could 

grow at 70°C. And when placed back in their ancestral condition of ~18.3°C, many of the adapted lines 

could no longer survive (Haas 2000). Thus Dallinger exemplified that experimental evolution of 

microbes allows evolution to happen before our eyes.  

At the turn of the 20th Century, a small enclave of budding geneticists starting publishing similar 

findings to Mendel and in doing so (perhaps inadvertently) shined light on Mendel’s findings. In 1901 

Hugo de Vries coined the term ‘mutation’ to describe spontaneous change in an inherited trait 

(Theunissen 1994). And in 1909, a fellow botanist named Wilhelm Johannsen first coined the term 

‘gene’ to describe the inherited units first described by Mendel. Johannsen also used the terms 

‘genotype’ and ‘phenotype’ to differentiate between an organism’s genetic makeup and its physical 

traits. The laws of inheritance had finally blossomed, but this advancement in genetics was met by some 

resistance, as it posed the question as to how this married with Darwin’s theory of natural selection. 

This prompted another era of advancement, but rather than observations of the natural world, these 

innovations were products of great theoretical minds, of which Ronald Fisher was at the forefront. 

Fisher, like Mendel before him, was a disciple of mathematics, and would grow famous throughout his 

lifetime for his innovations in statistics. But Fisher also turned to his formidable mind to genetics and 

fused it mathematically with Darwin’s principles of evolutionary dynamics. This was the genesis of 

what is now known as the ‘modern synthesis’ (a term typically used interchangeably with ‘neo-

Darwinism’; Noble 2011). 

While the fate of mutations and genes under selection was becoming clearer, the events that drove 

mutation itself remained largely unknown. Until the 1940’s, the prevailing thought was that genetic 
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information must be transferred via proteins. This began to change (albeit slowly) from 1944 following 

a publication by Oswald Avery and colleagues. Just as Dallinger had utilised microbiology to 

demonstrate evolution, so too did Avery utilise microbiology to demonstrate the keystone of genetics. 

Using a pneumococcal species of bacteria, Avery found that only through ‘sodium deoxyribonucleate’ 

(DNA) could encoding information be transferred to new cells, information that the recipient cell could 

utilise to form a capsule – a novel phenotype (Avery et al. 1944; Cobb 2014). Then in the 1950’s, while 

many scientists around the globe were engrossed in designing and refining atomic bombs, in the UK 

future Nobel Prize laureates Watson and Crick, with considerable assistance from Rosalind Franklin 

and Maurice Wilkins (Klug 1968), dedicated their time to describing the helical structure of DNA for 

the first time (Watson and Crick 1953). What these four people revealed was that DNA was so simple, 

yet so complex. So stable, yet so vulnerable. As the years raced forward and scientific research began 

to proliferate, laboratories across the globe uncovered more and more about how these vulnerabilities 

led to mutations – the genetic changes that underpins the evolution of all life. 

The act of mutation leads to genetic variation, but this process is a double-edged sword for an organism. 

While increasing genetic diversity facilitates evolution, mutations can also often be harmful. This is 

especially true when an organism is living in an environment to which it is already well adapted. At this 

point most possible mutations will be deleterious i.e., harmful to the organism’s fitness, an idea that 

was first explored by Japanese scientist Motoo Kimura in 1967 (Kimura 1967). The following year 

Kimura expanded on this theory, and argued that i) As adaptive mutations are rare, and ii) Heavily 

deleterious mutations often wouldn’t persist, most mutations that persisted over evolutionary time 

would be mildly deleterious, or neutral i.e. neither harmful nor helpful to an organism’s fitness (Kimura 

1968). This led scientists to wonder what balance had been struck within genomes – did natural selection 

work to drive mutation rates down, and if so, why did mutations occur at all?  

In 1991, geneticist and microbiologist John W. Drake reported a striking pattern in mutation rates that 

existed across diverse microbial taxa. He observed that the number of mutations per nucleotide base 

pair was commonly inversely proportional to the size of the microbial genome (Drake 1991), meaning 

that mutation rate was almost equal across all DNA-based microbes. This convergence suggested that 

mutation rates were not defined at random but were subject to natural selection. In 2010, geneticist 

Michael Lynch suggested that mutation rates were low, but not entirely absent, because successive 

adaptive mutations lowering mutation rates would offer diminishing returns. As a result natural 

selection could only restrict mutagenic mechanisms so far before the power of genetic drift (i.e. random 

events that cause mutations to rise and fall from prominence) prevented mutation rates from falling 

further (Lynch 2010). 

By the 2010’s Darwinian theory and genetics had been reconciled, and a cavalcade of papers had 

outlined the mechanisms and rates by which mutations can occur. We knew then, in principle, the 
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features that defined how organisms evolve. Yet one of these features – that of mutation – possessed an 

inherent randomness absent in the other features. Global rates of mutation may well be suppressed by 

natural selection, but the individual mutations that drove genetic change could not be so tightly dictated. 

What did this mean for the passage of evolution? In a book released in 1989, palaeontologist Stephen 

Jay Gould had argued that unpredictable events introduce changes that send evolving organisms down 

particular evolutionary paths – a chain  of events he termed as historical contingency (Gould 1989). 

Therefore, Gould argued that if we were to reverse the flow of time even further back than the 

Uruguayan summer of 1832 – when Darwin was busy storming a rebel-held fortification with pistols 

and cutlass in-hand (Darwin 1832) – if we were to go back long before humans or even mammals came 

into existence, then the stochastic principles and processes of evolution would mean our species would 

not appear again. 

What many took from Gould’s arguments, therefore, was that evolution was inherently unpredictable. 

And although his thought experiment was provoking, we lacked the means to test it on a planet-wide 

scale; most readily observable natural evolutionary events only happen once, and so we cannot know 

just how likely they were to occur. However, with work built on the principles of Darwin, on the 

foundation of Dallinger, on the mantle of Avery, modern microbiologists have found a way to perform 

Gould’s grand thought experiment on a micro-scale (Blount et al. 2018). By working with clonal 

organisms evolved in real time under identical conditions, microbiologists can rewind the “tape of life” 

and play it again and again (Buckling, Brockhurst and Colegrave 2009), and have shown that sometimes 

evolution is, in fact, repeatable, and therefore predictable. This tells us that the defining features of 

evolution are not always slaves to chaos, but can align to drive evolution to realise a single outcome 

repeatedly. 

It has been shown that predictable evolution is possible because of selection, but also because of the act 

of mutation itself. This is because the processes that cause mutations do so unevenly across the genome, 

and as a result certain positions within DNA can become “mutational hotspots” that mutate more readily 

than at other positions. Mutational hotspots are powerful evolutionary determinants of repeatable 

evolution, because they bias the very process that creates genetic variation. This means that selection 

has more opportunity to act on these sites, which can lead to the enrichment of the frequently mutated 

alleles in a population. Thus from the unpredictable chance event of mutation we can achieve 

predictable evolutionary outcomes. 

1.1.2. Aims of this study 

In this work, I utilise molecular microbiology to investigate the role played by mutation on the 

repeatability of evolutionary outcomes, and in doing establish a novel model system for the study of 

features that define predictability in evolution. In chapter 2, I discover that a mutational hotspot is 

responsible for a highly repeatable evolutionary event in the soil bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens. 
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I show that evolutionary forces such as mutational accessibility, the environment, and clonal 

interference cannot explain the observation of an identical single nucleotide polymorphism occurring 

repeatedly across independent lines. Instead I uncover a critical role for mutation bias by showing that 

a handful of synonymous genetic changes around the hotspot site drastically alter the likelihood of 

repeatable evolution across two P. fluorescens strains. I complement these experimental results with in 

silico models that show that silent variation may well impact mutation bias by altering the formation of 

stem-loops. These are alternate DNA secondary structures formed when the DNA helix is unwound 

into single strands, which allows repeats of complementary nucleotides on the same strand to bind to 

one another. These findings therefore demonstrate how powerful mutation bias can be in determining 

evolution, and reveal a powerful evolutionary role for silent genetic variation in driving adaptive 

divergence or convergence across homologous genetic backgrounds.  

These conclusions present several fundamental questions: are repeat sequences (and DNA secondary 

structure) enough on their own to build a frequently mutated mutational hotspot? Or do other genetic 

features intertwine to enable highly predictable evolution? And just how did this hotspot come to be? 

Is it a product of genetic drift, or did selection for a mutable locus establish and preserve the hotspot in 

the organism’s evolutionary history? 

In chapter 3, I elucidate the other key genetic features that work in conjunction to enforce highly 

repeatable evolution. Myself and my colleague Matthew Shepherd utilised genetic engineering to 

augment genome position, synonymous sequence, strand orientation and mismatch repair function to 

demonstrate that each component is essential for realising highly predictable adaptive outcomes. By 

doing so I am able to form a theoretical framework that describes the genetic context needed for 

repeatable evolution in our model organism. 

In chapter 4, I explore the evolutionary origins of the P. fluorescens strain SBW25 mutational hotspot. 

By comparing the synonymous variations around the hotspot site through comparative sequence 

analysis, I find a suggestion that the hotspot was subject to selection in its evolutionary history. I next 

therefore examine if positive selection could be operating on the hotspot by experimentally assessing 

the hotspot’s propensity to remain mutable under fluctuating environmental regimes. I find no evidence 

for positive selection enforcing the mutability of the hotspot, and therefore this chapter concludes with 

an argument that mutable hotspots may arise by genetic drift and be subsequently removed by purifying 

selection. 

In chapter 5, I conclude this work by outlining how these findings both reveal that mutational hotspots 

can drive highly repeatable evolutionary outcomes, and describe how our forensic understanding on 

their mechanistic drivers will facilitate future predictions of evolution. I finish by outlining future work 

that can expand on the findings within this thesis, and bring us closer to making accurate evolutionary 

forecasts that exploit predictable evolutionary actors.  
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1.2.   Biased Beginnings: Genetic agents of mutation rate heterogeneity 

“Truth is... the game was rigged from the start.” – Benny (Matthew Perry), Fallout New Vegas 

Mutation is a game of chance. An unwanted mutation can consign an organism to oblivion. A desirable 

mutation can lead to its proliferation. But while mutation is a chance event, not all mutations share the 

same likelihood of occurring. Instead, the vast spectrum of possible mutations – the various types and 

locations they can occur – are each a face on a loaded die. The weighted nature of the die, the element 

that skews which faces will appear, is decided by a slew of factors. However, these multitudes can be 

summarised into two broad themes: the genetic architecture of DNA, and the molecular and 

environmental components that act upon it. As such the mutability of DNA is linked to, but certainly 

distinct from, the protein-coding structure of genetic code, as mutation rates will not be uniformly 

correlated with protein expression and essentiality. In this section we will consider DNA from the 

standpoint of mutability, and by doing so will discover the genetic and environmental features that bias 

the rolls of the dice. 

Mutational biases have been shown to play a key role in evolution and adaptation across all domains of 

life including bacteria, archaea, retroviruses, yeast and even in higher eukaryotes – including humans 

(for review see Buisson et al. 2019). However, this review will primarily focus on the identified 

mutational biases operating in bacteria, of which the major contributors are highlighted in Fig. 1.1. 

Literature using other such model organisms will be discussed, however I will not directly discuss 

features that do not apply to bacteria, such as the heightened mutability of single-stranded RNA 

genomes found in some viruses (Carrasco-Hernandez et al. 2017). Likewise as the focus will be on the 

core chromosome accessory genomic elements such as plasmids, which introduce genetic variation 

through horizontal gene transfer, will not be discussed in detail. The implications of harbouring 

horizontally transferred genetic material on a plasmid’s own evolutionary persistence (Carroll and 

Wong 2018) and the evolution of their microbial hosts (Rodríguez-Beltrán et al. 2021) has been 

reviewed elsewhere. Microbes from other domains of life additionally possess fundamental differences 

in genome organisation, such as the multiple origins of replication commonly found in archaea (Wu et 

al. 2014). This consequentially negates some of the key drivers of mutation bias witnessed in bacteria 

(see review by Rocha 2004). As such commonalities of biases shared by bacteria and other domains of 

life will be cited in the text. 

1.2.1.1.   Drivers of mutation bias: Distance from the replication origin 

We can glean many insights into the mutability of genomic regions purely from possessing an 

assembled genome, because these genome-wide strings provide us with positional insight. Mutability 

can operate on an extremely specific scale, but biases also fluctuate over broad genomic regions. A key 

marker for identifying a region with high replication fidelity, for example, are those that lie close to the 
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ori – the origin of replication, (Hudson et al. 2002; Long et al. 2014). Using a mismatch repair-defective 

strain of P. fluorescens SBW25, Long et al., performed full genome sequencing on a number of evolved 

lines and observed that mutation rate increased sharply within a megabase of the origin, then reached a 

plateau that was maintained to the replication terminus (ter) region. Zhang and colleagues performed 

duplex sequencing of E. coli and observed higher mutation rates at replication fork stopping points 

(Zhang et al. 2018). Hudson et al., measured the mutability of a locus inserted in multiple locations 

around the Salmonella enterica genome, and found that replication fidelity was higher at both the origin 

and the replication terminus than it was at intermediate distances (Hudson et al. 2002). A similar ‘bulge’ 

in mutation rate was observed by Dillon and colleagues who performed whole genome sequencing on 

mismatch repair mutant lines of Vibrio cholerae and V. fischeri (Dillon et al. 2018).  

These findings suggest that fluctuations in mutation rate vary across bacterial species but share 

commonality in that fidelity is higher close to the replication origin. This correlation may not be 

determined in absolute terms by genetic distance but instead by replication timing (Dillon et al. 2018), 

which has also been incriminated as a driver of mutation bias in human cancer cells lines (Tomkova et 

al. 2018). Replication timing coincides with genomic position, as DNA polymerase begins at a defined 

position (ori) and the replication forks progress in a defined manner toward the terminus. As such the 

distance from the replication origin enjoys a tightly correlated relationship with the time span until that 

region is replicated. Therefore, rather than the genomic position itself defining mutation rate, the 

molecular components that are produced at the start of replication and change in concert with time since 

replication began may be the causative agents of mutagenicity. One mechanism that supports the 

hypothesis that molecular components are responsible for varying replication fidelity across genomic 

regions are the errors induced by the accumulation of deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs), (Dillon et al. 

2018). An excess of dNTPs have been shown to increase mutation rate in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

(Chabes et al. 2003) and E. coli (Gon et al. 2006) which may be owed to an increased chance of 

mismatches when these molecules are abundant (Dillon et al. 2018). Furthermore, the relative 

abundances of dNTP types can also invoke biases in mismatch mutations (Watt et al. 2016). In contrast, 

a lack of dNTPs may likewise increase mutation rate through an alternate mechanism of causing the 

replication fork to stall (Gon et al. 2006). dNTP production is triggered by the initiation of replication 

(Gon et al. 2006) and the components then subsequently spike then decline, an effect that can be 

exacerbated during exponential growth when rounds of replication overlap (Dillon et al. 2018). This 

therefore may cause mutation rate to ‘bulge’ at intermediate genome locations (see review by Kivisaar 

2020 for examination of this hypothesis). 

1.2.1.2.   DNA topology 

DNA polymerase complexes are not the only proteins to bind DNA during replication. While replication 

timing and the resultant change in molecular components affect polymerase fidelity, nucleoid associated 
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proteins likewise alter DNA topology both by affecting coiling and remaining bound to DNA for 

extended periods. As such it is likely that multiple factors exert an influence on genomic location-based 

mutagenesis. The MatP protein in E. coli binds across the ter macrodomain where it coordinates 

segregation of the region (Crozat et al. 2020) but a strain deficient in this protein was found to remove 

the mutation rate ‘bulge’ at intermediate genomic distance (Niccum et al. 2019). Niccum and colleagues 

additionally reported that the deletion of two other nucleoid-associated proteins involved in augmenting 

DNA superhelical structure, HU and Fis, also changed the positional bias of base-pair substitutions. 

Deletion of HU subunit HUα decreased substitution mutations substantially in the ter region, whereas 

Fis-deficient strains only exhibited decreased mutations near the ori (Niccum et al. 2019). 

1.2.1.3.   Substitution biases 

Having access to an assembled genome offers considerable insight into anticipated mutagenicity across 

genomic regions, but performing mutation accumulation experiments (MA) with these lines and 

sequencing their evolved descendants also provides insight into biases that operate on each base variant. 

MA experiments often highlight genomic mutational biases toward transitions – where a purine (A and 

G) changes to a purine, and pyrimidines (C and T) change to pyrimidines, or transversions – where 

purines change to pyrimidines and vice versa. When transitional biases preferentially move in one 

direction, we can also observe a bias from A:T → C:G or C:G → A:T genome enrichment. To highlight 

a few examples, a G:C → A:T bias has been observed in MA wild type lines of the gram-negative 

bacteria E. coli (Lee et al. 2012) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Dettman et al. 2016), and in mis-match 

repair deficient lines of S. enterica (Hudson et al. 2003). Transitional biases have additionally been 

demonstrated in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Payne et al. 2019). Such biases are noteworthy, as they 

have been shown to affect instances of parallel evolution (Stoltzfus and McCandlish 2017), meaning 

that the same genetic changes are repeatedly observed. As well as each of the four biases enjoying its 

own mutational bias, MA experiments have also highlighted that a given nucleotide’s immediate 

flanking bases can also greatly impact its mutation rate. Therefore focal nucleotides are considerably 

more, or less, mutable depending on which nucleotides they are sandwiched between – e.g. a focal A 

has been found to be highly mutable when flanked by two C’s (CAC) in multiple bacteria (Long et al. 

2014; Dettman et al. 2016; Schroeder et al. 2016). 

1.2.1.4.   Homopolymeric tracts and tandem repeats 

As highlighted by their impact on changing DNA topology, proteins that are involved in the replication, 

regulation and maintenance of DNA are of mammoth importance to biased mutagenesis. Microbes are 

equipped with an arsenal of enzymes involved in replicating, proof-checking, and repairing broken or 

mismatched DNA, all of which have a bearing on mutation rate (reviewed in Ganai and Johansson 

2016). Certain genetic features are therefore conducive to mutation owing to the molecular apparatus 
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that interacts with them. Notable amongst these are homopolymeric tracts and repetitive stretches of 

nucleotides that are affiliated with polymerase-slippage and resultant mispairing and indel mutations 

(Moxon et al. 2006), and recombination events (Zhou et al. 2014). For example, indels in mismatch-

repair deficient mutants in P. aeruginosa were enriched at homopolymeric tracts of C’s and G’s 

numbering 5-base pairs or longer (Dettman et al. 2016). These frameshift mutations, which occur as a 

result of this polymerase-DNA substrate relationship, can happen at such high frequencies that they can 

form a “contingency locus”. Such loci allow evolving populations to rapidly switch phenotypes when 

frameshift mutations occur in either coding or promoter regions, utilising mutation as a primary means 

to alter protein activity following environmental change (Koch 2004; Moxon et al. 2006). 

1.2.1.5.   Replicative strand 

The polymerase-slippage induced frameshift mutations introduced above can also operate in a strand-

dependent manner, as polymeric tracts composed of pyrimidines have been demonstrated as more 

susceptible to slippage mutagenesis in P. Putida (Juurik et al. 2012). Strand-affiliated mutational biases 

differentially impact the leading strand, which is replicated near-continuously, and the lagging strand – 

which is replicated in fragments – and play prominent roles in biasing mutation types as well as 

frameshifts. Strand bias is widespread in bacteria (Rocha 2004) and is reliant on varying mechanisms, 

which operate differently depending on the strand owing to the nature of the replication fork. For 

example, replication fidelity of substitution mutations have been documented to be higher on the 

lagging strand in E. coli (Fijalkowska et al. 1998; Maslowska et al. 2018), which is possibly owed to an 

increased disassociation ability of the lagging strand polymerase (Maslowska et al. 2018). In contrast, 

higher mutation rates have been observed on the lagging strand owing to the formation of hairpin 

structures (Trinh and Sinden 1991; Leach 1994; Langenbucher et al. 2021).  

1.2.1.6.   Single-stranded DNA hairpin formation between inverse repeats  

The formation of hairpin structures is facilitated by perfect or imperfect inverse-repeat regions of 

nucleotides (also known as palindromes and quasipalindromes). When DNA is single-stranded, 

neighbouring segments of inverse-repeats on the same strand – which are complimentary – can pair and 

form stem-loop secondary DNA structures (De Boer and Ripley 1984), a type of hairpin. If both strands 

of DNA form symmetrical intra-strand DNA structures then they form a cruciform, a secondary 

structure known to play a role in the coiling of DNA (White and Bauer 1987) and in translocation in 

human genomes (Kato et al. 2011). 

Inverse-repeat regions that form DNA hairpins have been documented to increase the rate of DNA 

polymerase slippage in both bacteria (Leach 1994) and archaea (Castillo-lizardo et al. 2014). The 

mechanism incriminated for this is replication stalling (Voineagu et al. 2008), which often occurs when 

a hairpin forms on the Okazaki fragment of the lagging strand as it remains single-stranded for 
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protracted periods (Bikard et al. 2010). Replication stalling as a consequence of inverse repeats has 

been demonstrated by Voineagu and colleagues in bacteria, yeast and primate cells (Voineagu et al. 

2008) and so the related mutagenesis may be ubiquitous throughout life. Both deletions and tandem 

duplications are possible outcomes of slippage events, but cleavage of hairpin structures by nucleases 

can in some contexts bias inverse repeat regions to undergo deletions (Darmon and Leach 2014). 

Owing to their propensity to form secondary structures, inverse repeats can illicit highly targeted 

mutational biases at limited genomic sites. In some instances, these biases can become yet more refined 

so that an exact mutational event occurs at orders of magnitude more often than alternative mutational 

events (Dutra and Lovett 2006; Buisson et al. 2019), making these sites hotbeds for evolution. Such 

‘mutational hotspots’ can occur when the hairpin acts as a substrate for a mutagenic protein 

(Langenbucher et al. 2021), or when hairpins formed of imperfect inverse-repeats engage in template 

switching (Lavi et al. 2018). In this latter case, a polymerase will use one arm of the stem as a template 

in place of the other, converting the two arms of the stem into perfect compliments through either 

substitution or indel mutations (Dutra and Lovett 2006; Klaric et al. 2020). As such these hairpins can 

bias mutation to such a degree that even when relying on the chance event of mutation to drive 

adaptation, an identical adaptive genotype will repeatedly appear (Dutra and Lovett 2006). 

Other than DNA hairpins and cruciforms, inverse repeats can additionally form alternative DNA 

configurations (see reviews by Mirkin and Mirkin 2007; Wang and Vasquez 2017; Brazda et al. 2020). 

These alternate types, such as triplex structures formed between three strands of simple repeats, can 

introduce their own mutational biases by increasing genome rearrangements (Holder et al. 2015). This 

reinforces repeat regions (inverse and otherwise for alternative forms of DNA structure) as hotbeds for 

mutation, owing to an array of DNA structural alterations and the specific and repeatable mutational 

events that they can invoke. 

1.2.1.7.   Head-on collisions 

DNA exists in a state of flux – as we have discussed above it is often being wound and bound by a slew 

of proteins involved in replication, maintenance, and repair. However during this time DNA is 

simultaneously performing its role as an instructional instrument, where RNA polymerases and their 

affiliated proteins busily transcribe genetic information into mRNA. Genes are transcribed in two 

orientations, either ‘forward’ – which moves in the same direction of the replication fork, or ‘reverse’ 

– which moves toward the replication fork. As a cell does not cease its protein manufacture during 

periods of replication, collisions between proteins are inevitable. Genes that are transcribed in the 

forward direction are susceptible to collisions as the replication fork moves faster than transcription 

machinery, but polymerases transcribing in the reverse orientation more readily undergo head-on 

collisions with the replication fork (Merrikh 2018). Thus reverse-transcribed genes tend to have higher 

mutation rates than their forward counterparts, which has been exemplified by multiple studies (Paul et 
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al. 2013; Sabari Sankar et al. 2016; Lang et al. 2017) including by Juurik and colleagues who flipped a 

gene’s strand orientation and observed a notable change in mutation rate (Juurik et al. 2012). In Bacillus 

subtilis, the increased mutagenicity following head-on collisions has been attributed to the formation of 

R-loops, which are hybrid nucleic acid structures comprised of both DNA and RNA (Lang et al. 2017). 

The same bacteria have been utilised to show that mutation types are also biased depending on where 

the collision occurs. Collisions at transcription initiation sites have been seen to invoke adenine 

deamination leading to substitution mutations, whereas collisions with the transcription elongation 

complex invokes replication stalling and subsequent indel mutation (Sabari Sankar et al. 2016). 

1.2.1.8.   Transcriptional mutagenesis 

While many of the discussed mechanisms of mutation involve the process of replication, the process of 

transcription itself can also increase the likelihood of genetic change, as genes that are expressed more 

highly have been noted to mutate at higher rates in P. putida (Juurik et al. 2012) and yeast (Park et al. 

2012). This is however not a universal trait, as highly expressed genes in E. coli cells have been 

documented to have normal (Zhang et al. 2018) and even lower (Martincorena et al. 2012) mutation 

rates than other genes. Increased mutability can be explained in part by increased opportunity for 

collision (Paul et al. 2013), but as with replication part of the mutability of transcription can be a 

consequence of DNA being separated into single strands, which renders nucleotides more susceptible 

to damage (Chan et al. 2012). Deamination damage has been demonstrated to occur during replication 

stalling in aphids (Klasson and Andersson 2006) and this damage also occurs during transcription. 

Cytosine deamination is biased toward non-transcribed strands, which remain exposed as unbound 

single strands for longer than their counterpart (Davis 1989; Morreall et al. 2015). Such situations do 

offer an alternative functionality for hairpin formation, however. Although seemingly counter-intuitive, 

the formation of hairpins in such cases has been noted to lower rather than raise mutation rate, as inverse 

repeats allow single-stranded DNA to form intrastrand bonds and thus become less exposed and 

susceptible to damage (Hoede et al. 2006). This highlights the difficulty in determining mutability from 

single genetic features alone, as we must often also consider the mechanism in which they’re involved 

i.e. the context of the protein-DNA substrate interaction. 

1.2.1.9.   Homologous recombination 

We have so far discussed mutations that affect very small areas of the genome, such as single nucleotide 

substitutions and small indels. But large-scale genomic rearrangements can also occur through one 

mutational event of homologous recombination. This mechanism facilitates deletions, duplications, 

inversions, and translocations of DNA segments that can span multiple coding regions and longer (Roth 

et al. 1996; Darmon and Leach 2014). Rearrangements following recombination are mostly the product 

of mobile genetic elements (MGE’s) such as transposons (Darmon and Leach 2014) and smaller 
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insertion-sequence (IS) elements (Lee et al. 2012), both of which are flanked by direct and inverse 

repeat regions. MGE’s migrate via a number of mechanisms (see Roth et al. 1996), but many are 

facilitated by certain genetic sequences and as such are biased to rearrange at these positions, including 

homologous recombination between repeat regions (Naito and Pawlowska 2016). As MGE’s can leave 

relics – in the form of repeat regions – behind following a rearrangement, genomes can become enriched 

with IS elements and recombination sites (Naito and Pawlowska 2016). This process has aided in 

rearrangements becoming one of the primary means of creating genetic variation in many bacterial 

species that colonise human hosts, including S. enterica (Matthews et al. 2011), M. tuberculosis (Chen 

et al. 2018), and Bordetella pertussis (Weigand et al. 2017). There is also bias within rearrangement 

events, as deletions are often found to be much more common than insertions (e.g. Raeside et al. 2014) 

which has been suggested to be a consequence of deletion mutational bias (Mira et al. 2001).  Genome 

rearrangements are therefore more likely to occur when MGE’s increase in abundance and are biased 

to occur at repeat regions, whereafter deletions are expected more than insertions. However, 

rearrangements can also facilitate subsequent mutagenic mechanisms. For example, inversions will 

swap the leading and lagging strands within the rearranged segment of DNA, and the orientation of any 

enclosed reading frames will also be reversed. Similarly, translocations can migrate segments closer or 

further from the replication origin, therefore impacting their future mutability.  

1.2.2.1.  Mutagenicity across time and space: Growth cycle 

The relative importance of mutagenic actors related to either replication or transcription will fluctuate 

throughout the bacterial growth cycle. Mutagenic mechanisms that operate during replication, and head-

on collisions between RNA polymerase and the replication fork, will naturally perform more prominent 

roles during exponential growth when cells are dividing rapidly. In contrast, mutagenic mechanisms 

involved in transcription can predominate during stationary phase when cells are not replicating as 

frequently (Davis 1989), and because reactive oxygen species accumulate during growth resulting in 

increased amounts of 8-oxo-guanine (Alhama et al. 1998), which continues to cause mispairing in non-

dividing cells as transcription continues (Sekowska et al. 2016). In addition, chemical agents produced 

in the stationary phase and later during starvation can introduce their own mutational biases, such as 

GC → AT transition mutations observed in E. coli following DNA damage from an alkylating 

metabolite (Taverna and Sedgwick 1996). Furthermore, nucleoid-associated proteins linked with 

biasing mutation rate have been shown capable of both lowering and raising mutation rate depending 

on the growth phase (Warnecke et al. 2012). Warnecke and colleagues observed that regions bound by 

nucleoid-associated proteins in E. coli typically displayed lower mutation rates, but this effect could be 

reversed later in the bacterial growth cycle, possibly due to the nucleoid-associated proteins interfering 

with DNA repair machinery (Warnecke et al. 2012). 
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1.2.2.2.  Environment 

While growth phase-affiliated mutagenesis means that mutational biases diverge across time, a cell’s 

local environment means that mutational bias also diverges across space. Environment and growth cycle 

are of course entwined e.g. high energy in the environment improves the DnaAATP/DnaAADP ratio, which 

helps trigger replication initiation (Kurokawa et al. 1999). However changing environments also alters 

the molecular elements that interact with genetic apparatus, thereby introducing biases directly and 

indirectly by affecting gene expression. The model organism E. coli has been utilised to show the impact 

of environment on mutational outcomes. Foster and colleagues used a mismatch repair deficient mutant 

to show that by changing temperature and the nutrient condition, they could lower the maximum growth 

rate and decrease an A:T transition bias (Foster et al. 2018). Klaric and colleagues adopted a targeted 

approach and assessed the impact of a suite of small molecules on template-switching mutations 

following hairpin formation, and found that several molecules stimulate these mutation types (Klaric et 

al. 2020). 

1.2.2.3.   Combinatorial mutagenesis 

Finally, it should be noted that the genetic features which introduce local mutational biases are often 

interlinked (e.g. DNA topology and distance from the replication origin, or template-switching and 

environmental triggers). This applies to many of the mechanisms outlined above; for example, gene 

orientation and distance from the origin combine to produce stand-specific mutational biases in yeast 

(Pavlov et al. 2002). Likewise, transition substitution bias has been documented in B. subtilis on 

replication fork-facing genes, but only if the local nucleotide composition allows (Schroeder et al. 

2016). Transition bias has also been noted to change with levels of transcription in E. coli (Hudson et 

al. 2003). In some instances mutational biases are enforced or counteracted by DNA repair machinery. 

In P. aeruginosa, mismatch repair enzymes were implicated to more readily correct transition mutation 

errors (Dettman et al. 2016). However the B. subtilis polymerase PolY1, which helps replication 

machinery circumvent obstructing genetic features, is error-prone and increases the mutation rate of 

genes orientated toward the replication fork (Million-weaver et al. 2015). DNA winding can also be a 

mechanism for gene regulation (Dorman and Dorman 2016), and as such changing DNA topology can 

potentially exert an influence on transcription-related mutagenesis. As such many of these mutagenic 

mechanisms do not operate in a vacuum but rather in a combinatorial fashion. 

1.2.3.1.   Conclusion 

In this introduction, I have highlighted a number of key features that drive mutational biases to fluctuate 

significantly throughout the bacterial genome. While this demonstrates our detailed understanding at 

the molecular scale of the many factors that influence and dictate mutation biases, it also highlights the 

challenges we face when trying to understand these factors in the context of evolutionary processes. 
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When analysing evolutionary data it can be challenging to appreciate the effect of these features, as it 

is often difficult to disentangle the role played by mutational biases from the role played by selection. 

This is because an emergent mutation could be the result of higher fitness, which allows the genotype 

to outperform its ancestor and grow in frequency, or the result of mutational bias that introduces the 

genotype into the population early and often. It has been championed that when assessing evolutionary 

outcomes, it is appropriate to start with a null hypothesis of neutral evolution (Duret 2008). Yet 

oftentimes in experimental lab settings, where populations evolve under strong selection, we instead 

assume selection as the null hypothesis (as often reported when a novel genotype reaches high frequency 

in a population and its relative fitness has not been described). The two forces are by no means mutually 

exclusive, as will be discussed in the next section. However, as selection is treated as the dominant 

force, mutational biases tend to play an underappreciated role in determining evolution.  

Mutational bias can masquerade as selection, but so too can selection masquerade as mutation bias, and 

it is important to be aware of such forces. One notable example of this is retromutagenesis (outlined in 

Supplementary Fig. 1.1). As discussed above replication is a key process in generating mutation, but it 

is also responsible for mutation immortalisation. Mutations affecting one strand of the parent cell, such 

as in mismatches owed to oxidative damage (Hogg et al. 2005), occur in the parent cell but are only 

immortalised in the daughter cell when both strands are changed. The daughter cell is therefore the first 

to exhibit the phenotype from this genetic change, meaning that mutation precedes selection as in the 

foundation of the neo-Darwinian theory (summarised in Basener and Sanford 2018). Retromutagenesis 

describes an exemption to this rule: In the stationary phase of the bacterial growth cycle, where 

replication can cease but transcription continues, selection can limit viable mutational avenues to the 

template strand of transcribed regions. As the template strand alone will be transcribed and translated 

into a protein, mutations here can have an immediate effect on fitness. As such in some instances the 

selective advantage enjoyed by the augmented protein product can allow the cell to divide (Morreall et 

al. 2015), and then it is a matter of chance if the mutation is immortalised in the daughter cell. Instances 

of retromutagenesis can therefore appear to be owed to mutation bias, as evolution is funnelled to 

transcribed areas on a single strand, but selection is nonetheless influencing the outcome. Prying apart 

mutational biases and selection continues to be a challenge, but it is imperative that we are able to do 

so if we are to ever to comprehensively understand mutational outcomes.  
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Figure 1.1.   Drivers of mutation rate heterogeneity across the bacterial genome. An illustrative overview 

of the key genetic features that impact rates of mutation: 1) Distance from the replication origin: 

replication fidelity is typically higher closer to the origin and can drop to its lowest at intermediate 

distances or toward the replication terminus. 2) Leading/lagging strand position during replication: 

replication fidelity can be higher on the lagging strand, but this strand has a greater opportunity to form 

secondary structures that can cause replication fork stalling. 3) Rate of transcription: highly expressed 

genes can offer more opportunities for mutation due to variables 4 and 5. 4) Single-stranded DNA 

exposure on non-transcribed strand: single-stranded DNA is susceptible to deamination damage. 5) 

Head-on collisions between RNA polymerase complex and the replication fork: collisions often result 

in mutation at the site of impact. 6) Homologous recombination between repeat regions: genome 

rearrangements are facilitated by repeat regions and can result in deletions, duplications, inversions, 

and transitions. 7) Alternative DNA secondary structure formations such as hairpins (stem-loops) and 

cruciforms: secondary structures can cause stalling of the replication fork, and stem-loop structures 

formed between inverse repeats can cause template switching . 8) Local nucleotide neighbourhood: a 

focal nucleotide’s mutability can be heavily influenced by the nucleotides immediately flanking it. 9) 

Nucleoid-associated proteins and resultant DNA topology: binding DNA and changing the state of 

winding can either heighten or decrease the mutability of affected regions. 10) Homopolymeric tracts 

and tandem repeats: these low-complexity regions cause polymerase strand-slippage that introduces 

mutations within the tracts. Full descriptions and citations for each of these features can be found within 

the main text. 
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1.3.   Domination, Dither or Doom: Examining the fates of mutagenic mechanisms 

under selection 

“One general law, leading to the advancement of all organic beings, namely… let the strongest live 

and the weakest die.” ― Charles Darwin, On The Origin of Species 

Mutagenic mechanisms may operate throughout the genome, but their persistence within DNA across 

generations is by no means assured. Detailed insight into the structure of genetic code that enables all 

life: how it works, and how it can go wrong (causing mutations), has been an emergent area of science 

for around the past half-century. However the force of natural selection, which reshaped how we viewed 

biology, has been known for much longer (Darwin 1859). The modern synthesis fused Mendelian 

genetics and natural selection (outlined by Basener and Sanford 2018) and is still utilised by many 

evolutionary biologists. With this reconciliation it is accepted that mutations are responsible for 

generating the genetic diversity that natural selection subsequently acts upon. As such mutations are the 

raw material – the clay – to the shaping hands of natural selection. Sometimes the hands of natural 

selection are firm (as when under strong directional selection) and sometimes they are loose (when 

under relaxed selection), allowing the clay to form all manner of shapes. But the hands can only shape 

what they are given, and so the genetic material of life is of undeniable importance to the final forms 

we see following adaptation. However, if mutations persistently appear that are unfavoured by natural 

selection, then the hands can work to suppress their appearance by eliminating the mechanisms that 

enable them. In this section we will discuss the interplay between the mechanisms facilitating biased 

mutation rates and the power of selection, and ask when the potter acts to control the composition of 

their clay. 

There are clear signatures within most genomes that an organism’s fitness is often not aligned with 

runaway mutation. DNA error repair proteins, encoded by the core genome, are ubiquitous within 

bacteria and throughout the domains of life (Morita et al. 2010). With the prevalence and persistence of 

these repair enzymes we have a clear clue that the evolutionary history of life has driven genomes to 

limit mutation rates. However it would not be in a cell’s interest to eradicate mutation entirely, as doing 

so would erase their ability to evolve. Therefore, we are posed with questions of how much tolerance 

do bacterial populations have for mutational load? And at what point does the cost of mutation driving 

genetic change become a price too heavy to pay? These questions are often answered by natural 

selection. 

Under stable, natural environments, populations are often in positions where most genetic changes will 

be neutral or deleterious (Kimura 1968). The chance of a mildly deleterious, neutral or advantageous 

mutation reaching fixation under such conditions will depend on population size and its rate of change 

(Otto and Whitlock 1997), but in general there is limited adaptive potential for new mutations. As such 

microbes with high mutation rates will find themselves subject to purifying selection, as by chance 
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mutations will hamper, not improve, their fitness. The consequence of this is that global mutation rate 

will selectively be driven down, such as by encouraging the acquisition and persistence of DNA repair 

proteins and evolving to remove large, disruptive secondary structures throughout the chromosome 

(Leach 1994). 

Yet microbes do not perpetually persist in a state of bliss. When introduced to a new environment, 

especially a stressful one, the ability to rapidly adapt can ascend to paramount importance. In these 

instances, the mutability pendulum swings toward mutator lines that can adapt more rapidly (Swings et 

al. 2017). Mutator lines can be a boon to a population’s fitness even if present in low frequency (Taddei 

et al. 1997), meaning that if but a few lines evolve to break their DNA repair mechanisms they can 

exploit the opportunity of heightened mutation rates. An example of this can be found in the pathogenic 

bacteria P. aeruginosa, which readily infects human lungs affected by cystic fibrosis (Bhagirath et al. 

2016).  Sequenced strains of P. aeruginosa often have functional mismatch repair, but foundling cells 

entering a host will go through a bottleneck that reduces population size. Once inside, however, they 

are met with a harsh environment which can select for hyper-mutability (Oliver 2010) sometimes 

through the removal of mismatch repair (Dettman et al. 2016). 

Engaging a mutagenic actor such as non-functional mismatch repair proteins works to increase mutation 

rate nearly genome-wide (Long et al. 2014; Dettman et al. 2016). However, as elevating global mutation 

rates also raise the likelihood of deleterious mutations (Lynch et al. 1995) , bacteria may instead find 

more nuanced solutions. Rather than impacting mutation rate on a global scale, certain genomic areas 

may have suppressed or elevated mutation rates according to their selective advantage for the cell. In 

E. coli, for example, it has been observed that mutational hotspots are found in repeat and non-functional 

regions of the genome (Zhang et al. 2018). This suggests that crucial genes may be under stronger 

selection for limited mutation rates. A study by Martincorena and colleagues found evidence to this 

effect, with “mutational cold spots” found in highly expressed genes and genes under strong purifying 

selection (Martincorena et al. 2012). Hoede and colleagues offered a mechanism for limiting mutations 

in highly expressed genes, as selectively driven hairpin formation can allow exposed single-stranded 

DNA (which is susceptible to mutation, see previous section 1.2.1.8) to become double-stranded during 

transcription (Hoede et al. 2006). Similarly, essential genes have been found to be much more common 

on the leading strand (Rocha et al. 2003) and transcribed co-orientationally with the replication fork 

(Srivatsan et al. 2010), reducing the influence of mutagenic actors on these genes. As genome 

rearrangements facilitate gene orientation and leading-lagging strand order through gene inversions, it 

has synergistically been suggested that selection suppresses recombination mutants from reaching 

fixation (Roth et al. 1996). 

If selection can supress locally acting mutagenic mechanisms, it engenders the question of whether the 

reverse is also true. I.e., do any mutable features of the genome coincide with areas where a higher 
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mutation rate would be favourable? It has long been a fierce source of debate that microbial stress may 

increase rates of mutation (Roth et al. 2006), which would provide a neat explanation that mutagenicity 

occurs when it is needed as a consequence of cell biology (Katsnelson et al. 2019). However, another 

nuanced argument derived from a similar vein proposes that while in stationary phase, genes that are 

continually transcribed are both under selection – because they’re still being expressed – and will mutate 

at higher rates because transcription often increases the likelihood of mutation (Davis 1989). This 

proposes that mutagenicity occurs consequentially of standard cell behaviour, but that it is tethered to 

regions where mutations could be adaptive. However rather than being situationally driven, it may be 

that highly mutable genetic features are always operating yet are preserved due to their assistance to 

cell evolvability. 

One notable genetic feature that has proven adept at evading purifying selection is homopolymeric 

tracts and tandem repeats (see section 1.2.1.4). These remain pervasive in many microbial genomes, 

and the frameshift mutations they facilitate are selected for under certain circumstances (Wernegreen 

et al. 2010). When homopolymeric tracts or tandem repeats are enriched within certain coding regions 

or promoter regions they allow genes to be rapidly switched on and off through mutation (Moxon et al. 

2006). Bacteria have evolved sophisticated regulatory hierarchies that allow them to augment their gene 

expression to environmental triggers and as such cope with environmental change (Shis et al. 2018). 

Some bacterial species utilise regulatory pathways to drastically alter their activity and endure 

unfavourable environments through the process of sporulation (de Hoon et al. 2010). However the 

‘phenotypic state-switching’ facilitated by mutable homopolymeric tracts and tandem repeats allows 

certain genes to respond to environmental perturbations using an alternative option of mutation (Moxon 

et al. 1994).  

Moxon and colleagues championed the idea that these so-dubbed “contingency loci” could be 

selectively advantageous when they stated the following: “We conclude by restating our thesis as a 

general hypothesis: mutation rates vary among sites in a genome, and this variation is adaptive because 

it promotes evolutionary flexibility in the face of environmental change, without necessarily increasing 

the overall load of deleterious mutations” (Moxon et al. 1994).  This reasoning suggests that mutation, 

like gene regulatory hierarchies that respond to environmental triggers, has evolved to make bacteria 

robust against changing conditions. The mutagenicity at these sites is expected to be high enough that 

variations at contingency loci will be consistently appearing and reverting. As such when the microbes 

are challenged with a new environment, the standing genetic variation in the population will allow at 

least some cells to cope with the novel phenotypic requirements and proliferate, via a process known as 

a soft-selective sweep (Hermisson and Pennings 2005). Evidence for standing genetic variation at 

contingency loci facilitating soft-selective sweeps has been found in subsequent research by Jerome 

and colleagues, who studied the rapid adaptation of Campylobacter jejuni to a new host (Jerome et al. 

2011). 
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While homopolymeric tracts and tandem repeats allow populations to ‘flip-flop’ gene activity between 

environmental conditions and so often provide a selective benefit, not all mutagenic mechanisms are 

primed to do this. Evolving populations often adopt a ‘no going back’ approach, as once a mutation has 

appeared in the population it is more likely that a compensatory mutation, rather than genetic reversion, 

will occur when the mutation is no longer selectively advantageous. This is because the pool of 

mutational targets for compensatory mutations are often much larger than the single mutation that leads 

to genetic reversion (Poon and Chao 2005). Contingency loci that are built on highly mutable strand-

slippage events circumvent this problem, however, as both the initial mutation and the genetic reversion 

are highly mutable. I.e. the same mutagenic mechanism is responsible for hyper-mutability in both 

mutational directions at the same site (Zhou et al. 2014).  

In this sense, strand-slippage mutagenesis may occupy a unique zone where the mutagenic mechanism 

can exist stably in a population. This is not the case for other mutagenic mechanisms. For example, 

template-switching mutations that occur as a result of hairpin formation drive imperfect repeat 

sequences into perfect repeats (De Boer and Ripley 1984; Dutra and Lovett 2006; Lavi et al. 2018). The 

mechanism driving this therefore only works in one direction; once the quasipalindrome has become a 

perfect palindrome, the same mechanism will not revert the sequence back into its previous 

quasipalindromic form. The result is that such mutations irrevocably lose information – the gene’s 

sequence has changed, and the mutagenic hotspot has been lost. Unless another mutagenic mechanism 

is driving genetic reversion at the same position, hotspots will be readily lost once mutation has 

occurred. Compensatory mutations will then likely drive subsequent adaptation elsewhere in the 

genome. Mechanisms such as head-on collisions from antagonistically oriented genes occupy a niche 

between these two extremes, whereby the mutational hotspot is not lost following mutation, but 

compensatory mutations elsewhere in the mutable locus may occur rather than genetic reversion. It is 

also worth noting that hotspots can also be generated through largely neutral processes i.e., synonymous 

variation in the case of repeat regions. Therefore, selection may suppress many mutational hotspots 

over multi-generations and enforce the stability of some others, but it cannot entirely prevent the genesis 

of new highly mutable sites. 
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1.4.   A Model Microbe: Pseudomonas fluorescens 

“Essentially, all life depends upon the soil… There can be no life without soil and no soil without life; 

they have evolved together.” - Charles E Kellogg, USDA Yearbook of Agriculture (1938) 

The Pseudomonas genus was first characterised, albeit very briefly, in the late nineteenth century by 

German Professor Walter Migula (Henry 2012). The elements pseudo and monas are Greek derivations 

meaning “false” and “unit” respectively. Although Migula did not justify his reasoning for using these 

derivations, the praenomen title of pseudo would turn out to be almost prescient. The genus soon 

collected a bloated repertoire of bacterial species, many of which would be later to reassigned to more 

appropriate genera (Palleroni 2010). Many species do however remain in the genus, and all match 

Migula’s brief description – the opening statement of which reads that Pseudomonads are: “Cells with 

polar organs of motility” (Henry 2012). These polar flagella, as they are known today, form the 

phenotypic centrepiece of the model system described throughout this work. 

Pseudomonas fluorescens, the ‘fluorescent’ Pseudomonad, is one species of Pseudomonas to enjoy a 

descriptive phenotypic title. P. fluorescens is a gram-negative, rod-shaped, polar-flagellated, mostly 

obligately aerobic and non-pathogenic saprophytic species that predominantly colonizes soil, water and 

plant surfaces including roots and leaves (Ganeshan and Kumar 2007). P. fluorescens strains have been 

shown to exhibit numerous functions in these diverse ecosystems (Silby et al. 2011) and the species is 

trans-continental, with strains being found across Europe from Spain to Poland and wider still, in 

Taiwan, Australia, and North America (Ganeshan and Kumar 2007). Many strains aid in the growth of 

an array of crop types (Ganeshan and Kumar 2007), which is partly owed to their antimicrobial output 

(O’Sullivan and O’Gara 1992) that counteracts fungi and oomycetes (Haas and Défago 2005).  

P. fluorescens are rarely affiliated with human hosts, owed in part to their limited pathogenicity (a trait 

first discovered by scientists Baader and Garre who opted to swallow P. fluorescens to assess its ability 

to harm the gastro-intestinal tract (Scales et al. 2014)). However more recent work has revealed that P. 

fluorescens is associated with certain human diseases, including Chron’s disease (Scales et al. 2014), 

an affiliation that highlights just one of the diverse ecosystems capable of colonisation by this bacterial 

species. Combining this range with the diversity of the strains genetically (Silby et al. 2009), and in 

their geographic distribution, has led to the species being described more-so as a broader “species 

complex” rather than a species (Silby et al. 2011; Scales et al. 2014). 

Two strains of P. fluorescens are utilised as ancestral genetic backgrounds throughout this work. 

SBW25, which was first isolated from a leaf of a sugar beet plant in Oxford, UK, 1989 (Rainey and 

Bailey 1996); and Pf0-1, which was first isolated from loam soil in Massachusetts, USA, in 1987 

(Compeau et al. 1988). Comparative genomics performed by Silby and colleagues revealed that these 

two strains differ fairly substantially in genome size, gene number and the proportion of shared genes 

(Silby et al. 2009). SBW25 boasts a genome of approximately 6.7 Mb harbouring 6009 coding 
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sequences, and Pf0-1 a genome of approximately 6.4 Mb and 5,742 coding sequences. Of these, only 

4109 genes are shared across the two strains – representing 71.6% of Pf0-1’s genome and 68.4% of 

SBW25’s genome – meaning that just less than one third of the genome is divergent between the two 

(Silby et al. 2009). Amino acid identities between the strains additionally placed their homology 

between the species and genus boundary (Silby et al. 2009). Furthermore, Pf0-1 has also been identified 

as a natural gacA mutant, which debilitates the GacS/GacA two-component system associated with 

antifungal activity, biofilm formation and motility (Seaton et al. 2013). The GacS/GacA system, in 

contrast, is active in wild type strains of SBW25 (Cheng et al. 2016). 

The two strains are not without their similarities, however. They share considerable synteny toward the 

origin of replication, and each strain has a large complement of over 100 genes related to chemotaxis 

and motility (Silby et al. 2009). They both also possess many regulatory elements (Silby et al. 2009), 

of which they share close homology and network architecture of the nitrogen gene regulatory pathway 

(Taylor et al. 2015). Therefore, selective pressures that focus adaptation on genes comprising motility 

and nitrogen regulation will operate similarly across the two strains. This offers an opportunity to 

observe a similar spectrum of mutational targets when both strains are placed under directional 

selection, but also allows for an investigation of the role played by diverse genetic backgrounds in 

driving evolutionary outcomes. 

Previous work by Alsohim and colleagues utilised strain SBW25 in their investigations into P. 

fluorescens motility. Firstly, they observed that a functional deletion of the gene encoding the master 

regulator of flagella synthesis, FleQ, denied SBW25 strains access to flagella-mediated motility 

(Alsohim et al. 2014). FleQ is an enhancer-binding protein that is part of the NtrC-like transcription 

factor family (Jyot et al. 2002). Structurally, the FleQ protein performs its role of regulating gene 

expression through three major domains. These consist of a receiver (REC) domain which can respond 

to environmental signals, a σ54 (RpoN) interaction domain, and a helix-turn-helix DNA binding domain 

(Bush and Dixon 2012). Blanco-Romero and colleagues implicated a plethora of genes that are under 

control of FleQ in P. fluorescens F113 and P. putida KT2440 (Blanco-romero et al. 2018). These 

included genes involved in iron chelation, secretion systems, and a suite of genes involved in flagella 

biosynthesis and flagellar basal-body proteins (Blanco-romero et al. 2018). This wide influence on 

flagella genes is owed to FleQ’s core position at the top of a tiered regulatory hierarchy (Dasgupta et 

al. 2003) which includes the two-component system fleSR and proteins involved in flagella export (Jyot 

et al. 2002). Thus a debilitating mutation in the fleQ locus will exert downstream consequences on a 

battery of genes (Dasgupta et al. 2003) and erase the flagella motility phenotype (Hickman and 

Harwood 2008).  

In P. aeruginosa evolving to become non-motile can be advantageous e.g. through fleQ mutation, as 

losing flagellin can be a key means to evade a host’s immune response (Hayashi et al. 2001; Faure et 
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al. 2018). However, in P. fluorescens motility is often aligned with high fitness. For example, the 

phenotype has been shown to improve both the attachment and colonisation of wheat roots in soil over 

non-motile lines (Turnbull et al. 2001). In the event of FleQ removal, Alsohim and colleagues observed 

that strain SBW25 had a phenotypic contingency in the form of viscosin-mediated biosurfactant, which 

allowed for an alternate form of sliding motility (Alsohim et al. 2014). However in a follow-up study, 

Taylor and colleagues found that when this form of sliding motility was additionally removed, flagella-

mediated motility would be swiftly recovered within a matter of days (Taylor et al. 2015). The authors 

repeated this experiment using a fleQ defective mutant of Pf0-1, and observed that this strain too was 

able to rapidly re-evolve flagella motility (Taylor et al. 2015). Both strains resurrected motility through 

a one-step de novo mutation.  

In strain SBW25 independent lines fixed mutations persistently within the ntrB locus, which encodes 

for the histidine kinase belonging to the two-component system of the nitrogen regulatory network. In 

strain Pf0-1 the observed mutations were more variable but still confined to loci belonging to the same 

regulatory network (Taylor et al. 2015). Mutations were found in ntrB but also in glnK, which encodes 

for a NtrB’s binding partner that determines its phosphatase activity. Mutations were also observed in 

glnA, which encodes for glutamine synthetase (GlnA), a gene under the control of the response regulator 

of the nitrogen pathway’s two-component system, NtrC. Although the observed mutations differed in 

their mutational target, each produced the same output – the hyper-phosphorylation of NtrC. As 

introduced above, this protein belongs to the same transcription factor family as FleQ. However Taylor 

and colleagues revealed the two proteins had retained sufficient homology that a hyper-active NtrC can 

drive the expression of FleQ-dependent genes in its absence and recover flagella-mediated motility 

(Taylor et al. 2015). 

A visual overview of the nitrogen regulatory pathway in P. fluorescens is provided in Fig. 1.2. At the 

nexus of this network lies the ntrB/ntrC two-component system. When phosphorylated by NtrB, NtrC 

is responsible for driving the expression of core genes within the network. This includes its own operon 

(Taylor et al. 2015), NtrB’s binding partner GlnK (Hervas et al. 2009), the ammonia transport 

membrane protein AmtB (Hervás et al. 2008), and glutamine synthetase (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 

1995), which catalyses the synthesis of glutamine by fusing glutamate and ammonia (Fig. 1.2). The 

availability of cellular nitrogen is fed back into the sensor of the network, UTase, using ratios of 

available glutamine and 2-ketoglutarate in the cell (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995). As such when 

glutamine synthetase has driven the production of sufficient glutamine, UTase will cease to catalyse the 

addition of uridine monophosphate (UMP) onto GlnK (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995). This 

consequentially allows GlnK to associate with NtrB (Hervas et al. 2009), which stops the histidine 

kinase’s phosphorylation activity of NtrC. The nitrogen regulatory network, therefore, provides a neat 

feedback loop that modulates the phosphorylation and activity of NtrC. However, during an 
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evolutionary event wherein high NtrC activity is needed to drive the expression of flagella genes, each 

of these loci presents itself as a potential mutational target. 

Strong directional selection often results in the acquisition of loss-of-function mutations (Kimura 1968; 

Lind et al. 2015). The rapid evolution of the nitrogen pathway to facilitate hyper-phosphorylation of 

NtrC is no different. The observed mutations in ntrB were each missense mutations, which likely 

prevent the kinase’s ability to associate with GlnK and so de-sensitise it from negative feedback from 

the network (Taylor et al. 2015). Likewise mutations in glnK, which can be catastrophic frameshift 

mutations (Taylor et al. 2015), act to cripple GlnK activity and prevent its association with NtrB, once 

again de-sensitising the kinase from negative feedback. Mutations in glnA instead offer an indirect 

physiological route to increased NtrC-phosphorylation (Fig. 1.2; Taylor et al. 2015). It is likely that 

mutations in this locus hamper glutamine synthesis, meaning the ratio of glutamine to 2-ketoglutarate 

would not switch sufficiently to prevent UTase catalysis of UMP to GlnK (Fig. 1.2). Yet although glnK 

and glnA mutations were readily observable in Pf0-1, they were curiously absent in SBW25. This asked 

whether the broad differences in genetic background meant these two genes were not as beneficial to 

phenotype in one strain, or whether the discrepancy was explained by genetic differences that 

differentially affected mutability of the ntrB locus. 

1.4.1. A pathway of questions: Uncovering a mutational hotspot at the nexus of a 

regulatory network 

At the outset of this work, we sought to determine the key evolutionary forces that drove the evolution 

of a key gene regulatory network, allowing it to re-wire to control a secondary major pathway (Taylor 

et al. 2015). We endeavoured to investigate the role played by the environment; as the presence of 

amino acids glutamate and glutamine, as well as ammonia, are critical molecules in regulating the 

pathway (Fig. 1.2) and their abundance may have altered which of the genes remained viable mutational 

targets. We also endeavoured to assess the role played by pleiotropy, epistasis and redundancy 

facilitated by genes outside the core network. Lastly, we searched for genetic features that may be 

biasing the mutational re-wiring event which allowed for the recovery of a core phenotype. The two 

strains of P. fluorescens SBW25 and Pf0-1 provided us with natural homologs to investigate the role of 

broad genetic background and genetic sequence divergence on realising these evolutionary outcomes. 

We were able to ask why the two strains targeted different genes during the evolution of motility. I.e., 

what elements of their genomes are driving this change – is it the broad divergences of loci between 

them, or is it something intrinsic to the loci of the network itself? Then, once this was resolved, we 

could ask what implications do these different mutational outcomes have for the adaptive potential of 

these two strains?  

In answering these questions, this work uncovers a prominent role for mutation bias which is predicated 

on innocuous-appearing genetic variation. It subsequently reveals that the mutational hotspots which 
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are so integral to driving evolution are both readily acquired through synonymous variation and readily 

lost following evolution. Thus P. fluorescens is utilised as a key model organism that shows powerful 

evolutionary outcomes are not merely the product of the ‘coding genome’, but also the ‘mutable 

genome’ that lays underneath. It reveals that this mutable genome is transient, constantly in a state of 

flux following the guiding hands of natural selection and genetic drift. As we turn toward predicting 

evolutionary outcomes in future work, these core principles teach us of the power of the mutable 

genome, and that it must be understood if we are to ever make accurate evolutionary forecasts. 
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Figure 1.2. The nitrogen regulatory circuit in Pseudomonas fluorescens. Arrow key (citations that 

demonstrate network connections are included in the figure legend): 1) Direct regulation of expression 

by a transcription factor (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995; Hervas et al. 2009) 2) Suspected auto-

regulation by a transcription factor (Taylor et al. 2015) 3) Direct regulation of protein activity through 

post-translational modifications (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995; Hervas et al. 2009). 4) Transient 

regulation via spurious transcription factor binding (Taylor et al. 2015) 5) Indirect regulation through 

intermediate molecular actors.  When glutamine (gln) >> 2-ketogluric acid (2-kg) we observe UTase 

repression, when gln << 2-kg we observe UTase activity (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995) 6) Amino 

acid synthesis (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995) 7) Active molecule transport into the cytoplasm 

(Zheng et al. 2004) 8) Translation of mRNA transcripts. 9) 2-ketoglutaric acid (2-kg) is produced as an 

intermediate of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and plays a role in both nitrogen and carbon 

regulatory networks (Li and Lu 2007; Huergo and Dixon 2015). *Secondary pathways:  glutamate 

dehydrogenase (gdh) and glutamate synthase (glt) (M. J. Merrick and Edwards 1995). Genes are 

italicised. Observed mutational targets during the evolution of motility are highlighted in bold. 
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1.5.   Supplementary materials 

Supplementary Figure 1.1. Mutation immortalisation typically precedes selection, but this is not the 

case for retromutagenesis. (A) An integral gene within a parent cell causes phenotype A. During 

replication a mutation within the gene is immortalised on both strands, resulting in phenotype B when 

the gene is transcribed and translated in the daughter cell. As such mutation is immortalised during 

replication and the change in phenotype is subsequently acted upon by selection in the daughter cell. 

(B) In some instances, such as when a cell is starving and its current genetic arsenal is unable to 

metabolise a nutrient in the environment, replication will cease to occur. However, as transcription in 

the cell will continue, a mutation on the template strand which is transcribed and translated produces 

an immediate change in phenotype in the parent cell. If such a change allowed for the cell to replicate 

e.g. it allowed for the previously unusable nutrient in the environment to be metabolised, then the 

genome will divide and the mutation has a chance of being immortalised. If it is immortalised, then the 

daughter cell will retain the amended phenotype which evolved in the parent. In these cases selection 

precedes mutation immortalisation, and as viable mutational routes are limited to the template strands 

of certain coding regions, this mechanism may incorrectly infer mutation bias. 
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2.3.   Abstract 

Mutational hotspots can determine evolutionary outcomes and make evolution repeatable. Hotspots are 

products of multiple evolutionary forces including mutation rate heterogeneity, but this variable is often 

hard to identify. In this work we reveal that a powerfully deterministic genetic hotspot can be built and 

broken by a handful of silent mutations. We observed this when studying homologous immotile variants 

of the bacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens, AR2 and Pf0-2x. AR2 resurrects motility through highly 

repeatable de novo mutation of the same nucleotide in >95% lines in minimal media (ntrB A289C). 

Pf0-2x, however, evolves via a number of mutations meaning the two strains diverge significantly 

during adaptation. We determined that this evolutionary disparity was owed to just 6 synonymous 

variations within the ntrB locus, which we demonstrated by swapping the sites and observing that we 

were able to both break (>95% to 0%) and build (0% to 80%) a powerfully deterministic mutational 

hotspot. Our work reveals a fundamental role for silent genetic variation in determining adaptive 

outcomes. 
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2.4.   Introduction 

Mutational hotspots, which describe instances where independent cell lines persistently fix mutations 

at the same genomic sites, can make evolution remarkably repeatable. Such hotspots are of immense 

importance as they have been observed to drive evolution across the domains of life, from viruses 

(including SARS-CoV-2; Weber et al. 2020), to bacteria (including MRSA; Sekowska et al. 2016), to 

higher eukaryotic cell lines including those in avian species (Galen et al. 2015) and human cancers 

(Trevino 2020). Our understanding of evolutionary dynamics (e.g. competitive selection and clonal 

interference) can sometimes explain the appearance of hotspots, but genetic features that build hotspots 

by biasing mutation rates are much less understood.  

There have been many examples of experimental systems evolving via repeatable evolution. Microbes 

evolving under strong selection often rapidly adopt similar novel phenotypes (Fong et al. 2005; 

Ostrowski et al. 2008). Furthermore, these phenotypes are often underpinned by mutation hotspots, 

which come in the form of clustered genetic changes within the same region of the genome (Riehle et 

al. 2001; Fraebel et al. 2017), or within limited pockets of loci (Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999; 

Herron and Doebeli 2013; Kram et al. 2017). Sometimes realised mutations are found only in genes 

from a single regulatory pathway (Notley-McRobb and Ferenci 1999; Miller et al. 2013) or a single 

protein complex (Avrani et al. 2017). In extreme cases, evolutionary events can be seen to repeatedly 

target just a handful of sites within a single locus (Meyer et al. 2012; Van Ditmarsch et al. 

2013).  Repeatable evolution allows lines to evolve in parallel, and the degree of parallelism typically 

becomes less common as it descends from broader genomic regions to the nucleotide (Tenaillon et al. 

2012; Bailey et al. 2015). However, despite frequent descriptions of repeatable evolutionary events, a 

detailed understanding of the hotspots that ensure their occurrence is often lacking. 

There are three primary facilitators of mutational hotspots that drive repeatable evolution: (i) Fixation 

bias, which skews evolution toward mutations that enjoy a higher likelihood of dominating the 

population pool. Not all facilitators of fixation bias are considered adaptively advantageous (e.g. 

homologous recombination events in mammalian genomes can bias gene conversion toward certain 

alleles; Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001). But in instances where we observe rapid and highly parallel 

sweeps fixation bias will likely take the form of selection, which drives the fittest competing genotypes 

in the population to fixation (Wood et al. 2005; Woods et al. 2006). (ii) Mutational accessibility, as 

there may be only a small number of readily accessible mutations a genotype can undergo to improve 

fitness (Weinreich et al. 2006). And, (iii) Mutation bias, where genetic and molecular features scattered 

throughout the genome cause sites to mutate at different frequencies and toward certain mutation types 

(for example, A:T → G:C), constraining the mutational spectrum to favour particular outcomes (Bailey 

et al. 2017). Previous research shows that mutation rate heterogeneity can be influenced by the 

arrangement of nucleotides surrounding a particular site (Long et al. 2014), and genetic features such 
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as the secondary structure of DNA (Duan et al. 2018) including the formation of single-stranded DNA 

hairpins (De Boer and Ripley 1984). Nevertheless, the prominence of genetic sequence in driving 

parallel evolutionary outcomes remains unknown.  

To establish which mechanisms are at play, it is important to consider whether parallel outcomes are 

robust to experimental conditions such as environment (Turner et al. 2018) and to account for clonal 

interference, which can alter the chance of observing parallel evolution (Bailey et al. 2017; Lässig et al. 

2017). Clonal interference can occur either due to standing genetic variation in the founder population 

which yields multiple adaptive genotypes in a novel environment (i.e. a soft selective sweep; Hermisson 

and Pennings 2005) or when mutation rate is high relative to the selective coefficient (Barrett et al. 

2006). Clonal interference does not often play an important role when founding experimental lines with 

clonal samples, performing experimental procedures over short timescales, and ensuring rapid fixation 

of adaptive mutants e.g. through spatial separation and/or introducing an artificial bottleneck. However, 

under such conditions the primary influence of selection will manifest as clonal interference, as a large 

starting populating may give rise to multiple adaptive genotypes which compete for fixation throughout 

the course of the experiment (Jerison and Desai 2015). 

In this work, we have utilised an ideal system for identifying the key features that build mutational 

hotspots. We have employed two engineered non-flagellate and biosurfactant-deficient strains of the 

soil bacteria P. fluorescens: AR2, derived from SBW25, and Pf0-2x, derived from Pf0-1 (see materials 

and methods). The strains share homologous genetic backgrounds, including highly similar gene 

regulatory architectures and translated protein products, yet they evolve divergently. Both engineered 

strains lack function of the master regulator of flagella-dependent motility, FleQ, and both AR2 and 

Pf0-2x rapidly re-evolved flagella-mediated motility under strong directional selection (Taylor et al. 

2015). In AR2, this phenotype was achieved in independent lineages via repeatable de novo mutation 

in the ntrB locus of the nitrogen regulatory (ntr) pathway. The parallel evolution of ntrB mutants was 

noteworthy as the locus was consistently targeted, whereas Pf0-2x lines evolved motility via mutations 

across the ntr regulatory hierarchy (Taylor et al. 2015). As such parallel evolution between these 

homologs varied across scale; both were parallel to the phenotype and targeted gene regulatory network, 

but only one possessed a mutational hotspot that concentrated mutations at a single nucleotide site 

within a single locus. We conducted a series of experiments to find out why. 

Here we show that motility evolves in AR2 in an extremely repeatable manner, which is absent in  Pf0-

2x due to a genetic feature predicated on synonymous variation. The evolution of flagella motility in 

AR2 was found to target the same nucleotide substitution in over 95% of cases in minimal medium 

(M9). This outcome was found to be robust across multiple nutrient regimes both in the immotile 

SBW25 variant (AR2) and another SBW25 variant that was able to access biosurfactant-mediated 

motility prior to evolution (SBW25 ∆fleQ). The role of selection and the number of viable mutational 
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routes in ensuring the parallel outcome were found to provide some explanation for parallel evolution 

to the level of the ntrB locus, but not the nucleotide. This therefore implied that intra-locus mutational 

biases were playing a critical role. We then genetically augmented the ntrB locus to indirectly 

incriminate mutation bias and revealed a key underlying genetic driver of parallel evolution. Six silent 

nucleotide changes were introduced within the local region around the frequently targeted site to make 

AR2’s genetic sequence match Pf0-2x, but without altering the protein product. These changes were 

found to reduce parallel evolution at the mutational hotspot from >95% to 0%. In a reciprocal 

experiment, silent changes introduced to the homologous strain Pf0-2x to match AR2’s local native 

sequence raised parallel evolution at this site from 0% to 80%. These results reveal that synonymous 

genetic sequence can play a dominant role in ensuring parallel evolutionary outcomes, and shines a 

spotlight on the overlooked mechanistic drivers behind mutational hotspots. 
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2.5. Materials and Methods 

2.5.1.   Model System 

Our model system employs strains of the soil microbe P. fluorescens SBW25 and Pf0-1 that lack 

motility through partial gene deletion or disruption of fleQ, the master regulator of flagellar motility 

(Robleto et al. 2003; Alsohim et al. 2014). Motility can be recovered in the absence of fleQ following 

de novo mutation that allows for the recruitment of a homologous response regulator, of which the most 

readily targeted is ntrC of the nitrogen regulatory pathway. The initial mutation that facilitates ntrC 

recruitment occurs in other loci in the nitrogen pathway, resulting in the hyper-phosphorylation of ntrC 

(Taylor et al. 2015). Two SBW25-derived strains were used as ancestors in this study: SBW25 ΔfleQ 

(hereafter ΔfleQ) and a ΔfleQ variant with a functional viscB knockout isolated from a transposon 

library (SBW25ΔfleQ IS-ΩKm-hah: PFLU2552, hereafter AR2; Alsohim et al. 2014). ΔfleQ can 

migrate on soft agar (0.25%) prior to mutation via a form of sliding motility, which is owed to the 

strain’s ability to produce viscosin. AR2 cannot produce viscosin and is thus rendered completely 

immotile prior to mutation. Pf0-1 is a native gacA mutant (Seaton et al. 2013) thus does not make 

viscosin, therefore its ΔfleQ variant, Pf0-2x, is rendered completely immotile following disruption of 

fleQ. All cells were grown at 27°C and all strains used throughout the study (ancestral, evolved and 

engineered) were stored at -80°C in 20% glycerol. The nutrient conditions used throughout the work 

were lysogeny broth (LB) and M9 minimal media containing glucose and 7.5 mM NH4. The minimal 

media was used in isolation or supplemented with either glutamate (M9+glu) or glutamine (M9+gln) at 

a final supplement concentration of 8 mM unless stated otherwise. 

2.5.2.   Motility Selection Experiment 

Immotile variants were placed under selection for flagella-mediated motility using LB and M9 soft agar 

(0.25%) motility plates. Details of agar preparation are described in Alsohim et al. 2014. Supplemented 

concentrations of glutamate (glu)/glutamine (gln) in M9 soft agar were expanded to include final 

concentrations at 4 mM, 8 mM and 16 mM, as it was observed that biosurfactant-mediated dendritic 

motility in ΔfleQ lines was enhanced at higher supplement concentrations, which masked any emergent 

blebs (data not shown). Lowering the gln supplement concentration improved the likelihood of 

observing an emergent flagella bleb in M9+gln motility plates (16 mM: 4/12, 8 mM: 9/20, 4 mM: 7/12 

independent lines). However, dendritic motility remained high on all supplements of M9+glu and 

persistently masked blebbing (16 mM: 2/12, 8 mM: 3/20, 4 mM: 2/11 independent lines). Although 

gln/glu supplementation had no bearing on motility in AR2 lines, supplement conditions across both 

gln/glu were expanded for consistency. Each motility plate was seeded with a single clonal colony 

derived from a streak plate prepared from clonal cryogenic stock. Initiating the assay with a colony 

minimised the number of generations from the clonal cryogenic ancestor to the initiation of the assay, 

helping to ensure a clonal starting population. A single colony was inoculated into the centre of the agar 
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using a sterile pipette tip and monitored daily until emergence of motile bleb zones (as visualised in 

Fig. 2.1A). Samples were isolated from the leading edge, selecting for the strongest motility phenotype 

on the plate, within 24 h of emergence and streaked onto LB agar (1.5%) to obtain a clonal sample. As 

ΔfleQ lines were motile via dendritic movement prior to re-evolving flagella motility and could visually 

mask flagella-mediated motile zones, samples were left for 120 h prior to sampling from the leading 

edge of the growth. An exception was made in instances where blebbing motile zones were observed 

solely further within the growth area, in which case this area was preferentially sampled. 

2.5.3.   Sequencing 

Motility-facilitating changes were determined through PCR amplification and sequencing of ntrB, glnK 

and glnA genes (Supplementary Table 2.1). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products and plasmids 

were purified using Monarch® PCR & DNA Cleanup Kit (New England Biolabs) and Sanger 

sequencing was performed by Eurofins Genomics. A subset of AR2 samples evolved on different 

nutritional backgrounds was additionally screened through Illumina Whole-Genome Sequencing 

(WGS) by the Milner Genomics Centre and MicrobesNG (LB: n = 5, M9: n = 6, M9+gln: n = 6, M9+glu: 

n = 7). This allowed us to screen for potential secondary mutations and to identify rare changes in motile 

strains with wildtype ntrB sequences. We observed no adaptive secondary mutations within motile lines 

that underwent WGS, however all AR2-derived strains shared variations from the SBW25 assembly 

genome at the same 5 positions: 45877 A → AG, 985332 G → GC, 1786536 A → G, 3447980 TCC 

→ T, and 3694384 A → G. The commonality of these mutations strongly indicates that the background 

AR2 line differs from the reference genome at these positions. P. fluorescens SBW25 genome was used 

as an assembly template (NCBI Assembly: ASM922v1, GenBank sequence: AM181176.4) and single 

nucleotide polymorphisms were called using Snippy with default parameters (Seemann 2015) through 

the Cloud Infrastructure for Microbial Bioinformatics (CLIMB; Connor et al. 2016). In instances where 

coverage at the called site was low (≤10x), called changes were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 

2.5.4.   Soft Agar Motility Assay 

Cryopreserved samples of AR2 and derived ntrB mutants were streaked and grown for 48 h on LB agar 

(1.5%). Three colonies were then picked, inoculated in LB broth and grown overnight at an agitation of 

180 rpm to create biological triplicates for each sample. Overnight cultures were pelleted via 

centrifugation, their supernatant withdrawn and the cell pellets re-suspended in phosphate buffer saline 

(PBS) to a final concentration of OD1 cells/ml. 1 μl of each replicate was inoculated into soft-agar by 

piercing the top of the agar with the pipette tip and ejecting the culture into the cavity as the tip was 

withdrawn. Plates were incubated for 48 h and photographed. Diameters of concentric circle growths 

were calculated laterally and longitudinally, allowing us to calculate an averaged total surface area using 

A= πr2. This process was repeated as several independent lines underwent a second-step mutation 
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(Taylor et al. 2015) within the 48 h assay. This phenotype was readily observable as a blebbing that 

appeared at the leading edge along a segment of the circumference, distorting the expected concentric 

circle of a clonal migrating population. As such these plates were discarded from the study. By 

completing additional sets of biological triplicates, we ensured that each sample had at least three 

biological replicates for analysis. 

2.5.5.   Invasion Assay 

OD-corrected biological triplicates of  ntrB mutant lines were prepared as outlined above. For each of 

the biological triplicates,  1 OD unit of ntrB Δ406-417 and ntrB A683C were mixed at equal cell 

densities (giving 2 OD units in total), and 1 OD unit of ntrB A289C was pelleted and re-suspended in 

the same volume as the mixed culture. 1ul of each biological replicate of the re-suspended mixed culture 

was used to inoculate four soft agar plates as outlined above and incubated, followed by ntrB A289C’s 

inoculation into the same cavity after the allotted time had elapsed (0 h, 3 h, and 6 h). When inoculated 

at 0 h, biological replicates of ntrB A289C were added to the plate immediately after ntrB Δ406-417 

and A683C, with each replicate seeding four soft agar plates. In instances where ntrB A289C was added 

to the plate 3h or 6 h after ntrB Δ406-417  and A683C, overgrowth of culture was avoided by incubating 

ntrB A289C cultures at 22°C at 0 h until cell pelleting and re-suspension approximately 1 h prior to 

inoculation. The same ‘angle of attack’ was used for both instances of inoculation (i.e. the side of the 

plate that the pipette tip travelled over on its way to the centre), as small volumes of fluid falling from 

the tip onto the plate could cause local satellite growth. To avoid the risk of satellite growths affecting 

results, isolated samples were collected from the leading edge 180° from the angle of attack after a 

period of 24 h. The ntrB locus of one sample per replicate was determined by Sanger sequencing to 

establish the dominant genotype at the growth frontier. 

2.5.6.   Genetic engineering 

A pTS1 plasmid containing ntrB A683C was assembled using overlap extension PCR (oePCR) cloning 

(for detailed protocol see, Bryskin and Matsumura 2010) using vector pTS1 as a template. The ntrB 

synonymous mutants (AR2-sm and Pf0-2x-sm6) and AR2-sm ntrB A289C pTS1 plasmids were 

constructed using oePCR to assemble the insert sequence for allelic exchange, followed by 

amplification using nested primers and annealed into a pTS1 vector through restriction-ligation (for full 

primer list see Supplementary Table. 2.1). pTS1 is a suicide vector, able to replicate in E. coli but not 

Pseudomonas, and contains a tetracycline resistance cassette as well as an open reading frame encoding 

SacB. Cloned plasmids were introduced to P. fluorescens SBW25 strains via puddle mating conjugation 

with an auxotrophic E. coli donor strain ST18. Mutations were incorporated into the genome through 

two-step allelic exchange, using a method outline by Hmelo et al. 2015, with the following adjustments: 

(i) P. fluorescens cells were grown at 27⁰C. (ii) An additional passage step was introduced prior to 
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merodiploid selection, whereby colonies consisting of P. fluorescens cells that had incorporated the 

plasmid (merodiploids) were allowed to grow overnight in LB broth free from selection, granting extra 

generational time for expulsion of the plasmid from the genome. (iii) The overnight cultures were 

subsequently serially diluted and spot plated onto NSLB agar + 15% (wt/vol) sucrose for AR2 strains 

and NSLB agar + 5% (wt/vol) sucrose for the Pf0-2x strain. Positive mutant strains were identified 

through targeted Sanger sequencing of the ntrB locus. Merodiploids, which have gone through just one 

recombination event, will possess both mutant and wild type alleles of the target locus, as well as the 

sacB locus and a tetracycline resistance cassette. However, the wild type allele, sacB and tetracycline 

resistance will be subsequently lost following successful two-step recombination. We therefore also 

screened these mutant strains for counter-selection escape through PCR-amplification and sequencing 

of the sacB locus and growth on tetracycline. Mutants were only considered successful if there was no 

product on an agarose gel following amplification of sacB alongside appropriate controls, the lines were 

sensitive to tetracycline, and PCR results of the target locus reported expected changes at the targeted 

sites.  

2.5.7.   Statistics 

All statistical tests and figures were produced in R (R Core Team 2014). Figures were created using the 

ggplot package (Wickham 2016). Simulated datasets were produced for the Bootstrap tests by randomly 

drawing from a pool of n values with equal weights x times for 1 million iterations. Note that for the 

test examining the mutational spectrum when discussing mutational accessibility, the simulated dataset 

drew from a pool of 3 values, and as such encodes that no other mutational routes are possible aside 

from the observed 3. Therefore the derived statistic is an underestimate, with additional routes at any 

weight lowering the likelihood of repeat observations of a single value. All other tests were completed 

using functions in base-R aside from the Dunn test, which was performed using the FSA package (Ogle 

et al. 2020). Along with the Bootstrap tests, the statistical tests used throughout the study were: Kruskal-

Wallis chi-squared tests, Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn test, and Wilcoxon rank sum tests with 

continuity correction. 

2.5.8.   Data availability 

All raw data used for generation of this manuscript is publicly available and can be accessed at 

https://github.com/J-S-Horton/Syn-sequence-parallel-evolution. 
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2.6.   Results 

2.6.1.   SBW25-derived immotile strains evolve motility via highly repeatable evolution 

To quantify the degree of parallel evolution of flagellar motility within the immotile SBW25 model 

system, we placed 24 independent replicates of AR2 under strong directional selection in a minimal 

medium environment (M9). Motile mutants were readily identified through emergent motile zones that 

migrated outward in a concentric circle (Fig. 2.1A). Clonal samples were isolated from the zone’s 

leading edge within 24 h of emergence and their genotypes analysed through either whole-genome or 

targeted Sanger sequencing of the ntrB locus. Motile strains evolved rapidly (Fig. 2.1B) and each 

independent line was found to be a product of a one-step de novo mutation. All 24 lines had evolved in 

parallel at the locus level: each had acquired a single, motility-restoring mutation within ntrB (Fig. 

2.1C). More surprising however, was the level of parallel evolution within the locus. 23/24 replicates 

had acquired a single nucleotide polymorphism at site 289, resulting in a transversion mutation from A 

to C (hereafter referred to as ntrB A289C). This resulted in a T97P missense mutation within NtrB’s 

PAS domain. The remaining sample had acquired a 12-base-pair deletion from nucleotide sites 406-

417 (406-417), resulting in an in-frame deletion of residues 136-139 (ΔLVRG) within NtrB’s 

phospho-acceptor domain. 
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Figure 2.1. Highly repeatable evolution of flagella-mediated motility in immotile variants of P. 

fluorescens SBW25 (AR2). (A) Immotile populations evolved on soft agar (left) re-evolved flagella-

mediated motility through one-step de novo mutation (right). (B) Phenotype emergence appeared 

rapidly, typically within 3-5 days following inoculation. Box edges represent the 25th and 75th 

percentiles and the whiskers show the observed range, individual data points are also plotted. (C) The 

underlying genetic changes were highly parallel, with all independent lines targeting one of two sites 

(left circle, A289C and right circle 406-417) within the ntrB locus at the expense of other sites within 

the nitrogen (ntr) pathway. (D) A single transversion mutation, A289C, was the most common 

mutational route, appearing in over 95% of independent lines (23/24). 
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2.6.2.   Repeatable evolution is robust to nutritional environment 

Repeatable evolution could be robust or highly context-dependent, especially when it occurs via de 

novo mutations with antagonistic pleiotropic effects (McGrath et al. 2011; Mcgee et al. 2016; Sackman 

et al. 2017). However, we found that the repeatability of the ntrB A289C mutation was robust across 

all tested conditions, despite evidence of antagonistic pleiotropic effects on growth. We tested for 

environment-specific antagonistic pleiotropy by measuring relative growth of the ancestral line and 

both evolved ntrB mutants on rich lysogeny broth and minimal medium containing either ammonia as 

the sole nitrogen source or supplemented with either glutamate (M9+glu) or glutamine (M9+gln), both 

of which are naturally assimilated and metabolised by the ntr system. Though large fitness costs were 

evident in M9 minimal medium, supplementing M9 with glu or gln reduced levels of antagonistic 

pleiotropy for both the ntrB A289C and the ∆406-417 mutants (Supplementary Fig. 2.1). Indeed, the 

antagonistic pleiotropy of impaired metabolism was sufficiently low in M9 supplemented with the 

amino acid glutamine (M9+gln) that motile mutants had increased fitness over the ancestral line in static 

broth, which was significant in ntrB A289C (P = 0.0361, Supplementary Fig. 2.1). These findings show 

that antagonistic pleiotropy is harsh in M9 and alleviated substantially in other nutritional environments, 

and therefore evolution in minimal media may have been limiting the viable number of adaptive routes. 

We then tested whether repeatable evolution was robust to varying levels of antagonistic pleiotropy in 

our model system. Our expectation was that supplemented nutrient regimes would lower pleiotropic 

costs and thus unlock alternative routes of adaptation. We additionally hypothesised that a strain which 

is able to migrate prior to mutation would also ease starvation-induced selection pressures and could 

facilitate yet more mutational routes. For this experiment we therefore utilised an additional immotile 

variant of SBW25, which unlike AR2 did not have a transposon inserted into viscB (see materials and 

methods) and thus could migrate via a form of sliding motility prior to mutation (SBW25-ΔfleQ 

(herafter ΔfleQ); Alsohim et al. 2014). We observed a ‘blebbing’ phenotype (Fig. 2.1A) in ΔfleQ lines 

despite their ability to migrate in a dendritic fashion; however, we also found blebbing was less frequent 

under richer nutrient regimes (where populations migrated more rapidly utilising viscosin, see materials 

and methods). Overall, there was no evidence that the prevalence of the mutational hotspot ntrB A289C 

changed with nutrient condition (Gene-by-environment interaction: 2= 0.9375, df = 7, P = 0.9958, see 

Fig. 2.2). Instead, we observed that the ntrB A289C mutation was robust across all tested conditions, 

featuring in 90-100% of the ΔfleQ strains and 80-100% of AR2 strains (Fig. 2.2). 

2.6.3.   Repeatable evolution occurs despite motility being accessible via several 

mutational routes 

Our evolution experiments across nutrient regimes uncovered three novel mutational routes that were 

observed in a small number of mutants (Fig. 2.2), revealing that mutational accessibility could not 

explain the level of observed parallel evolution. Most notably was a non-synonymous A-C transversion 
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mutation at site 683 (ntrB A683C) in a ΔfleQ line evolved on M9+gln, resulting in a missense mutation 

within the NtrB histidine kinase domain. As a single A-C transversion within the same locus, we may 

expect A683C to mutate at a similar rate to A289C. We also observed a 12 base-pair deletion from sites 

410-421 (ntrB Δ410-421) in an AR2 line evolved on M9+gln. Furthermore, we discovered a double 

mutant in an AR2 line evolved on M9+glu: one mutation was a single nucleotide deletion at site 84 

within glnK, and the second was another A to C transversion at site 688 resulting in a T230P missense 

mutation within RNA polymerase sigma factor 54.  

GlnK is NtrB’s native regulatory binding partner and repressor in the ntr pathway, meaning the 

frameshift mutation alone likely explains the observed motility phenotype. However, as this mutant 

underwent two independent mutations we will not consider it for the following analysis. In addition, 

ntrB Δ410-421 and ntrB Δ406-417, despite targeting different nucleotides, translate into identical 

protein products (both compress residues LVRGL at positions 136-140 to a single L at position 136). 

Therefore, we will also group them for the following analysis. Under the assumptions that the three 

remaining one-step observed mutational routes to novel proteins are (i) equally likely to appear in the 

population and (ii) equally likely to reach fixation, the original observation of ntrB A289C appearing 

in 23/24 cases becomes exceptional (Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P < 1 x 10-6). The likelihood of our 

observing this by chance, therefore, is highly unlikely. This means that one or both assumptions are 

almost certainly incorrect. Either the motility phenotype facilitated by the mutations may be unequal, 

enabling clonal interference to enforce a repeatable outcome; or the spectrum of adaptive mutations 

may appear in the population at different rates, resulting in mutation bias. One or both of these elements 

must be skewing evolution to such a degree that parallel evolution to nucleotide resolution becomes 

highly predictable. 
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Figure 2.2. Repeatability of the A289C ntrB mutation across genetic background and nutrient 

environment (total N = 116). The proportion of each observed mutation is shown on the y axis. ntrB 

mutation A289C was robust across both strain backgrounds (SBW25fleQ - shown as fleQ, and AR2) 

and the four tested nutritional environments, remaining the primary target of mutation in all cases 

(>87%). Lines were evolved using 4mM, 8mM and 16mM of amino acid supplement (see materials and 

methods). No significant relationship between supplement concentration and evolutionary target was 

observed (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared tests: AR2 M9+glu, df = 2, P > 0.2; AR2 M9+gln, df = 1, P > 

0.23; ∆fleQ M9+gln, df = 1, P > 0.3), as such they are treated as independent treatments for statistical 

analysis but visually grouped here for convenience. ΔfleQ lines evolved on LB were able to migrate 

rapidly through sliding motility alone, masking any potential emergent flagellate blebs (see Alsohim et 

al. 2014). Sample sizes (N) for other categorical variables: ΔfleQ – M9: 25, M9+gln: 20, M9+glu: 7; 

AR2 - LB: 5, M9: 24, M9+gln: 17, M9+glu: 18. 
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2.6.4.   Clonal interference cannot explain repeatability to nucleotide resolution 

The adaptationist explanation for parallel evolution is that the observed mutational path is outcompeting 

all others on their way to fixation. For the purposes of our experiments, we define fixation as 

establishment on the frontier of the motile zone by the time of sampling. If selection via clonal 

interference alone was driving repeatable evolutionary outcomes, the superior fitness of the ntrB A289C 

genotype should have allowed it to out-migrate other motile genotypes co-existing in the population. 

To test if the ntrB A289C mutation granted the fittest motility phenotype, we allowed the evolved 

genotypes (A289C, 406-417, A683C and glnK ∆84) to migrate independently on the four nutritional 

backgrounds and measured their migration area after 48 h. To allow direct comparison, we first 

engineered the ntrB A683C mutation, which originally evolved in the ∆fleQ background, into an AR2 

strain. We observed that the non-ntrB double mutant, glnK ∆84, migrated significantly more slowly 

than ntrB A289C in all four nutrient backgrounds (M9: P = 0.00153, M9+gln: P = 0.0229, M9+glu: P 

= 0.00460, LB: P = 0.00476, Fig. 2.3). However, ntrB A289C did not significantly outperform either 

of the alternative ntrB mutant lines in any environmental condition (P value range = 0.0567 – 0.878  

Fig. 2.3). This suggests that selection may have played a role in driving parallel evolution to the level 

of the ntrB locus, but it cannot explain why nucleotide site 289 was so frequently mutated. 

To determine if this result remained true when mutant lines were given the opportunity for clonal 

interference, we directly competed ntrB A289C against the alternative ntrB mutant lines, Δ406-417 and 

A683C, on M9 minimal medium. In brief, we co-inoculated the three mutant lines on the same soft agar 

surface at equal concentrations and allowed them to competitively migrate before sampling from the 

leading edge after 24 h of competition. Across 15 independent replicates, we observed no significant 

bias for any ntrB mutation at the growth’s frontier (ntrB A289C = 4/15, ntrB Δ406-417 = 8/15, ntrB 

A683 = 3/15; Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P > 0.26). We next emulated ntrB A289C appearing in the 

population within a handful of generations after the alternative mutations, and observed that the 

common genotype is significantly outperformed when inoculated both 6 h and 3 h after the alternative 

mutant lines (ntrB A289C establishment at frontier = 0/16 independent replicates (3 h and 6 h);  

Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P < 0.005). These results highlight that if motile lines were to appear in 

the population simultaneously in minimal medium, ntrB A289C exhibits no evidence of clonal 

interference. Furthermore, if the common genotype appears in the population after just a handful of 

generations of its competitors it fails to establish itself at the frontier. Additionally, given that the range 

in time before a motility phenotype was observed could vary considerably between independent lines 

(Fig. 1B), our data do not support the hypothesis that global mutation rate could be high enough to allow 

multiple phenotype-granting mutations to appear in the population almost simultaneously, as was 

explored in this assay. As such our evidence suggests that opportunity for clonal interference during the 

short course of the experiment would be minimal, and if it were to occur there is no evidence to support 

it as the causative agent of our repeatable observations of ntrB A289C. More likely is that each 
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independent line adhered to the “early bird gets the worm” maxim, i.e. the ntrB mutant which was the 

first to appear in the population was the genotype subsequently sampled. This therefore suggests that 

the reason ntrB A289C is so frequently collected when sampling is owed at least in part to an 

evolutionary force other than selection and mutational accessibility. 
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Figure 2.3. ntrB mutants possess comparable motility phenotypes. Surface area of  motile zones within 

an AR2 genetic background following 48h of growth across four environmental conditions. Individual 

data points from biological replicates are plotted and each migration area has been standardised against 

the surface area of an AR2 ntrB A289C mutant grown in the same environment (ntrB A289C growth 

mean = 0). Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01 (Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn test). 
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2.6.5.   Silent genetic variation can break a mutational hotspot 

Local mutational biases can play a key role in evolution (Bailey et al. 2017; Lind et al. 2019). Such 

biases can be introduced by changing DNA curvature (Duan et al. 2018) or through neighbouring tracts 

of reverse-complement repeats (palindromes and quasi-palindromes), which have been shown to invoke 

local mutation biases by facilitating the formation of single-stranded DNA hairpins (De Boer and Ripley 

1984). Therefore we next searched for a local mutation bias at ntrB site 289. Previously, we re-evolved 

motility in two engineered immotile strains of P. fluorescens, AR2 (derived from SBW25) and Pf0-2x 

(derived from Pf0-1; Taylor et al. 2015). Although evolved lines in AR2 frequently targeted ntrB, Pf0-

2x lines fixed mutations across the ntr regulatory pathway. Furthermore, although Pf0-2x did acquire 

ntrB mutations in multiple independent lines, we observed no evidence of ntrB site 289 being targeted 

(Taylor et al. 2015). The NtrB proteins of SBW25 and Pf0-1 are highly homologous (95.57% identity) 

but share less identity at the genetic level (88.88% identity). A considerable portion of this genetic 

variation is explained by synonymous genetic variation (8.34%) rather than non-synonymous variance 

(2.76%). Synonymous mutations can play a role in altering local mutation bias. This may occur by 

altering the nucleotide-triplet to one with a higher mutation rate (Long et al. 2014) or by altering the 

secondary structure of longer DNA tracts via the mechanisms outlined above. Nucleotides that remain 

unpaired when their neighbouring nucleotides form hairpins with nearby reverse-complement tracts 

have been observed to exhibit increased mutation rates (Wright et al. 2003). Both SBW25 and Pf0-1 

were found to have short reverse-complement tracts that flanked site 289, however the called hairpins 

were not entirely identical in their composition owing to synonymous variance (Supplementary Fig. 

2.2). Overall, there are 6 synonymous nucleotide substitutions ± 5 codons flanking site 289 (C276G, 

C279T, C285G, C291G, T294G and G300C), which may have been affecting such hairpin formations 

and impacting local mutation rate. 

To test if synonymous sequence was biasing evolutionary outcomes, we replaced the 6 synonymous 

sites in an AR2 strain with those from a Pf0-1 background (hereafter AR2-sm). Not all these sites 

formed part of a theoretically predicted stem that overlapped with site 289 but all were targeted due to 

their close proximity with the site. This ensured that the changes captured any secondary structures 

forming in the local region around nucleotide position 289.  AR2-sm lines were placed under selection 

for motility and we observed that these lines evolved motility significantly more slowly (Fig. 2.4A), 

both in M9 minimal medium and LB (Wilcoxon rank sum tests with continuity correction: M9, W = 

44.5, P < 0.001; LB, W = 22, P < 0.001). Evolved AR2-sm lines that re-evolved motility within 8 days 

were sampled and their ntrB locus analysed by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 2.4B). We observed some 

similar ntrB mutations to those identified previously: the ntrB A683C mutation was observed in one 

independent line evolved on LB, and ntrB ∆406-417 was also observed in both strain backgrounds. 

However, the most common genotype of ntrB A289C fell from being observed in over 95% of 

independent lines in M9 to 0%. Furthermore, we observed multiple previously unseen ntrB mutations, 
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while a considerable number of lines reported wildtype ntrB sequences, instead either targeting another 

gene of the ntr pathway (glnK) or unidentified targets that may lay outside of the network (Fig. 2.4B).  

To test that the A289C transversion remained a viable mutational target in the AR2-sm genetic 

background, we subsequently engineered the AR2-sm strain with this motility-enabling mutation. We 

observed that AR2-sm ntrB A289C was motile and comparable in phenotype to a ntrB A289C mutant 

that had evolved in the ancestral AR2 genetic background (Supplementary Fig. 2.3). We additionally 

found that AR2-sm ntrB A289C retained comparable motility to the other ntrB mutants evolved from 

AR2-sm (Supplementary Fig. 2.3). Therefore, we can determine that the AR2-sm genetic background 

would not prevent motility following mutation at ntrB site 289, nor does it render such a mutation 

uncompetitive. This therefore infers that the sole variable altered between the two strains (the 6 

synonymous changes) are precluding mutation at site 289. Taken together these results strongly suggest 

that the synonymous sequence immediately surrounding ntrB site 289 facilitates its position as a local 

mutational hotspot, and that local mutational bias is imperative for realising extreme parallel evolution 

in our model system. 
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Figure 2.4. Loss of repeatable evolution conferred by a synonymous sequence mutant (AR2-sm). (A) 

Histogram of motility phenotype emergence times across independent replicates of immotile SBW25 

(AR2) and an AR2 strain with 6 synonymous substitutions in the ntrB locus (AR2-sm) in two nutrient 

conditions. (B) Observed mutational targets across two environments (AR2: LB N = 5, M9 N = 24; 

AR2-sm: LB N = 8, M9 N = 8). Note that characterised genotypes were sampled within 8 days of 

experiment start date. Unidentified mutations could not be distinguished from wild type sequences of 

genes belonging to the nitrogen regulatory pathway (ntrB, glnK and glnA) which were analysed by 

Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Table 2.1). ntrB 406-417 was the only mutational target shared by 

both lines within the same nutritional environment. 
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2.6.6.   Silent variation can build a mutational hotspot 

As the previous result exemplified the power of synonymous variation in breaking mutational hotspots, 

we next hypothesised that the same amount of variation could just as readily build a mutational hotspot. 

To achieve this we engineered a synonymous variant of the immotile Pf0-2x strain (Pf0-2x-sm6). This 

strain was a reciprocal mutant of AR2-sm, in that it had synonymous variations at the same six sites 

within ntrB but substituted so that they matched AR2’s native sequence (G276C, T279C, G285C, 

G291C, G294T and C300G). We placed both Pf0-2x and Pf0-2x-sm6 under directional selection for 

motility and observed that Pf0-2x evolved motility slower than Pf0-2x-sm6 (Fig. 2.5A) and targeted a 

multitude of sites across multiple loci (Fig. 2.5B). In stark contrast, Pf0-2x-sm6 evolved both more 

quickly (Fig. 5A; Wilcoxon rank sum tests with continuity correction: M9, W = 239.5, P < 0.001; LB, 

W = 461.5, P < 0.001) and massively more parallel than its native counterpart. Pf0-2x-sm6 fixed ntrB 

A289C in 80% of instances in M9 (8/10 independent lines), despite this de novo mutation not appearing 

once in a Pf0-2x evolved line (0/22 independent lines, Fig. 2.5B). The striking differences between the 

two strains from a Pf0-2x genetic background (Fig. 2.5) clearly mirror the results observed in the AR2 

genetic background (Fig. 2.4). This reveals that a small number of synonymous variations can heavily 

bias mutational outcomes across genetic backgrounds and between homologous strains. 
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Figure 2.5. Gain of repeatable evolution conferred by a synonymous sequence mutant (Pf0-2x-sm). (A) 

Histogram of motility phenotype emergence times across independent replicates of an immotile variant 

of P. fluorescens strain Pf0-1 (Pf0-2x; Taylor et al. 2015) and a Pf0-2x strain with 6 synonymous 

substitutions in the ntrB locus (Pf0-2x-sm) in two nutrient conditions. (B) Observed mutational targets 

across two environments (Pf0-2x: LB N = 29, M9 N = 22; Pf0-2x-sm: LB N = 6, M9 N = 10). 

Unidentified mutations could not be distinguished from wild type sequences of genes belonging to the 

nitrogen regulatory pathway (ntrB, glnK and glnA) which were analysed by Sanger sequencing 

(Supplementary Table 2.1). Mutation ntrB A289C was not observed in a single instance in evolved Pf0-

2x lines but became the strongly preferred target following synonymous substitution. 
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2.7.   Discussion 

Understanding the evolutionary forces that forge mutational hotspots and repeatedly drive certain 

mutations to fixation remains an immense challenge. This is true even in simple systems such as the 

one employed in this study, where clonal bacterial populations were evolved under strong directional 

selection for very few phenotypes, namely motility and nitrogen metabolism. Here we took immotile 

variants of P. fluorescens SBW25 (AR2) and Pf0-1 (Pf0-2x) that had been observed to repeatedly target 

the same gene regulatory pathway  during the re-evolution of motility (Taylor et al. 2015). We found 

that evolving populations of AR2 adapted via de novo substitution mutation in the same locus (ntrB) 

and at the same nucleotide site (A289C) in over 95% of cases in M9 minimal medium. AR2 populations 

were constrained in which genetic avenues they could take to access the phenotype under selection, but 

mutational accessibility and clonal interference alone could not explain such a high degree of parallel 

evolution. Pf0-2x was distinct in that it did not evolve in parallel to nucleotide nor locus resolution. We 

observed that by introducing synonymous changes around the mutational hotspot (ntrB site 289) in both 

AR2 and Pf0-2x so that their local genetic sequences were swapped, we could push evolving AR2 

populations away from the parallel path and pull Pf0-2x lines onto the parallel path. This work reveals 

that synonymous sequence is an integral factor toward realising highly repeatable evolution and 

building a mutational hotspot in our system. 

More recent studies have revealed that synonymous changes have an underestimated effect on fitness 

through their perturbances before and during translation. Synonymous sequence variance can impact 

fitness by changing the stability of mRNA (Kudla et al. 2009; Kristofich et al. 2018; Lebeuf-Taylor et 

al. 2019) and altering codons to perturb or better match the codon-anticodon ratio (Frumkin et al. 2018). 

To our knowledge, we have shown here for the first time that synonymous sequence can also be 

essential for ensuring parallel evolutionary outcomes across genetic backgrounds. Our results strongly 

infer that this is due to its impact on local mutational biases, which mechanistically may be owed to the 

formation of single-stranded hairpins that form between short inverted repeats on the same DNA strand 

(De Boer and Ripley 1984; Fieldhouse and Golding 1991). The formation of these secondary DNA 

structures provides a mechanism for intra-locus mutation bias that can operate with extremely local 

impact and is contingent on DNA sequence variation, as introducing synonymous changes could readily 

perturb the complementarity of neighbouring inverse repeats (e.g. Supplementary Fig. 2.2). 

Furthermore, the finding of just six synonymous mutations having a significant impact on DNA 

structure would not represent a surprising result, as secondary structures can be altered by single 

mutations (Dong et al. 2001).  

We can confidently assert that the altered mutational bias is owed to an intra-locus effect, owing to the 

six synonymous sites all residing within 14 bases at either flank of site 289. However, the full 

elucidation of the secondary structure and genetic mechanistic features enabling this powerful mutation 
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bias awaits further study. We know that at least a portion of the 6 substituted nucleotide sites are 

imperative for parallel genetic outcomes, but we do not yet know if other nucleotide features in the local 

neighbourhood or more broadly e.g. strand orientation (Merrikh and Merrikh 2018) or distance from 

the origin of replication (Long et al. 2014) may be combining with local sequence to enforce mutational 

biases. Interestingly, our data suggest that the mutational hotspot typically mutates so quickly as to 

mask mutations appearing elsewhere and outside of the nitrogen regulatory pathway, which only appear 

when the hotspot is perturbed (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). This therefore presents the opportunity to additionally 

quantify the difference in mutation bias owed to secondary structure.  

Our findings show that the presence of a mutational hotspot was a stronger deterministic evolutionary 

force in our system than other variables such as nutrient regime, starvation-induced selection and 

genetic background. We expected the selective environments to hold some influence over evolutionary 

outcomes (Bailey et al. 2015) mostly owing to varying levels of antagonistic pleiotropy, which has been 

found to be a key driver in similar motility studies (Fraebel et al. 2017). Similarly, while parallel 

evolution can sometimes be impressively robust across genetic backgrounds (Vogwill et al. 2014), some 

innovations are strongly determined by an organism’s evolutionary history (Blount et al. 2012). 

Genomic variation also typically combines with environmental differences to drive populations down 

diverse paths (Spor et al. 2014). However in our experiments, the strains that share the same 6 

synonymous sites evolve more similarly than those that share the same broader genetic background 

(Figs. 2.4B and 2.5B). These results show that strains can share not only high global homology but also 

similar genomic architecture – including translated protein structures and gene regulatory network 

organisation – and yet can have strikingly different mutational outcomes when under selection for the 

exact same traits owing to synonymous variation. This presents intriguing questions as to whether 

neutral changes could facilitate the dominance of a genotype during adaptation because of a previously 

acquired mutational hotspot, and asks whether these mutational hotspots can be selectively enforced.  

Models looking to describe drivers of adaptive evolution often place precedence on fitness and the 

number of accessible adaptive routes (Orr 2005; Zagorski et al. 2016) yet pay little attention to local 

mutational biases (however see, Sackman et al. 2017). However, heterogeneity in mutation becomes of 

paramount importance when systems adhere to the Strong Selection Weak Mutation model (SSWM), 

which describes instances when an advantageous mutation undergoes a hard sweep to fixation before 

another beneficial mutation appears (Gillespie 1984). In such cases relative fitness values between 

adaptive genotypes are relegated to secondary importance behind the likelihood of an adaptive genotype 

appearing in the population. Indeed, experimental systems that adhere to the SSWM maxim have been 

observed to evolve in parallel despite the option of multiple mutational routes to improved fitness 

(Vogwill et al. 2014). This suggests that uneven mutational biases can be a key driver in forming 

mutational hotspots and realising parallel evolution, a conclusion which has been reinforced 

theoretically (Bailey et al. 2017) although empirical data is still lacking. Understanding the mechanistic 
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causes of mutation rate heterogeneity, therefore, will be essential if we are to determine the presence of 

mutational hotspots that allow for accurate predictions of evolution (Bailey et al. 2018; Lind et al. 2019). 

The challenge remains in identifying what these mechanistic quirks may be, where they may be found, 

and determining how they impact evolutionary outcomes. 

Our work sheds light on the ability of silent genetic variation to build a mutational hotspot with 

functionally significant evolutionary outcomes. This hotspot is built by an adaptive site under strong 

directional selection that enjoys biased mutation, facilitating highly repeatable evolution when mutation 

bias and selection align. Mutation is inherently a random process, but not all sites in the genome possess 

equal fixation potential. Most changes will not improve a phenotype under selection, and those that do 

will not necessarily mutate at the same rates. Therefore, we can increase our ability to anticipate the 

location of a mutational hotspot dramatically, permitting we have a detailed understanding of the 

evolutionary variables at play. Considerable inroads have already been made toward realising this goal. 

When searching for adaptive targets, it has been highlighted that loss-of-function mutations are the most 

frequently observed mutational type under selection (Kimura 1968; Lind et al. 2015) and that a gene’s 

wider position within its regulatory network determines its propensity in delivering phenotypic change 

(McDonald et al. 2009). When searching for mutational biases, it has been shown that parallel evolution 

at the level of the locus is partially determined by gene length (Bailey et al. 2018) and that molecular 

apparatus involved in replication and repair can strongly influence the likelihood of a given nucleotide 

substitution (Lind and Andersson 2008; Stoltzfus and McCandlish 2017). Here, we show that 

synonymous sequence warrants consideration alongside these other variables by highlighting its impact 

on the realisation of highly repeatable evolution. 
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2.9.   Supplementary materials 

2.9.1.   Assessing Pleiotropy via Growth Rate 

Cryopreserved samples of AR2 and derived ntrB mutants were streaked and grown for 48 h on LB agar 

(1.5%). Three colonies were then picked, inoculated in LB broth and grown overnight at an agitation of 

180 rpm to create biological triplicates for each sample. This process was repeated with an independent 

batch of biological triplicates on a separate day to produce a total of 6 biological replicates for each 

sample. Overnight cultures were pelleted via centrifugation, their supernatant withdrawn and the cell 

pellets re-suspended in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to a final concentration of OD1 cells/ml. The 

resuspension was subsequently diluted 100-fold into a 96-well plate (Costar®) containing nutrient broth. 

The plates were analysed in a Multiskan™ FC Microplate Photometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 

24h, with autonomous OD readings every 10 min without agitation. Growth values were determined by 

calculating area under the curve using the trapezoidal rule (approach outlined in, Huang and Pang 2012). 

This allowed us to incorporate elements of the pleiotropic consequences to metabolism as well as the 

benefits of the motile swimming phenotype, including prolonged lag phases, steeper exponential phases 

and differing eventual yields achieved by mutant populations relative to the ancestral strain (growth 

curves not shown). 

2.9.2.   ntrB loci analysis 

Theoretical hairpin stem-loop structures were generated using the mfg tool and methodology developed 

by Wright et al. 2003. The mfg tool is used in conjunction with the Quikfold tool on the DINAMelt 

Web Server (Markham and Zuker 2005). Default parameters were used for Quikfold with the exception 

of temperature, which was amended to 27⁰C. The first 400 nucleotides of the open reading frames of 

P. fluorescens SBW25 ntrB and Pf0-1 ntrB were used as input sequences, and AR2-sm’s and Pf0-2x-

sm’s input sequences were created by manually editing SBW25’s and Pf0-1’s ntrB sequence. The mfg 

application generates the most stable stem-loop structure for each base in which the selected base 

remains unpaired and so is at a higher likelihood of mutation. The window size of neighbouring 

nucleotides that are used to form the stem-loop structure can be adjusted, and a window length of 40 

nucleotides was used for the analysis in this study. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2.1. Growth kinetics of mutant AR2 lines in static liquid culture over 24h. Nutrient 

environments: M9 = M9 minimal media supplemented with NH4 at 7.5 mM. M9+glu = additional 

glutamate added at 8 mM. M9+gln = additional glutamine added at 8 mM. LB = lysogeny broth. Growth 

yield was determined using area under the curve, and each yield has been standardised against the yield 

of the AR2 ancestral strain grown in the same environment (AR2 ancestor growth mean = 0). Individual 

data points from biological replicates are plotted, and ranges around the mean growth of the ancestral 

strain are shown in column one of each frame. Plots are the means of six biological replicates. 

Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA post-hoc Tukey 

HSD test). 
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Supplementary Fig. 2.2. Quasi-palindromic sequences flank ntrB site 289 in both P. fluorescens 

SBW25 and Pf0-1 derived strains. Theoretical hairpin formations were generated using the mfg 

program(Wright et al. 2003). This software calculates the most stable hairpin formed between 

neighbouring tracts (± 40 nucleotides from site 289) in which the site of interest (in this case site 289, 

highlighted in red) remains unpaired. In these examples the nucleotides are forced into stem-loop 

structures that have been documented to comprise hairpins (Ripley 1982). The stability, structure and 

included nucleotide tracts of the predicted hairpins differ between strains and determine the mutated 

nucleotide site’s Mutational Index (MI), which is a multiplication of the secondary structure’s 

maximum energy (∆G) and the percentage of alternative DNA folds in which the base of interest is 

unpaired: AR2 = -8.0. AR2-sm = -11.6, Pf0-2x = -13.2, Pf0-2x-sm = -8.3.These differences are partially 

owed to synonymous sequence variation as highlighted by the altered hairpin formation exhibited by 

AR2-sm and Pf0-2x-sm, which differ from their ancestors by 6 synonymous substitutions. AR2 and 

Pf0-2x-sm, the two strains that evolve in a highly parallel manner, share similar features that are absent 

in the other two strains. Namely their MI’s are similar (-8.0 and -8.3) and the frequently mutated ‘A’ is 

located two nucleotides away from the base of a singular long, stable stem. As the mfg program only 

calls the most stable hairpin configuration it may miss alternative structures that temporarily form and 

introduce mutation bias, however the tool exemplifies the power of synonymous variance in altering 

hairpin stability.  
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Supplementary Fig. 2.3. ntrB A289C in AR2-sm retains comparative fitness to its ancestral 

counterpart. The motility phenotype of AR2 ntrB A289C and alternative AR2-sm ntrB mutants (406-

417-sm and A683-sm) were measured against an engineered AR2-sm ntrB A289C mutant (A289C-sm) 

in minimal medium. A289C-sm was not significantly outperformed by any strain, instead showing a 

significantly superior motility phenotype to A683-sm in M9. Although the two motile lines displayed 

comparable motility in an AR2 background (Fig. 2.3), the inferior phenotype observed here may be 

owed to an uncharacterised secondary mutation. Individual data points from biological replicates are 

plotted and each migration area has been standardised against the surface area of a ntrB A289C-sm 

mutant grown in the same environment (ntrB A289C-sm growth mean = 0). Significance values: * = P 

< 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn test).  
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Supplementary Table 2.1. List of primers used throughout the study. 

 

  

For use in: Primer description: Sequence:

SBW25 ntrB  locus (forward) 5'- GAGGTCCCAATGACCATCAG -3'

SBW25 ntrB  locus (reverse) 5'- GACGATCCAGACGGTTTCAC -3'

SBW25 glnK  locus (forward) 5'-GTGGGCAAAGGACTGATTTC-3'

SBW25 glnK  locus (reverse) 5'-GATGATGGCGAAGGTCATCT-3'

SBW25 glnA  locus (forward) 5'-CGGAAATCGCTCAAGGTTTA-3'

SBW25 glnA  locus (reverse) 5'-CTGATAATCCCCAGGCAAAA-3'

Upstream fragment (forward) 5'- GAAATTAATAGGTTGTATTGATGTTGATGACCATCAGCGATGCACTG -3'

Upstream fragment (reverse) 5'- GAATGCTCGGGGCGTAGTCGC -3'

Downstream fragment (forward) 5'- GCGACTACGCCCCGAGCATTC -3'

Downstream fragment (reverse) 5'- GCCGTTTCTGTAATGAAGGAGAAAACTCATGTCGATGGGGCTCCTTG -3'

Upstream fragment (forward) 5'- GAAATTAATAGGTTGTATTGATGTTGTGCCAAATGCCGCCTACATC -3'

Upstream fragment (reverse) 5'- CGTTGCTGAGGATCGGCGTCACCGCGTAATCCACCGTCAG -3'

Downstream fragment (forward) 5'- CTGACGGTGGATTACGCGGTGACGCCGATCCTCAGCAACG -3'

Downstream fragment (reverse) 5'- GCCGTTTCTGTAATGAAGGAGAAAACGTTGATCAGCACGGTGATGT -3'

SBW25 ntrB  nested primer (forward) 5'- AATTTGGATCCATGACCATCAGCGATGCACTG -3'

SBW25 ntrB  nested primer (reverse) 5'- AATTTAAGCTTGATCCAGACGGTTTCACTACG -3'

Upstream fragment (reverse) 5'- CGTTGCTGAGGATCGGCGGCACCGCGTAATCCACCGTCAG -3'

Downstream fragment (forward) 5'- CTGACGGTGGATTACGCGGTGCCGCCGATCCTCAGCAACG -3'

Upstream fragment (forward) 5'-TATCGCCTGCTGCTGGATGG-3'

Upstream fragment (reverse) 5'- CGTTGCTCAGGATAGGGGTCACGGCGTAGTCGACGGTCAG -3'

Downstream fragment (forward) 5'- CTGACCGTCGACTACGCCGTGACCCCTATCCTGAGCAACG -3'

Downstream fragment (reverse) 5'-TCCACACGGTTTCACTACGG-3'

Pf0-1 ntrB  nested primer (forward) 5'-AATTTGGATCCAGCGTCAGGTCAAACCGTGT-3'

Pf0-1 ntrB  nested primer (reverse) 5'-AATTTAAGCTTTGGTGCTGGCTGATGATGTT-3'

sacB check (Forward) 5'-TCAATCATACCGAGAGCGCC-3'

sacB check (Reverse) 5'-TGTCGCAAACTATCACGGCT-3'

Screening engineered lines for 

counter-selection escape

AR2 ntrB  A683C integration 

into pTS1 backbone (allelic 

exchange)

AR2 ntrB  synonymous 

substitution sequence 

integration into pTS1 backbone 

(allelic exchange)

AR2 ntrB  synonymous 

substitution sequence with 

A289C

Sanger sequencing of ntr 

pathway / Invasion assay

Pf0-2x ntrB  synonymous 

substitution sequence 

integration into pTS1 backbone 

(allelic exchange)
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3.3.   Abstract 

Mutation is a game of chance, but the rules are far from fair. Depending on the genetic and 

environmental context, certain mutational types and sites can evolve at drastically different rates than 

their neighbours. When a mutable site coincides with a position under directional selection, it can forge 

a mutational hotspot that facilitates highly repeatable - and by extension reliably predictable - 

evolutionary outcomes. However, it is often unclear which features of the genetic context are essential 

for ensuring repeatable evolution. Here we reveal that genome location, strand orientation, DNA 

secondary structure and mismatch repair proteins all operate in concert to forge a mutational hotspot in 

Pseudomonas fluorescens. We have previously shown that a non-motile variant of P. fluorescens 

SBW25 repeatedly re-evolves motility via an identical de novo single nucleotide polymorphism (ntrB 

A289C) and that this evolution is sensitive to local genetic sequence, which we proposed was owed to 

DNA secondary structure. In this work we translocate, alter local synonymous sequence, and flip the 

orientation of the highly mutable locus to show that these features respectively lower the reliability, 

resolution and eradicate the observed mutational hotspot. We complement this finding by revealing that 

repeatable evolution is achieved by successfully overcoming mismatch repair proteins that suppress 

alternative adaptive transition mutations. We complete this study by presenting a theoretical framework 

that describes the necessary components for highly repeatable and predictable evolution. Our study 

moves us closer to forecasting evolution by showing how genetic features bend the rules of chance to 

ensure repeatable outcomes. 
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3.4.   Introduction 

Mutation represents the genesis of genetic variation, and as such acts as the keystone for the evolution 

of all life. By its nature mutation is an agent of chaos, as genetic change is a product of chance mistakes. 

Therefore it may seem that the generation of genetic material which is subsequently worked upon by 

natural selection and swept aside by genetic drift is inherently unpredictable. But this is not the case. 

Mutation may be a slave to probability, but the weights of these probabilities are by no means the same. 

Instead each position across the genome evolves with its own mutation rate and biases, which can 

fluctuate depending on the environment (Klaric et al. 2020), the genetic material that surrounds it (Long 

et al. 2014), and the molecular apparatus that interacts with it (Dettman et al. 2016). If a site that enjoys 

biased mutation proves adaptive, it can synergise with natural selection and allow evolution to realise a 

highly repeatable evolutionary outcome. However, the genetic features and molecular apparatus that 

ensure these near-deterministic outcomes are rarely demonstrated. 

The field of experimental genetics has greatly enriched our understanding of mutagenic actors within 

the genome. Mutation accumulation experiments have provided clear evidence that mutation rates differ 

depending on genomic position (Hudson et al. 2002), and that that DNA mismatch repair proteins can 

introduce or remove biases via the mutation types they preferentially repair (Long et al. 2018). On a 

more local level, gene strandedness has been shown to incur its own mutation bias. Antagonistically 

facing operons (those that are transcribed in the opposite direction to the directionality of the replication 

fork) show an elevated mutation rate both in comparative genomic studies (Paul et al. 2013) and in 

engineered experimental systems (Juurik et al. 2012). More locally still, intra-locus mutation bias can 

be caused by short tracts of nucleotides, such as homopolymeric tracts or strings of neighbouring 

repeats, that raise the likelihood of small indels (Moxon et al. 2006) and specific nucleotide 

polymorphisms (De Boer and Ripley 1984) respectively. The genetic features scattered about the 

genome can therefore greatly bias the mutational spectrum, generating “mutational hotspots”. If 

mutation at a hotspot were to prove strongly adaptive in a given environment, then directed evolution 

can result in highly repeatable genetic evolution. But are mutational hotspots generated by a single 

defining genetic feature, or the interplay of many? 

In previous work, we identified a mutational hotspot that drove repeatable evolutionary outcomes in 

immotile variants of Pseudomonas fluorescens, as an identical single nucleotide polymorphism (ntrB 

A289C) was realised in >95% of independent replicates in minimal media (Fig. 2.1). We observed that 

this mutational hotspot was predicated on silent genetic changes, with just 6 synonymous mutations 

defining whether strong mutation bias operated at the hotspot site (Fig. 2.4). We predicted this was 

owed to the formation of single-stranded secondary DNA structures during either transcription or 

replication, consisting of stem-loops formed from bound complementary repeat nucleotide tracts 

(principle outlined in Dutra and Lovett 2006). We therefore exemplified the power of silent variation 
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to define adaptive evolution, but it was unclear as to what role the broader genetic context played in 

supporting these outcomes. If we are to discover similar hotspots capable of facilitating repeatable 

evolutionary events, we must first be able to identify which genetic features are important and quantify 

their respective impacts on parallel evolution.  

In this work, we demonstrate the respective roles of key genetic features on ensuring highly repeatable 

evolution by augmenting them piece-meal and measuring their effect on parallel outcomes. We find 

that moving genomic position lowers parallel evolution at the level of the nucleotide, but evolution at 

the locus remains high. We next find that disrupting DNA secondary structures through silent changes 

affects both repeatability at the level of the nucleotide and the locus. We then find that flipping the 

orientation of the operon by inverting DNA strandedness eradicates the hotspot across the locus and 

considerably lowers evolvability of the phenotype under selection. Finally, we make a functional 

deletion of a key mismatch repair protein (MutS) to demonstrate that genetic evolution is constrained 

by DNA repair complexes that suppress rare transitional mutational events, which aids in enforcing a 

repeatable outcome by stifling alternative adaptations. We visualise these insights by presenting a 

graphical framework that displays the mechanistic interplay of these features, which together ensure 

highly repeatable evolutionary outcomes. 
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3.5.   Materials and Methods 

3.5.1.   Strains and culture conditions 

Pseudomonas fluorescens AR2 (SBW25ΔfleQ IS-ΩKm-hah: PFLU2552) was the ancestral strain used 

for this study. This strain was constructed from P. fluorescens SBW25, lacks the flagellum master 

regulator FleQ and has a transposon-insertional disruption of the gene viscB (PFLU2552). This prevents 

production of the flagellum and the biosurfactant viscosin, abolishing both flagellar and surface 

spreading motility respectively (Alsohim et al. 2014). AR2 and its derivative strains subsequently 

detailed were cultured on LB (Miller) media. Escherichia coli strains were cultured on LB media at 

37°C with 230 rpm shaking for liquid cultures. Media supplements are detailed in Supplementary Table 

3.1. 

3.5.2.   Strain construction by two-step allelic exchange and miniTn7 transposon insertion 

Experimental manipulation of the chromosomal locus and strandedness of the ntrBC operon was 

conducted in an AR2ΔntrBC background constructed by two-step allelic exchange. We followed the 

protocol of Hmelo et al., 2015 with some alterations. In brief, 400bp flanking regions up- and down-

stream of ntrBC were amplified and joined by strand overlap extension (SOE) PCR to create a knockout 

allele. This was inserted into the allelic-exchange suicide vector pTS1 (Contains sacB and tetR, and 

incapable of independent replication in Pseudomonas) by SOE-cloning (Bryksin and Matsumura 2010) 

and transformed into the conjugal E. coli strain ST18 by chemical-competence heat-shock. The plasmid 

pTS1-ΔntrBC was transferred to AR2 by two-parent puddle-mating with E. coli ST18 pTS1-ΔntrBC, 

and ntrBC merodiploids selected for on LB supplemented with Kanamycin sulphate and tetracycline 

hydrochloride but lacking 5-ALA supplement required for growth of the E. coli ST18 auxotrophic 

ΔhemA mutant. Following isolation, merodiploids were cultured overnight in LB broth lacking 

tetracycline selection, and then diluted before spread plating onto NSLB media supplemented with 15% 

w/v sucrose for sacB levansucrase-mediated counterselection of the pTS1 plasmid backbone. Sucrose-

resistant colonies were isolated and screened for tetracycline sensitivity. Chromosomal presence of the 

ΔntrBC allele and absence of ntrBC coding sequences was confirmed by colony PCR. 

Chromosomal reintroduction of ntrBC alleles was performed using the miniTn7 transposon insertion 

system closely following the protocol of Choi & Schweizer, 2006. This system reliably introduces 

miniTn7 downstream of the glmS gene in Pseudomonads (PFLU6114 in P. fluorescens SBW25). 

Colony PCR was used to generate inserts containing ntrBC, and ntrBC-sm which includes the DNA-

hairpin abolishing ntrB synonymous mutations detailed previously (see section 2.5). These inserts 

included 293bp upstream and 167bp downstream of ntrBC to maintain the native promoter, enhancer 

and terminator. The miniTn7 vector pJM220 was digested with SacI and HindIII to remove rhaSR and 

prhaBAD (Meisner and Goldberg 2016). Insertion of ntrBC constructs was performed by ligation with 
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T4 DNA ligase overnight at 4°C to generate plasmids pMS-ntrBC-Lag and pMS-ntrBC-sm-Lag, and 

transformed into E. coli DH5α by chemical-competence heat-shock. Transposon insertion was 

conducted by four-parent puddle-mating of the relevant E. coli DH5α miniTn7 plasmid-containing 

donor with the recipient AR2ΔntrBC, transposition helper E. coli SM10 λpir pTNS2 and conjugation 

helper E. coli SP50 pRK2073. Transposon insertions were selected for on LB supplemented with 

Gentamicin sulphate and Kanamycin sulphate, which restricts growth of the donor and helper E. coli 

whilst selecting for AR2ΔntrBC containing the miniTn7 transposon. Chromosomal Transposon 

insertion downstream of glmS was confirmed by colony PCR. 

Manipulation of the ntrBC or ntrBC-sm strandedness was conducting by taking advantage of the reliable 

insertional orientation of the miniTn7 transposon in the SBW25 chromosome (Choi and Schweizer 

2006; Liu et al. 2014). Introduction of a HindIII restriction site upstream of ntrBC and a SacI restriction 

site downstream of ntrBC allowed cloning of the insert into the miniTn7 transposon plasmid with the 

Tn7R site downstream of the ntrBC genes. As the Tn7R site is always situated directly downstream of 

the glmS upon this reliably introducing the ntrBC open reading frame (ORF) onto the opposite strand 

to glmS, which is the lagging strand due to its location in relation to the origin of replication on the 

chromosome (Fig. 3.1A). To switch ntrBC insertion onto the leading strand the positions of the HindIII 

and SacI restriction sites each side of ntrBC were switched, meaning the Tn7R site sat upstream of the 

ntrBC genes and were therefore introduced onto the chromosome with their ORF on the same strand as 

glmS which is the leading strand with respect to the origin of replication (Fig. 3.1A). The orientation of 

the ntrBC ORF sequence relative to the glmS ORF was confirmed by PCR (Fig. 3.1B). 

3.5.3.   Motility evolution experiments 

AR2, and AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC] variants were challenged to rescue motility in the absence of the FleQ 

master flagellar regulator on soft agar, as described previously (Taylor et al. 2015; section 2.5). Pure 

colonies were picked and inoculated into 0.25% agar LB plates made as described in Alsohim et al., 

2014, and incubated at 27°C. At least 20 replicates were performed for each condition. Plates were 

checked a minimum of twice daily for motility, recording time to emergence. Motile zones were 

sampled immediately and always from the leading edge. Motile isolates were streaked on LB agar, and 

a pure colony picked and stored at -80°C as glycerol stocks of LB overnight cultures. All subsequent 

analysis was conducted on these pure motile isolates. Experiment was run for six weeks and any 

replicates without motility after this cut-off recorded as having not evolved. 

3.5.4.   Colony PCR and Sanger sequencing to identify mutations 

Mutations conferring motility were identified by colony PCR amplification and subsequent Sanger 

sequencing service provided by Eurofins Genomics. PCR amplicons were purified for sequencing using 

the Monarch® PCR & DNA Cleanup Kit (New England Biolabs). The genes screened by sequencing 
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were ntrB, glnK, glnA, and PFLU1131, which were selected based on being known mutational targets 

previously known to rescue motility in the AR2 background (section 2.6; Taylor et al., 2015; Shepherd 

et al., unpublished data). Mutations were identified by alignment of the returned sequence against the 

P. fluorescens SBW25 reference genome (Silby et al. 2009) using NCBI BLAST. All motile isolates 

were checked for presence or absence of ntrB mutation, and then isolates without an ntrB mutation were 

checked for glnK, glnA and PFLU1131 mutation in that order until a mutation was identified. Although 

listed as unidentified in Fig. 3.2, glnK PCR amplifications that failed to produce bands following 

multiple attempts are briefly discussed in the main text as pertaining to large deletions, which are 

believed to have deleted at least one of the primer binding sites. 

3.5.5.   MutS strain assay methods 

AR2 ∆mutS strains were assembled via two-step allelic exchange as outlined above. The primer sets 

used (provided in Supplementary Table 3.3) produced a knockout construct that deleted nucleotides 

760-2554 in the coding region of mutS, which removed the core domain including the clamp structure 

responsible for binding DNA in the translated protein product. Following allelic exchange, we isolated 

and screened 3 individual ∆mutS mutants and utilised all 3 for future tests and experiments. This was 

decided as several generations elapsed during the allelic exchange process between mutant construction, 

identification, and storage at -80°C. As such several secondary mutations may have accumulated in 

each of the strains relative to the ancestral strain background, and these may have had a subsequent 

effect on a strain’s ability to evolve motility. To mitigate the risk of the role played by secondary 

mutations therefore, all 3 strains were used and their data was collated. To test if the knockout constructs 

were mismatch repair deficient, we performed a fluctuation assay using rifampicin to estimate relative 

mutation rates between mutS mutants and ancestral AR2 lines. This approach is outlined in (Vogwill et 

al. 2014). In brief, we grew biological triplicates of each ∆mutS line and biological triplicates of AR2 

in 10 ml LB liquid culture agitated at 180 rpm for 48 h free from antibiotic selection. We then spread 

100 l of the culture (1% total volume) onto LB agar plates containing 30 ng/ml rifampicin, listed as 

the minimum inhibitory concentration for P. fluorescens SBW25 (Vogwill et al. 2014). As resistance 

to rifampicin only requires a single nucleotide polymorphism in the rpoB gene encoding an RNA 

polymerase subunit, we could measure mutation rate by using spontaneous mutations within this locus 

as a proxy for rates across the genome (Krašovec et al. 2019). The three replicates of AR2 reported 7, 

10 and 64 resistant colonies per 100 l culture following 48 h incubation. All biological replicates of 

∆mutS lines each reported ≥400 colonies per 100 l culture following 48 h incubation. Therefore we 

can conservatively report an elevated relative mutation rate (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 4.3548, df = 

1, P < 0.037) for all three constructed lines. We subsequently evolved motility from the mutator strains 

and screened their genotypes via the methods outlined above. However our Sanger sequences of glnA 
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captured only ~800bp from the coding regions’ N terminus, and as such some or all of the five 5 

unidentified mutations may have been found in the C terminus of glnA. 

3.5.6.   Phenotypic assays and analysis 

The motility phenotype of AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C] strains was assayed by measuring distance moved 

after 24 h of incubation in 0.25% agar LB plates. Six biological replicates of each strain were grown as 

separate overnight cultures. Cultures were adjusted to an OD595 = 1 and resuspended in PBS. Soft agar 

plates were inoculated with 1 μL of these suspensions, by piercing the surface of the plate with the 

pipette tip, and then effusing the sample into the gap left by the tip. Plates were incubated for 24 h at 

27°C, and photographs taken of motile zones. Surface area moved was then calculated from the radius 

of the concentric motile zone measured from these images (A = π r²). Values were square root 

transformed before plotting. 

Growth phenotype in shaking LB broth was measured by inoculating 99 μL of sterile LB broth with 1 

μL of the OD595=1 PBS cell suspensions for each replicate in a 96-well plate. Plates were incubated at 

27°C with 180 rpm shaking in a plate reader, recording OD595 every ten minutes. Area under the 

bacterial growth curve was calculated using the growthcurver package in R and plotted (Sprouffske and 

Wagner 2016). Area under the bacterial growth curve provides a metric for fitness, as it accounts for 

the characteristics of lag- and log-phase growth, as well as the final carrying capacity of the population. 

3.5.7.   RNA extraction, cDNA preparation and RT-qPCR 

RNA was extracted from 20 OD units of P. fluorescens cultures in mid-log phase growth (OD595 ~1.5). 

Cultures were incubated in LB broth at 27°C and 180 rpm shaking. Extractions were performed for 

biological triplicates of each strain of interest. Upon reaching the desired OD, growth and RNA 

expression was halted by addition of a ½ culture volume of ice-cold killing buffer (20 mM NaN3, 20 

mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2). Cells were pelleted, and the killer buffer removed. A lysis buffer of β-

mercaptoethanol in buffer RLT from the Qiagen RNeasy extraction kit was used to resuspend pellets, 

which were then lysed by bead-milling at 4500 rpm for 45 s with lysing matrix B. Lysates were spun 

through columns from the Qiagen RNeasy extraction kit, and the extraction completed following the 

RNeasy kit protocol. A DNase I treatment step was included between washes with buffer RW1, by 

adding DNase I directly to the column from the RNase-free DNase kit (Qiagen) following kit protocol. 

Samples were eluted in nuclease-free water, and subsequently treated with TURBO DNase from the 

Turbo DNA-free kit (Invitrogen) following kit protocols. 

Purified RNA concentration was measured by Qubit RNA BR assay (Thermo-scientific), RNA quality 

by nanodrop spectrophotometry, and RNA integrity and agarose gel electrophoresis. Production of 

cDNA for subsequent qPCR was performed from extracted RNA using the Protoscript-II First strand 
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cDNA synthesis kit (New England Biolabs) with random hexamer priming following kit protocols, and 

including no reverse-transcriptase controls to allow detection of any prior DNA contamination by PCR. 

RT-qPCR was used to measure gene expression of ntrB and ntrC by the comparative Ct (ΔΔCt) method 

with gyrB as an endogenous reference. Reaction plates were set up using SYBR green PCR master mix 

(applied biosystems), with cDNA template preps diluted to 10-2 in nuclease-free water. 

3.5.8.   Statistical analyses 

All statistical analysis and data handling was performed using R core statistical packages, aside from 

the Dunn test and corrections which was performed using the Dunn.test package. Shapiro-Wilks 

normality tests were performed to confirm non-normality of datasets. To test for differences between 

group medians, a Kruskal-Wallis test with post-hoc Dunn test and Benjamini-Hochberg correction was 

performed. When comparing just two groups, a Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared test and a Pearson's Chi-

squared test with Yates' continuity correction was used. P ≤ 0.025 was taken to indicate significance 

when tests involved corrections, otherwise P ≤ 0.05 taken to indicate significance. 

3.5.9. Data availability 

All raw data used for generation of this manuscript can be accessed at https://github.com/J-S-

Horton/Genetic-actors-for-repeatable-evo. At the time of writing this repository is currently locked, but 

will made publicly accessible following manuscript submission. In the interim, please contact the 

corresponding authors to request access. 
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3.6.   Results 

3.6.1.   Translocation results in a reduction of parallel evolution at the ntrB mutational 

hotspot 

To test the impact of genetic context on parallel evolutionary outcomes we utilised transposon-mediated 

mutagenesis followed by directed evolution, starting with AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag], which constitutes 

a chromosomal translocation of the ntrBC operon. The miniTn7 transposon inserts downstream of the 

glmS gene, which sits ~28kbp from the origin of replication (oriC) of the P. fluorescens SBW25 

chromosome (Fig. 3.1A). This moves ntrBC ~348kbp closer to oriC than the native ntrBC operon 

(~376kbp from oriC). No significant difference in gene expression of the ntrB and ntrC genes was 

detected by RT-qPCR between AR2 and AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] (Supplementary Table 3.2).  

When challenged to rescue flagellar motility, AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] replicates displayed several 

differences in the rate and parallelism of evolution. Median time to emergence of motility increased 

from 3.83 days for AR2 to 5.35 days (Fig. 3.2A), although this was not found to be significant when 

adjusting for the multiplicative effects of post-hoc analyses (P = 0.028, Dunn test). AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] also demonstrated a reduction in the percentage of independent lines evolving 

motility within 6 weeks, dropping from 100% for AR2 to 95.65%. The observed mutational spectrum 

was also significantly altered in AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] when compared to AR2 (Fig. 3.2B). The 

frequently mutated A to C transversion at site 289 in ntrB dropped from 95% to 50% of observed 

mutations. Alternative ntrB mutations occurred at increased frequencies, including the 12bp deletion 

Δ410-421 (22.7%) which has been previously observed (Fig. 2.2), and the SNP G682A (9%) that results 

in the amino acid change D228N similar to the previously seen D228A (Taylor et al. 2015) and 

mirroring the ntrB activating mutation D227A reported in P. aeruginosa (Li and Lu 2007) . Along with 

other rarer ntrB mutations, the remaining 9% of AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] mutations were in glnK, a 

gene encoding an NtrB-repressor (Hervás et al., 2009) that has also been observed to permit ntrBC-

mediated rescue of motility (Fig. 2.3). This result constitutes a significant lowering of mutational 

parallelism for the ntrB mutational hotspot upon translocation to an alternative chromosomal locus 

without alteration to ntrBC sequence identity, gene expression or strand topology. 
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Figure 3.1. Manipulation of the chromosomal locus and DNA strandedness of ntrBC using the miniTn7 

system. A) Diagram of the positioning and DNA strandedness of ntrB, glmS, and the miniTn7 insertion 

site. The circular bacterial chromosome is shown undergoing theta-replication, with two replication 

forks moving out from the origin of replication (oriC). Synthesis of leading and lagging strands are 

shown by purple arrows. Black arrows indicate direction of movement of the two replication forks. B) 

Agarose gel demonstrating difference in strand orientation between miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] and 

miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] engineered strains. Primer pair ‘LAG’ (SBW25-glmS + ntrC-Down-F) will only 

amplify if ntrBC are downstream of glmS and coding on the lagging strand. Primer pair ‘LEAD’ 

(SBW25-glmS + ntrBC-KO-up-R) will only amplify if ntrBC are downstream of glmS and coding on 

the leading strand. Well contents: Row ‘I’: 1 – 1Kb Generuler DNA ladder. 2 – LEAD negative control. 

3 – LAG AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag]. 4 – LEAD AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag]. 5 – LAG AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag]. 6 – LEAD AR2miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag]. 7 - LAG AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-

Lag]. 8 – LEAD AR2miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lag]. 9 – LEAD AR2. 10 to 15 – empty. Row ‘II’: 1 – 1Kb 

Generuler DNA ladder. 2 – LAG negative control. 3 – LAG AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead]. 4 – LEAD 

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead]. 5 – LAG AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead]. 6 – LEAD AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-

sm-Lead]. 7 - LAG AR2miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lead]. 8 – LEAD AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lead]. 9 – LAG AR2. 

10 to 15 – empty. 
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3.6.2.   Inverting the DNA strandedness of ntrBC abolishes the mutational hotspot effect 

Having established that genomic position had a considerable bearing on evolutionary parallelism, we 

next swapped the orientation of the translocated operon to measure this additional variable’s effect on 

repeatable outcomes. This was achieved by switching the 5’-3’ directionality of the ntrBC ORF from 

the lagging strand to the leading strand at the miniTn7 insertion site, and was observed to cause 

significant changes to the activity of the ntrB mutational hotspot (Fig. 3.2). The median time to 

emergence increased from 5.35 days for AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] to 8.75 days for AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] (P = 0.0013, Dunn test). There was also a significant drop in the percentage of 

replicate populations evolving within 6 weeks, from 95.65% for AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] to 74.26% 

for AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead]. AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] replicates displayed a drastically different 

mutational spectrum when challenged to rescue flagellar motility. The ntrB SNP A289C was not 

observed to evolve de novo, and other ntrB mutations accounted for only 22.2% of motility rescuing 

mutations. However, mutations were observed in known motility-granting mutation targets glnK, glnA, 

and PFLU1131 at frequencies of 55.5%, 7.4% and 3.7% respectively (Fig. 3.2B). In addition to these, 

11.1% of mutations were unidentified with no sequence changes in any of the genes Sanger-sequenced 

in this study. This may indicate the existence of a previously unseen mutational route. 

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] also demonstrated a far greater mutational diversity within the ntrB ORF, 

with no two mutations being the same. Only the ntrB SNP A683G has some similarity to previously 

seen mutations, resulting in the amino acid change D228G that mirrors the effect of the D228N and 

D228A NtrB mutations discussed above. Whilst no A289C mutations were observed for AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead], one deletion in this background (Δ286-297) resulted in loss of nucleotide A289 

altogether and therefore the loss of T97 from the NtrB protein. Particularly striking was the ntrB tandem 

duplication of bases 412-444, which acted to duplicate the amino acid sequencing RGLAHEIKNPL 

including the highly conserved phospho-acceptor H-box motif HEIKNPL (Kim and Forst 2001) that is 

essential for NtrB kinase functionality. AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] also displayed a significant diversity 

of glnK mutations. Whilst nucleotide-level parallelism is lost, gene-level parallelism persists but in this 

line favours glnK mutations. The most frequent glnK mutations were a 15bp deletion Δ258-272 and the 

SNP A5C (both 14.8% of observed mutations) which has been observed previously (Fig. 2.4). Much of 

the diversity of glnK mutations was constituted by indels. Deletions Δ191-192 and Δ194-252 resulted 

in frame shifts, and one mutant additionally possessed a large insertion of a predicted IS481 family 

transposase, the sequence of which being present in the SBW25 chromosome prior to the evolution 

assay as four separate ORF’s (PFLU2158/ PFLU4347/ PFLU4873/ PFLU5832). Most glnK mutations 

therefore achieve a clear loss-of-function effect on the GlnK repressor. The loss of ntrB hotspot bias 

also resulted in emergence of glnA and PFLU1131 mutations, as well as an alternative unidentified 

mutational target. The glutamine synthetase encoding glnA presents a metabolic regulatory route to 

NtrB overactivation (Taylor et al. 2015). PFLU1131 is a putative HAMP-domain containing histidine-
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kinase, situated in an operon with a putative sigma-54 enhancer binding protein and FleQ-homolog 

PFLU1132. The spectrum of observed adaptations when DNA strandedness of the operon is swapped 

highlights the large mutational target size available for evolving motility, most of which are simply not 

observed when the hotspot is active. 

To check that the absence of ntrB A289C mutation in the AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] condition was not 

due to the DNA-strandedness change rendering the mutation non-viable, we engineered the strain AR2 

miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lead]. In this strain ntrB with A289C is present (denoted as ntrB’). As a comparison, 

miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lag] was also included, to demonstrate that relocation of the ntrBC genes did not 

impact the motility phenotype they normally grant. Both strains remained motile and were not 

significantly different from one another (P = 0.2667, Dunn test) in an LB motility phenotype assay 

(Supplementary Fig. 3.1A). Both AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lag] and AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lead] were 

significantly faster than AR2 ntrB A289C in the motility phenotype assay (P = 0.0034 and P = 0.0185 

respectively, Dunn test). The magnitude of this difference was small however with both strains moving 

1.5mm further in 24 h than AR2 ntrB A289C. For growth in shaking LB broth as a measure of metabolic 

fitness, an inverse pattern is present, with miniTn7[ntrB’C] strains showing reduced fitness in LB broth 

compared to AR2 ntrB A289C (Supplementary Fig. 3.1B), although only the difference between AR2 

ntrB A289C and AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lag] was significant (P = 0.0199, Dunn test). Overall these 

results show that the common mutational route remains a viable adaptive option when the locus is 

placed in a new genetic context. 
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Figure 3.2. Impact of ntrBC translocation, DNA strandedness and local synonymous sequence variation 

on the observed mutational spectrum for rescuing flagellar motility in AR2-based strains. (N for each 

condition (evolved/total): AR2 – 21/21, miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] – 22/23, miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag] – 

22/34, miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] – 26/35, miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead] – 22/35) A) Time to emergence of 

motility for each ntrBC AR2 strain background. Time to emergence given on the Y-axis in days. 

Boxplots display mean and quartile values. Individual replicate datapoints are shown and coloured by 

the mutant gene identified in that motile isolate. The percentage of replicates evolving motility within 

6 weeks is given above each boxplot. B) Frequency of de novo mutations identified in motile isolates. 

Mutation frequency is shown on the Y axis. Each mutation is shown with its own colour, and mutations 

in the same gene grouped with shades of the same colour (ntrB = greens, glnK = blues, glnA = purples, 

PFLU1131 = greys, Unidentified = red). 
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3.6.3.   Mutation hotspot-abolishing synonymous mutations reduce the frequency of ntrB 

mutations in both strand orientations 

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC] variants with mutation hotspot-abolishing synonymous mutations detailed in Fig. 

2.4 and Fig 2.5 were also tested in this study to understand the impact of the local nucleotide context in 

driving ntrB parallel evolution in these novel genetic backgrounds. The local genetic context (which 

likely facilitates DNA hairpin formation; Supplementary Fig. 2.2) leads to extreme mutational 

parallelism for AR2 in our assay, with 95% of motility rescuing mutations being the ntrB SNP A289C 

and 100% of replicates evolving within 6 weeks (Fig. 3.2B). The synonymous mutant variants (sm) of 

the engineered transposon constructs, consisting of AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag] and AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead], did not show changed time to emergence when compared to their non-sm 

counterparts (P = 0.1083 and P = 0.3010 respectively, Dunn test). There was however a reduction in 

the percentage of replicates evolving within 6 weeks, from 95.65% to 65.70% for miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-

Lag] and from 74.28% to 62.86% for miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead]. 

In both cases, the addition of the mutation hotspot-abolishing synonymous mutations resulted in a 

reduction in ntrB mutation frequency and parallelism (Fig. 3.2B). Firstly we compared AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-Lag] to AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag], which are both translocated variants that are 

transcribed on the lagging strand, and differ from one another only by 6 synonymous nucleotide 

changes. The frequency of the ntrB A289C mutation reduced from 50% to 0% in the sm variant, and 

the frequency of all ntrB mutations fell from 90% to 50% respectively. This matches the previously 

reported effect of these synonymous mutations on the ntrB hotspot (Fig 2.4). For both strains the most 

frequent non-A289C ntrB mutations were the Δ410-421 12bp deletion and the SNP G682A (13.63% 

each of total mutations for AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lag]). Non-ntrB mutations included 45.45% in 

glnK, 18.18% of which being A5C. The remaining 4.55% were in an unidentified locus. 

The synonymous mutations also altered the frequency of ntrB mutations when the gene was positioned 

on the leading strand. AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] already lacked any emergence of ntrB A289C 

mutations, with the DNA-strandedness switch seemingly abolishing the effect of the ntrB mutational 

hotspot. As synonymous changes were similarly found to effect repeatability at this hotspot (Fig. 2.4 

and Fig 2.5), introducing silent mutations was therefore not expected to significantly change the 

observed mutational spectrum. However, when comparing strains AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] and AR2 

miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead], which are both translocated variants that are transcribed on the leading 

strand, and differ by only 6 synonymous nucleotide changes, ntrB mutations frequency dropped from 

22% to 4.5%. The only ntrB mutation seen in the AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-sm-Lead] background was 

A683G, which was also seen in the AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC-Lead] background. The rest of the mutations 

seen in this background were found in glnK (77.27%), PFLU1131 (4.5%) and the remaining 13.63% 

unidentified. Indels feature prominently amongst the glnK mutations and included a significant number 
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of large (>400bp) deletions. Several of these deletions either affect or abolish the neighbouring gene 

PFLU5952 encoding an ammonium transporter amtB (see materials and methods). This indicates that 

the mutational hotspot may have a mutational bias effect on the wider ntrB locus, not just on the 

occurrence of the A289C SNP, perhaps owed to effects of the inferred secondary hairpin structure (see 

Supplementary Fig. 2.2). 

3.6.4.   Suppression of transition mutations from mismatch-repair proteins ensures 

repeatable evolution 

Mutations occur at elevated rates and with biased spectrums, but they are only immortalised once they 

have circumvented or manipulated DNA mismatch repair machinery. We established above that ntrB 

A289C is able to evolve repeatedly as a consequence of multiple genetic features that greatly bias the 

realised mutational spectrum to favour this genetic change. But while mutation bias enriches this 

mutation, corrections of mutations occurring elsewhere by repair machinery may synergistically lower 

the immortalisation likelihood of alternative adaptive routes. Mismatch repair machinery are ubiquitous 

across the tree of life (Ganai and Johansson 2016) including bacteria, where they have been noted to 

bias observed mutational spectra by unevenly suppressing certain mutation types (Long et al. 2018). 

For example, transitions have been noted to become more common in their absence in model organisms 

E. coli (Schaaper and Dunn 1987) and P. aeruginosa (Wong et al. 2012). As such it may be that the 

A289C transversion mutation occurs repeatedly both because its own mutation rate is higher, and 

alternative adaptive routes stemming from other mutation types are suppressed by mismatch repair. To 

test this hypothesis, we constructed and evolved lines of a mismatch defective mutant of AR2 (AR2 

∆mutS), which lacks a key part of the mismatch repair complex (MutS is responsible for binding DNA; 

Schofield et al. 2001) and so cannot initiate repair.  

We observed that, predictably, the elevated rate of mutation (see materials and methods) exhibited by 

∆mutS strains led to more rapid emergence of motility (Fig 3.3). Whereas ancestral AR2 lines achieved 

motility over a range of 2-6 days, all 20 independent lines of the mutator strains achieved the motility 

phenotype ≤3 days (Fig 3.3). In addition, the degree of mutational parallelism across strain backgrounds 

differed. We analysed the genotype of each independent replicate via Sanger sequencing of key loci in 

the nitrogen regulatory pathway: ntrB, glnK and glnA, which were affiliated with rapid evolution of 

motility (Fig 3.2). Following sequencing, the adaptive mutations fixed within 25% (5/20) replicates 

remained unidentified, 35% (7/20) reported ntrB A289C, and 40% (8/20) reported a diverse set of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms in either ntrB or glnK (ntrB T323C, T407C, A608G (observed twice), 

A683G; glnK T11C, A263G, A131G). As such we could determine that mutational repeatability at ntrB 

A289C mutational hotspot had fallen from >95% to 35%. However, this was not owed to a reduction 

in mutation bias operating at the hotspot, but rather an elevation in the realisation of alternative adaptive 

mutations. This result is highlighted by the number of ntrB A289C mutations realised by day 2 of the 
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mutator strains (7/20) relative to the ancestral line (2/21) which only accumulated over 7 A289C 

mutations by day 4 (Fig. 3.3). But while ntrB A289C mutations were elevated at earlier times, so too 

were alternative mutations (those that were identified are plotted in Fig 3.3), with the remaining 13/20 

non-A289C mutations all being realised within 3 days, relative to only 1/23 non A289C mutant being 

realised over 6 days in AR2. Furthermore, all 8 identified alternative mutations were transition 

mutations. If we expect transitions to represent 33% of all mutations and assume an equal likelihood of 

fixation regardless of mutation type, then there is no significant enrichment for either mutation type 

(transition or transversion) in the mutator lines (Bootstrap test, n = 1000000, P > 0.33). In contrast, 

there is a significant omission of transitions in an AR2 background where the hotspot transversion 

remains in effect (Bootstrap test, n = 1000000, P < 0.0023). As such these results show that the mutator 

strains unlock alternative transition mutations that are suppressed in lines with intact mismatch repair 

machinery. As the A289C transversion similarly appears more frequently in mutator lines, mismatch 

repair complexes likely also correct transversion mutations at the hotspot site. Therefore in this model 

organism, mutations at hotspot sites are realised more commonly because rare mutations of alternate 

mutation types are suppressed, while mutations at the hotspot happen sufficiently often to overcome 

mismatch repair. 
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Figure 3.3. Removal of a mismatch repair complex uncovers rapidly realised adaptive transition 

mutations. Constructs of a mutator variant of AR2, which lacks functionality of the mismatch repair 

protein MutS (AR2 ∆mutS), exhibit different evolvability properties to the ancestral line. Independent 

replicates of mutator variants realised the motility phenotype in significantly less time (Kruskal-Wallis 

chi-squared = 16.906, df = 1, P < 0.001). In addition, the relative frequencies of identified mutation 

types differed across mutator backgrounds. While transversion mutations were realised sooner in AR2 

∆mutS (6/20 by 48 h, 2/23 by 48 h in AR2), more transition mutations were likewise realised relative 

to the AR2 ancestor (8/15 identified mutations in AR2 ∆mutS, 1/23 identified mutations in AR2; 

Pearson's Chi-squared test with Yates' continuity correction: ꭓ2 = 6.2032, df = 1, P = 0.01275). 
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3.7. Discussion 

In this work we demonstrated the interconnected influence of genomic location, strand orientation, 

synonymous sequence and mismatch repair on achieving repeatable evolutionary outcomes. We found 

that only by satisfying certain criteria for each examined variable was near-deterministic evolution 

possible (i.e. the realisation of an identical polymorphism in >95% of independent lines). However, by 

capturing the impact of these features individually and in combination, we can appreciate how the 

underlying mechanistic drivers interact to cause the observed changes in genetic repeatability. This 

allows us to form a cohesive conceptual framework that showcases the interplay of these features, and 

highlights how together they can ensure remarkably repeatable outcomes. This framework is depicted 

in Fig. 3.4, and described in detail below. 

We observed that lines adapted more slowly, and parallel evolution lessened, when the hotspot locus 

was moved to a genomic position closer to the origin of replication (oriC). This may be owed to 

increased replication fidelity around the origin site, whereby mutation rate is measurably lower than in 

other regions of the genome. This effect has been observed in multiple studies including one focused 

on a mutator strain derived from P. fluorescens SBW25, the model organism used in this work (Hudson 

et al. 2002; Long et al. 2014). Previous research has suggested that the relationship between genomic 

position and mutation rate is driven by replication timing and the associated levels of 

deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs) (Dillon et al. 2018). A lack of dNTPs has been suggested to increase 

fork stalling (Gon et al. 2006), whereas high levels of dNTPs can increase the rate of introduced 

mismatches (Dillon et al. 2018). It may be that in our cell lines dNTP levels are optimal during the 

initiation of replication but rapidly change as replication progresses, either by depletion through use, or 

a spike as a result of synthesis (Dillon et al. 2018). The mutational mechanism invoked would therefore 

vary depending on dNTP levels, but either process would increase mutagenicity at the mutational 

hotspot’s native location relative to its new location much closer to the oriC.  

Although parallel evolution to nucleotide resolution decreases closer to the oriC – and the mutant lines 

take longer to evolve, inferring slower mutagenesis – lines that do not fix A289C still predominantly 

adapt through mutations within ntrB. In addition, the bias toward ntrB mutagenesis remains the case in 

lines with synonymous variation around ntrB site 289, which breaks the local hotspot. Therefore both 

mutant lines suggest that the ntrB locus remains mutable relative to other adaptive genes (namely glnK) 

even without mutation at the 289 hotspot, suggesting the input of a wider mechanism. The argument 

for a wider mechanism that impacts the entire locus is supported by the lessened parallel evolution 

closer to the origin, as this location change appears to disproportionally effect mutation A289C, with 

other ntrB mutations becoming more common. 
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We can begin to unearth the wider mechanisms enabling hotspot formation through analysing the 

swapped strand orientation of the mutable locus. We previously theorised that the mutational hotspot, 

parallel to nucleotide resolution in approximately 95% of evolved lines, was the product of DNA 

secondary structure (Supplementary Fig. 2.2). We identified local runs of repeat nucleotides which 

could facilitate the formation of a stem-loop that forms on the lagging strand during genome replication. 

Such DNA hairpins have been noted in other studies to facilitate repeatable mutation events at the same 

nucleotide positions (Dutra and Lovett 2006; Klaric et al. 2020). In our case the frequently mutated 

base, ntrB A289, was predicted to lie at the base of the stem, an area particularly sensitive to mutation 

(Wright et al. 2003). In this study we have shown that highly repeatable evolution of mutation A289C 

requires both the local genetic sequence to remain unchanged (allowing the inverse repeats to stay 

intact) and for the gene to remain in its native orientation. This finding supports our mechanistic 

hypothesis, as transcription activity remains unchanged regardless of gene orientation (Supplementary 

Table 3.2). As such the stark differences in mutation spectrums show that transcription alone is not 

responsible for the hotspot. Genomic mutational biases often occur during either replication or 

transcription or both (see section 1.2), and so we can therefore infer that replication is involved in 

hotspot mutagenesis. This synergises both with the finding that translocation toward the replication 

origin alters repeatability, and with a mutagenic mechanism that involves hairpin formation, as these 

features can invoke mutation by causing stalling of the replication fork (Wang and Vasquez 2017).  

An explanation that can marry the observed impact of hairpin structure (local sequence), genomic 

location and operon orientation is that mutability across the locus is facilitated by head-on collisions 

between the RNA polymerase complex and the replication fork (Pomerantz and O’Donnell 2010). Such 

collisions have been observed to cause mutagenesis at impact sites, and collisions are much more 

common when transcription and the replication fork progress in opposing directions (Merrikh 2018). 

Our data show a clear pattern where all lines that are transcribed toward the replication fork 

preferentially mutate within ntrB (where head-on collisions can occur), and the lines that are co-

directional with the replication fork (where head-on collisions cannot occur) instead fix mutations in 

glnK. 

If head-on collisions are behind the ntrB locus’s heightened mutability, then it is unclear if the hairpin-

facilitated replication stalling at site 289 is independent or similarly reliant on this mechanism. 

However, a previous study using E. coli has established that a quasipalindrome-based mutational 

hotspot only exerts an effect when transcribed facing the replication fork, and that the mutation occurs 

more readily when transcription rate increases, which suggests that hairpins and collisions are connected 

(Yoshiyama and Maki 2003). Stalling at hairpins naturally causes the replication fork to slow or pause 

(Labib and Hodgson 2007), and so this may bias the location of collisions between replication and 

transcription apparatus to the hotspot site (Wang and Vasquez 2017). This may also explain the 
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difference in parallel evolution at different genomic locations, as improved fidelity close to the oriC 

may reduce replication stalling but head-on collisions would continue at the same rate. Therefore 

mutations at site 289 would decrease but mutations across the locus would remain high. An alternative 

possibility is that the mutagenic hairpin forms after the head-on collision in the resultant R-loop, a 

nucleic acid structure where DNA and RNA become entangled (Lang et al. 2017). However, the 

literature more readily supports the former hypothesis.  

One consideration with this mechanistic assertion – that head-on collisions between polymerases 

facilitate heightened mutagenicity, and that these are biased to occur at hairpin sites because they invoke 

stalling – is the observation that hairpin formation still plays a role when the operon is transcribed on 

the leading strand. Hairpins have been noted to have more opportunity to form on the lagging strand, 

as this strand of DNA remains single-stranded for longer periods during replication (Bikard et al. 2010). 

Additionally, as head-on collisions no longer occur in this strand orientation, we may expect to not 

observe any mutagenic impact from a fork-stalling DNA motif. However, the predicted secondary 

structure formed at the 289 hotspot involves a short local tract of nucleotides (Supplementary Fig. 2.2) 

and so these may be able to form on the leading strand during replication. Additionally, although 

collisions are more common when DNA and RNA polymerases are antagonistically orientated, 

collisions between the two can also occur co-directionally as the replication fork migrates faster than 

transcription machinery (Merrikh 2018). Therefore the effect of the hairpin may be weakened when the 

operon is transcribed on the leading strand, and so A289C is not observed, but it still engenders some 

stalling and so mutations at the locus become more likely when the DNA secondary structure is present. 

In this work, we have established a hierarchy of genetic features that facilitate the construction of a 

mutational hotspot, which we have demonstrated by removing these building blocks piece by piece. We 

moved a hotspot-harbouring locus to a new genomic location and observed that it lowers the hotspot’s 

repeatability. We then introduced synonymous variation and lowered the hotspot’s resolution. Finally 

we flipped the strand orientation of the locus and eradicated the hotspot entirely. In tandem, we 

demonstrated that alternative adaptive transition mutational events are disproportionally suppressed by 

mismatch repair proteins. Our work therefore illuminates the key genetic variables that allow mutational 

hotspots to occupy the “goldilocks zone” of mutability, which enables them to generate near-

deterministic evolutionary outcomes from the chance event that is mutation. 

Considerable inroads have already been made into forecasting evolution, but predicting the emergence 

of an exact genotype remains especially difficult, especially when forecasts are made prior to mutation. 

Adaptive mutational hotspots, however, offer a means by which we can achieve this. In this work, we 

have showcased the key factors one must consider when searching for these hotspots across the bacterial 

genome. This is a key step forward in our goal to form accurate evolutionary forecasts, as it will enable 

us to identify other such sites and uncover their impact on driving adaptive evolution. 
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Figure 3.4. A framework for repeatable genetic evolution. In this work we have demonstrated that 

multiple factors must be satisfied to achieve repeatable genetic evolution of high fidelity. 1) Replication 

timing. DNA polymerase complexes operate with fluctuating fidelity depending on the elapsed time 

since the initiation of replication, which has been proposed to be owed to the level of dNTPs available 

to the polymerase complex. Bacteria that demonstrate a mutational ‘bulge’ in mutation accumulation 

experiments showcase areas where complexes are more prone to stalling. In many bacteria replication 

timing is highly correlated with distance from the replication origin. 2) Stem-loop DNA secondary 

structures. Neighbouring repeat regions of nucleotides form complementary pairs when existing as 

single-stranded DNA during replication or transcription. Complementary pairs form the stem, and the 

unpaired nucleotides that separate them form the loop. DNA on the lagging strand, which spends 

protracted periods as single strands, is particularly susceptible to intra-strand bonding. DNA 

polymerases are prone to stalling or pausing at stable secondary structure sites, which is more likely to 

occur depending on replication timing. 3) Head-on collisions. Genes transcribed antagonistically to the 

direction of the replication fork engender head-on collisions between DNA and RNA polymerases when 

replication and transcription occur simultaneously. These collisions are enriched to occur at positions 

folded into secondary structures, as DNA polymerases stall at these sites. Sites near the base of stem-

loop structures have been documented as uniquely vulnerable to mutation (bullseye), and unpaired 

bases within stems can mutate predictably owing to template-switching, wherein the complementary 

nucleotides in the stem are replicated in place of their complement, which converts imperfect repeats 

into perfect repeats.  4) Suppression of alternate mutation types. DNA mismatch repair complexes can 

preferentially fix certain mutation types over others (e.g. transitions over transversions). Adaptive 

mutations at mutable sites have a higher likelihood of being realised if repair machinery in the genome 

can correct adaptive mutations of different types occurring elsewhere, and the mutations are themselves 

not of that type. 
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3.9. Supplementary materials 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Impact of translocation and DNA strandedness changes on motility and 

shaking LB growth fitness of the ntrB A289C mutant. A) Motility of A289C ntrB mutation in each 

genomic topology condition as measured by distance moved after 24 h in LB 0.25% agar (mm). AR2 

NTRB A289C contains AR2 ntrB’ (ntrB-A289C) in its native genomic position and strand orientation. 

No significant difference was found between AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-Lag] and AR2 miniTn7[ntrB’C-

Lead] (P = 0.2667, Dunn test), however both moved significantly further than AR2 NTRB A289C (P 

= 0.0034 and P = 0.0185 respectively, Dunn test). B) Fitness of A289C ntrB mutation for each genomic 

topology condition as measured by area under the growth curve for 24 h growth in shaking LB broth. 

No significant difference was found between any strain tested (P = 0.1129, Kruskal-Wallis rank sum 

test). 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions used in this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Strain Media supplement 

P. fluorescens AR2 and derivatives Kanamycin sulphate 50μg/mL 

P. fluorescens AR2 derivatives 

containing miniTn7 transposons 

Kanamycin sulphate 50μg/mL, 

Gentamicin sulphate 5μg/mL 

E. coli DH5α containing pJM220-

derived plasmids 

Ampicillin sodium salt 100μg/mL, 

Gentamicin sulphate 5μg/mL 

E. coli SM10 λpir pTNS2 Ampicillin sodium salt 100μg/mL 

E. coli SP50 pRK2073 Streptomycin sulphate 100μg/mL 

E. coli ST18 derived strains 5-aminolevulinic acid hydrochloride (5-

ALA) 50μg/mL 

E. coli containing pTS1-derived 

plasmids, and P. fluorescens allelic 

exchange merodiploids 

Tetracycline hydrochloride 10μg/mL 
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Supplementary Table 3.2. No significant changes in expression of the ntrB or ntrC genes was observed 

for each genomic topology condition. Expression was assayed for biological triplicates each in technical 

triplicates, using the the comparative Ct (ΔΔCt) method with gyrB as an endogenous reference. P-values 

produced using Dunn tests. 

 

  

Strain ntrB

Fold change relative to AR2 p-value 

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC -Lag] 0.774836401 0.4543

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC -Lead] 1.314879894 0.2036

ntrC

Fold change relative to AR2 p-value

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC -Lag] 1.095604638 0.4226

AR2 miniTn7[ntrBC -Lead] 1.784101725 0.2189
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Supplementary Table 3.3. Details of oligonucleotide primers used in this work. 

Primer name Sequence 5’-3’ Purpose 

ntrC-down-R GAAATTAATAGGTTGTATTGATGT

TGTACCAGGGCTCCCAAAAC 

Amplify downstream homologous region of 

ntrBC for knockout allelic exchange. 

Introduces overlap for incorporation into pTS1 

vector by SOE-cloning. 
ntrBC-KO-down F GACCATCAGCGATGCACTGGGCGA

TGAAGGCTGAATC 

ntrBC-KO-up-R GATTCAGCCTTCATCGCCCAGTGC

ATCGCTGATGGTC 

Amplify upstream homologous region of 

ntrBC for knockout allelic exchange. 

Introduces overlap for incorporation into pTS1 

vector by SOE-cloning. 
ntrBC-KO-up-F GCCGTTTCTGTAATGAAGGAGAAA

ACCCGAGATGGTAGGCATTGAAC 

mutS_out_NF 

 

GCATGGGCGACTTCTACGAG Amplify upstream homologous region of mutS 

for knockout allelic exchange. Contains 

complementary overhangs with downstream 

fragment. 
mutS_ins_NR 

 

GTGCATATAACATTTCGAGCGCAG

GGCGGTGCGCTGGGTTT 

 

mutS_ins_CF 

 

AAACCCAGCGCACCGCCCTGCGCT

CGAAATGTTATATGCAC 

 

Amplify downstream homologous region of 

mutS for knockout allelic exchange. Contains 

complementary overhangs with upstream 

fragment. mutS_out_CR 

 

AATTTAAGCTTCGCTATCAGCGTT

CGAGGTC 

 

mutS_nest_NF 

 

AATTTGGATCCGTTGCTGGACATC

ACCCTG 

Amplifies across annealed upstream and 

downstream mutS fragments for knockout 

allelic exchange. Introduces restriction enzyme 

recognitions sites BamH1 and HindIII to 

termini of fragment for incorporation into pTS1 

vector by restriction-ligation. 

mutS_nest_CR 

 

AATTTAAGCTTACTTCGTCCTCGG

AGAAAAT 

 

ntrBC-SacI-F AATTTGAGCTCCACTGTCCGAACA

ACACTGATC 

Amplify ntrBC and their promoter+terminator 

regions, introducing a SacI site upstream, and a 

HindIII site downstream. ntrBC-HindIII-R AATTTAAGCTTCGGTTCATGGTGC

ATTGAAGC 

ntrBC-HindIII-F AATTTAAGCTTCACTGTCCGAACA

ACACTGATC 

Amplify ntrBC and their promoter+terminator 

regions, introducing a HindIII site upstream, 

and a SacI site downstream. ntrBC-SacI-R AATTTGAGCTCCGGTTCATGGTGC

ATTGAAGC 

SBW25-glmS CACCAAAGCTTTCACCACCCAA SBW25 glmS primer sequence from Liu et al., 

2014. 

 

Pair checks insertion of ntrBC for lagging 

strand orientation. 

 

ntrC-Down-F GACATGAGCCGTAGTGAAACCGG

GCGATGAAGGCTGAATC 

ntrB-1119-F GAGGTCCCAATGACCATCAG Amplification of ntrB for Sanger sequencing. 

ntrB-1119-R GACGATCCAGACGGTTTCAC 

glnK-F GTGGGCAAAGGACTGATTTC Amplification of glnK for Sanger sequencing. 

glnK-R GATGATGGCGAAGGTCATCT 

PFLU1131-F CGATAAGCGAAACCTGATG Amplification of PFLU1131 for Sanger 

sequencing. PFLU1131-R CGACTACCAGAATGTTATGCG 

glnA-F CGGAAATCGCTCAAGGTTTA Amplification of glnA for Sanger sequencing. 

glnA-R CTGATAATCCCCAGGCAAAA 

glnK-long-F CTCCAGGTTCTCCAGGCG Amplify the glnK and amtB locus for Sanger 

sequencing of larger deletion mutants. glnK-long-R GCCCATCGGCGCGCATTC 

ntrB-F-qPCR CTTGCGCCTTGAGTACATGA RT-qPCR primer pair for ntrB – from Taylor et 

al., 2015. ntrB-R-qPCR GTTGCTCAGGATAGGGGTC 

ntrC-F-qPCR GCCGTAGTGAAACCGTCTG RT-qPCR primer pair for ntrC– from Taylor et 

al., 2015. ntrC-R-qPCR CATGCGGATGTCGGAGATG 

gyrB-F-qPCR CGTCACACCATCCAGCGAT RT-qPCR primer pair for gyrB– from Taylor et 

al., 2015. gyrB-R-qPCR AAGTCACGACGAGGCTCGA 
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4.1.   Investigating the evolutionary origins of a mutational hotspot 

4.1.1.   Abstract 

Evolution can sometimes find remarkably repeatable genetic solutions due to the power of mutational 

hotspots, which bias mutation at adaptive sites. Yet despite their power to define evolutionary 

trajectories, the origins of mutational hotspots are rarely investigated. These mutagenic sites may be 

enforced by selection at locations where they are situationally adaptive, allowing them to operate as 

“contingency loci” that provide a mutational means to cope with environmental change. Alternatively, 

highly mutagenic sites may transiently appear through neutral evolution throughout the genome. The 

former scenario would showcase the importance of examining a genome’s adaptive past to better predict 

its future. The latter scenario would exemplify the power of genetic drift in facilitating parallel 

evolutionary outcomes. In this work, I investigate the evolutionary origins of a mutational hotspot and 

reveal evidence that the mutational hotspot is not preserved by selection. In previous work I established 

that a mutational hotspot, which can be built and broken by just 6 synonymous nucleotide changes, was 

responsible for driving highly repeatable genetic evolution in immotile variants of Pseudomonas 

fluorescens. The frequently realised mutation (ntrB A289C) is highly adaptive in immotile variants, 

however in this work I show that it is maladaptive in the wild-type motile ancestral genetic background 

(strain SBW25). In addition, multiple sequence alignments of P. fluorescens strains reveal an increased 

rate of synonymous divergence around the hotspot site relative to the rest of the locus, providing a 

signature of selection in the strain’s evolutionary history. I experimentally explored a role for positive 

selection by assessing the mutational hotspot’s ability to operate as a contingency locus under 

fluctuating environments. These tests revealed a plethora of highly fit compensatory mutations that lead 

to rapid degradation of the hotspot. Together these results find no evidence for positive selection for the 

maintenance of a mutational hotspot, and thus instead infer that such hotspots arise through drift and 

may be acted upon by purifying selection. This work therefore shows that powerful mutational hotspots, 

rather than being preserved only in loci in which there are adaptive, may readily appear and play a role 

in determining evolutionary outcomes throughout the genome. 
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4.2. Introduction 

Mutational hotspots have been revealed as key agents for defining a microbe’s evolutionary trajectory. 

They can constrain explored genetic space, driving evolving populations to persistently realise the same 

adaptive solutions. Hotspots can be established by short tracts of genetic sequence, such as a run of 

homopolymeric nucleotides (Orsi et al. 2010), or tandem repeats (Zhou et al. 2014), or a local 

complimentary run of repeat nucleotides (Dutra and Lovett 2006). Due to the low number of nucleotide 

changes required for their formation, these important evolutionary features may readily evolve via 

neutral evolution. If these hotspots appear in loci wherein genetic changes will incur significant 

phenotypic change, they may well be suppressed by purifying selection. If they are not overtly 

deleterious, then mutations at hotspot sites may become fixed in the population and subsequently lose 

their heightened mutagenicity (Lavi et al. 2018). However, the mutagenicity at hotspot sites may 

likewise be maintained by selection if populations are subjected to fluctuating environments, wherein 

mutations within these genes are often situationally advantageous (Zhou et al. 2014). As we search for 

mutagenic features across the genome, a selectively enforced evolutionary origin would instruct us to 

consider an organism’s evolutionary history. In contrast, a neutral origin points toward hotspots 

appearing throughout the genome, and highlights the power of drift to ‘accidentally’ facilitate 

subsequent parallel evolutionary outcomes. Whether highly deterministic mutational hotspots are 

products of selection or drift however remains an open, and under investigated, question. 

In 1994 Moxon and colleagues proposed the notion of a contingency locus as a means of coping with 

environmental change (Moxon et al. 1994). Bacteria are equipped with often robust and expansive gene 

regulatory networks (Prud’homme et al. 2007), which are comprised of proteins that respond to 

molecular components in their surroundings by either supressing or enabling the expression of 

downstream effector genes. Gene regulatory networks therefore offer a means for bacteria to cope with 

environmental change by amending gene expression according to their needs in a particular 

environment. A contingency locus offers an alternative means of coping with environmental change by 

taking advantage of mutation (Zhou et al. 2014). As certain sites across the genome mutate at higher 

rates than elsewhere, such as homopolymeric tracts and tandem repeats which were the focus of 

Moxon’s work (Moxon et al. 2006), in large populations standing genetic variation should appear at 

these sites, generating multiple combinations of alleles. The generated mutational diversity may encode 

multiple phenotypes, some of which may have different consequences on fitness depending on the 

environment. As such contingency loci offer a form of evolutionary “bet hedging” (Beaumont et al. 

2009), wherein standing variation ensures that at least a portion of the population survive following 

environmental change. If the enriched lines maintain higher mutation rates at the adaptive positions, 

some will rapidly undergo genetic reversion and restore standing genetic variation in the population. 

This is an integral element of hotspot maintenance, as reversion mutations are constantly challenged by 

compensatory mutations elsewhere in the genome. While genetic reversion restores the original 
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phenotype and retains the genetic information of the wild-type, compensatory mutation removes genetic 

information by committing the genotype further along the mutational path away from the wild-type 

genotype. Thus, the efficacy of mutations at the hotspot will change owing to the altered regulatory or 

coding region, and the hotspot will eventually degrade. However, an environmental shift that enriches 

a subset of the population possessing a persistently mutable hotspot can introduce population 

bottlenecks that select for these hotspots, ensuring their maintenance in a population (Moxon et al. 

2006). 

In previous work, we have identified a mutational hotspot that operates in an immotile variant of the 

soil bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25. The hotspot is predicated on a small repeat region of 

nucleotides and therefore is sensitive to local genetic sequence, with just 6 synonymous differences 

between two non-motile strains of P. fluorescens defining the presence or absence of the hotspot. As 

the hotspot lies within the histidine kinase of a two-component system responsible for regulating 

nitrogen, mutations at the hotspot can engender significant phenotypic change. This is especially 

prevalent in the case of our model system, because the response-regulator of the nitrogen pathway 

(ntrC) has retained sufficient homology to the master regulator of flagellar-motility (fleQ), that when 

expressed at high enough levels it can initiate the expression of flagella genes (Taylor et al. 2015). 

Therefore mutation at the hotspot enables cross-talk between two core regulatory networks, providing 

an opportunity for situational selective advantage. Conversely, as the hotspot can be destroyed and 

created by very few silent mutations, its presence may instead be the consequence of genetic drift. 

Determining whether the hotspot has been enforced by selection or has appeared through drift therefore 

has powerful implications. Either positive selection has generated a hotspot that facilitates situational 

entanglement of two gene regulatory networks; or genetic drift has assembled a near-deterministic 

hotspot with powerful evolutionary consequences, which infers that such hotspots could be readily 

constructed during neutral evolution elsewhere in the genome.  

In this work, I investigate the evolutionary origins of this mutational hotspot by addressing the role 

played by selection under fluctuating environments on hotspot maintenance. For the hotspot to persist 

under selection over multiple bottlenecks, the hotspot itself must not be completely degraded under 

fluctuating selective regimes. I first reveal that while ntrB A289C offers no discernible advantage to 

fitness in wild-type SBW25 (which has its native flagellar-regulator intact), in the immotile lines 

possession of a mutational hotspot provides a strong evolutionary advantage under selection for 

motility. I subsequently therefore treat our engineered lines as a toy model to investigate the 

maintenance of hotspots predicated on local stretches of repeat nucleotides.  

I next demonstrate using a theoretical model that for the hotspot to remain stable under fluctuating 

environments, either: (i) the mutation bias that operates in one direction – i.e. the mutation from the 

wild type genotype to the frequently realised mutant genotype – must also operate in the reverse. Or (ii) 
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if the mutation bias only operates in one direction, genetic reversion must offer superior fitness to 

compensatory mutations. I find that by exploiting the antagonistic pleiotropy engendered by ntrB 

A289C’s disruption of nitrogen regulation, simply removing selection for motility is enough to reverse 

directional selection away from the ntrB A289C genotype. Within the fluctuated environment, all 

evolved replicates underwent rapid phenotypic reversion, however all independent lines achieved this 

through compensatory evolution rather than genetic reversion. Subsequent phenotyping of 

compensatory mutants revealed equivalent fitness to a genetic revertant (wild type) in agitated liquid 

culture. The finding of compensatory mutation preference held when selecting for the most rapidly 

realised phenotypic revertant and when performing mixed-culture deep sequencing on phenotypic 

revertant lines. Subsequent re-evolution of motility took significantly longer in the batch of 

compensatory strains than wild-type non-motile SBW25 lines, and overall the compensatory mutants 

became less evolvable with regards to acquisition of the motility phenotype.  

These results provide evidence that mutational hotspots predicated on short tracts of repeat regions can 

be rapidly degraded in fluctuating environments, and therefore suggest that they are not maintained by 

selection or operate as contingency loci. As a consequence, the results indirectly implicate genetic drift 

as the architect of the evolution-defining hotspot, and as such infer that similarly powerful hotspots may 

readily appear across bacterial genomes. 
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4.3. Materials and Methods 

4.3.1. Strains 

This study employed engineered non-flagellate strains of the soil microbe Pseudomonas fluorescens. 

Non-flagellate lines were constructed from two P. fluorescens strain backgrounds, SBW25 (Rainey and 

Bailey 1996) and Pf0-1 (Compeau et al. 1988), through functional deletion of the master regulator of 

flagella motility, fleQ (Alsohim et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2015), and the biosurfactant-production 

regulator viscB in SBW25 (Alsohim et al. 2014). Immotile SBW25 (hereafter AR2) and Pf0-1 (hereafter 

Pf0-2x) were further engineered by two-step allelic exchange (methodology outlined in Hmelo et al. 

2015; amendments and strain construction outlined in section 2.5), to create mutant lines with 6 silent 

mutations within the ntrB locus around site 289 (hereafter AR2-sm and Pf0-2x-sm; (Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 

2.5). The mutation ntrB A289C was introduced to the ancestral SBW25 genetic background via two-

step allelic exchange using a plasmid containing this mutation constructed in previous work (section 

2.5 and Supplementary Table 2.1). The plasmid utilised for this process was the same construct used to 

assemble strain AR2-sm (section 2.5 and Fig. 2.4), and as such SBW25 ntrB A289C additionally 

contains six synonymous mutations around the hotspot site. These are not expected to have any fitness 

consequences in the wild-type background following A289C mutation, which is supported by 

phenotyping assays performed in an AR2 background in Supplementary Fig. 2.3. Clonal cell lines were 

stored at -80°C in 20% glycerol. Biological replicates were prepared for assays from single clonal 

colonies grown overnight in 10 ml LB broth with cell densities corrected to 1 OD unit/ml prior to start 

of the experiment, via cell pelleting and re-suspension in phosphate buffer saline. The nutrient 

conditions used throughout the work were lysogeny broth (LB) and M9 minimal media containing 

glucose and 7.5 mM NH4, unless otherwise stated that 8mM lysine was used as the sole nitrogen source. 

All cells were grown at 27°C. 

4.3.2. Phenotyping of SBW25 ntrB A289C 

The impact of mutation ntrB A289C on the motility phenotype and growth yield within the ancestral 

SBW25 genetic background were explored by analysing race assays and growth in shaking liquid 

culture. Race assays were performed as described in previous work (section 2.5) across two nutritional 

environments, LB and M9 minimal media. 6 biological replicates of SBW25 and SBW25 ntrB A289C 

were used to inoculate one independent replicate of soft agar per nutrient condition. Growth yields were 

determined using the same biological replicates and nutrient broths as prepared for the race assay. 

Growth in liquid culture was achieved by adding 1 μl OD 1 cells/ml cell culture from 6 biological 

replicates across both strains and both nutrient conditions to a 96-well plate (Corning®) holding 99 μl 

of nutrient media per well. Growth was monitored autonomously by a Spark® Multimode Microplate 

Reader (Tecan) with readings recorded at 10-minute intervals for 24 h. Cells were kept at an agitation 
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of 180 rpm throughout the assay. Relative growth yields were determined using area under the curve as 

calculated by the trapezoid rule (see Huang and Pang 2012). 

4.3.3. Competitive evolution experiments 

Six biological replicates of AR2, AR2-sm, Pf0-2x, and Pf0-2x-sm were prepared as outlined above and 

mixed at equal cell densities (determined by OD) in genotype pairs prior to the beginning the assay. 1 

μl of each mixed culture was used to inoculate two soft agar replicates by piercing the top of the agar 

surface with a pipette tip and ejecting the volume into the cavity as the pipette was withdrawn. Mixed 

populations were then left to evolve and monitored daily for signs of flagella-mediated motility, which 

appears as a ‘blebbing’ that stems from the immotile inoculated cell mass. Cells were sampled from the 

leading edge ≤ 24 h motility emergence using an inoculating loop and streaked onto selective agar. In 

rare instances where two distinct motile zones appeared within the 24 h windows between monitoring, 

both frontier zones were sampled. Two approaches were used to identify which of the two competing 

genotypes had become established on the frontier. In instances where the competing pair included one 

AR2-derived strain and one Pf0-2x-derived strain, the sample was streaked onto two types of selective 

agar using the same inoculating loop. Pf0-2x strains are inhibited by 100 μg/ml kanamycin sulphate, 

while AR2 strains are inhibited by 250 μg/ml streptomycin sulphate. Thus the genetic background 

which had established itself on the frontier could be simply distinguished following 48 h of incubation, 

as growth was evident on one selective agar treatment and entirely absent on the other (Supplementary 

Fig. 4.2).  

A similar approach was used when hotspot variants within the same genetic background were competed 

with one another. In these cases a single colony from the streak plate was analysed by PCR to identify 

if the hotspot allele was present on the frontier. This was achieved by using two primer sets. Common 

to both was a generic reverse primer (relative to operon orientation) with the sequence: 5’-

CACTACGGCTCATGTCGATG-3’, which contains sequence shared by AR2 and Pf0-2x and so can 

be used across both genetic backgrounds. This primer was separately combined with two forward 

primers that bind to the hotspot site, the first of which will only recognise the hotspot allele (sequence: 

5’-CGACTACGCCGTGACCCCT-3’), and the second of which will only recognise a non-hotspot 

allele (sequence: 5’-GGATTACGCGGTGACGCCG-3’; the differences between the two sequences are 

underlined). Similar to identification on selective agar, following PCR amplification and visualisation 

on an agarose gel, one band will be clearly visible and the other absent, revealing whether a hotspot or 

non-hotspot allele is established at the frontier. The cycling conditions for this amplification were as 

follows: 95°C pre-cycle boil for 3 minutes; 30 cycles consisting of 95°C denaturation for 30 seconds, 

59°C annealing for 30 seconds, 72°C extension for 1 minute; final extension for 2 minutes. PCR 

amplifications were performed using 2x GoTaq® Green Master Mix (Promega). 
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All six pair-wise competitive evolution experiments were initiated concurrently, and subsequent to this 

AR2 and Pf0-2x-sm mixed cultures were serially diluted and plated to determine the starting population 

ratios across genetic backgrounds. It was observed that 1 OD unit of cells did not provide an equal 

starting population, as AR2 was found to be the predominant strain (mean ratio across 6 biological 

replicates: AR2/Pf0-2x-sm, 1.52:1). Therefore each pair-wise competition was completed two 

additional times to yield experimental triplicates. When mixed cultures shared a P. fluorescens strain 

background, cells were consistently mixed at equal cell densities. However the volumes were adjusted 

when mixtures included those across genetic backgrounds. Initiating the assay with mixture including 

a cell density of 2 OD units of Pf0-2x-sm to 1 OD unit of AR2 roughly flipped the ratio observed in the 

original experiment (mean ratio 1:1.7), and so the third experiment used a volume ratio of OD 1.5 units 

of Pf0-2x-sm to 1 OD unit AR2 to achieve approximate parity. The data set formed from the triplicate 

experiment was pooled for subsequent statistical analysis, providing a sample range of 23-38 

independent replicates per pair-wise comparison. 

4.3.4. Reversion assay 

Clonal colonies of AR2 ntrB A289C were placed under directional selection for phenotypic reversion 

through growth in M9 minimal medium broth agitated at 180 rpm. 20 independent replicates were 

prepared by aliquoting 10 ml M9 broth into 30 ml moulded glass vials with fitted screw caps, which 

were left slightly loosened to allow sufficient aeration. A single colony was used to inoculate each 

replicate and populations were allowed to incubate for 48 h before 100 μl (0.1% total volume) was 

transferred to 9.9 ml fresh M9 broth. This transfer was repeat into fresh media at 96 h. However, every 

24 h a portion of the culture was removed from the broth, serially diluted and plated onto LB agar for 

identification of phenotypic revertants. Colonies that had restored wild-type fitness could be readily 

identified by their increased growth rate, leading to significantly larger colonies following 48 h of 

incubation (Supplementary Fig. 4.3). It was observed that 1 OD unit of cell density diluted to 10-5 and 

plated yielded over 100 separated colonies (Supplementary Fig. 4.3), allowing for a revertant to be 

identified once it represented approximately 1% of the population pool. One colony per independent 

replicate was re-streaked to achieve a clonal phenotypic revertant population and analysed through and 

directed evolution experiments on soft agar (section 2.5), growth yield in agitated broth (see above), 

and Sanger sequencing of the ntrB locus using primers: 5’-GAGGTCCCAATGACCATCAG-3’ and 

5’-GACGATCCAGACGGTTTCAC-3’. 

Mixed-population deep sequencing was performed on 5 independent populations evolved under the 

same conditions as those outlined above with the following amendments: (i) cells were grown in 

lysogeny broth (LB) and (ii) all lines were evolved for at total period of 96 h until phenotypic revertants 

had dominated the population pool (identified by daily plating as outlined above). At the end of the 

directed evolution experiment, 1 ml (10% of final culture volume) was withdrawn and the mixed 
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genomic DNA within each culture was extracted using a Genomic DNA Purification Kit (ThermoFisher 

Scientific). Whole-genome sequencing on the five independent mixed-populations was performed by 

MicrobesNG, providing mean read depths ranging from 105.6 – 232.9. Lines were analysed via the 

Cloud Infrastructure for Microbial Bioinformatics (CLIMB). Variants were searched for using Snippy 

(Seemann 2015) with default parameters aside from the “--minfrac" argument which was adjusted to 

lower the proportion of reads required to call a variant to 20%, and Tablet (Milne et al. 2013) for manual 

analysis of the ntrB locus. The SBW25 genome was used a reference for both pieces of software (NCBI 

Assembly: ASM922v1, GenBank sequence: AM181176.4). 

4.3.5. Mutational hotspot model 

Hotspot stability under fluctuating selection was modelled using MATLAB®. A network consisting of 

16 nodes was interconnected via edges that connected neighbouring nodes to form a symmetrical pattern 

with Nodes 1 and 2 at the centre (shown in Fig. 4.3A). For the purposes of this model, each node is 

representative of a distinct genotype, with connected neighbouring nodes representing adaptive 

genotypes that are separated by one mutational event. Node 1 was chosen to represent the wild-type 

genotype and Node 2 the genotype that follows mutation at the hotspot site (in this case, simulating 

ntrB A289C).  

The network was formed by writing novel arrays and connecting them using a digraph. The weights of 

the nodes and edges were assigned manually. The weighting of the edges represents mutation rate (μ) 

that drives transition from one genotype state to its immediate neighbour in mutational space. To model 

the role of mutation rate at the hotspot site relative to mutation rates elsewhere, the rate of mutation 

from Node 1-2 (μ0) and Node 2-1 (μ1) can be manipulated as unique modifiable rates, and all other rates 

were standardised (μ2). The weighting of each node represents a fitness value (λ) uniquely assigned to 

each genotype, allowing for the simulation of relative fitness values between adaptive mutational routes 

on hotspot stability. The value of λ is the sole variable to change between fluctuating selective regimes, 

simulating environment-dependent pleiotropy of each genotype. Finally, the proportion of the 

population pool which is distributed at each node was recorded every iteration (ꭕj). At the start of the 

simulation, the entire population is assigned to Node 1 (ꭕ1). Population distribution is modelled in this 

pipeline solely as relative genotype abundance, which means that each ꭕ will end an iteration of the 

simulation with a value between 0 and 1, and all ꭕ values sum to 1 between iterations. 

The model runs iteratively, re-distributing the relative population pool (ꭕj) between genotypes according 

to network connectivity, mutation rate, and fitness values, for r iterations. In this work r is set to 10. 

After these iterations are complete, the fitness values (λ) of each node transitions from being derived 

from array Set 1 to array Set 2 for the next round of r iterations (see Supplementary table 1). Typically, 

the fitness value assigned to a node in array Set 2 is = 1- λ of array Set 1, simulating a linear relationship 

between the fitness boon in one environment and the severity of antagonistic pleiotropy in the alternate 
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environment. 10 rounds of transition were used for this work, overall representing hotspot stability over 

100 iterations. The novel pipeline written to enable this does so via the following: 

The unique mutation rates (μ0, μ1, μ2) that weight the edges are first assigned a value between 0 and 1, 

with the rate determining the proportion of the population pool at a given genotype (ꭕ) that transitions 

to a neighbouring genotype at each round. This simulates that mutation precedes selection, as is standard 

practice in theoretical evolutionary models (Chevin et al. 2010). As a μ approaching 1 would simulate 

almost the entire population with a given genotype mutating each iteration, mutation rates were kept 

low for the results presented in this work (although considerably higher than would be observed in 

nature). The lower boundary was set to 0.0001 and the upper boundary to 0.0095. The population is re-

distributed by: 

ꭕj == ꭕj +∑ ꭕq •μi
𝑛−1
𝑚=𝑞  

Where ꭕj is the population assigned (ꭕ) at node j; n is the amount of edges connected to node j; q is the 

number of the neighbouring nodes connected to node j; and μi is the mutation rate μ at an edge with 

allocated weight of i (where i can be 0, 1, or 2). Terms n, q, j and i are each determined by the digraph 

array (see Supplementary table 1). Only a small fraction of the population assigned at each node will 

be re-distributed during each iteration, with the rest being recycled to the same genotype at rate α. For 

all nodes aside from Nodes 1 and 2, α2 is determined by: 

α2 = 1 -∑ 𝑢2
𝑛−1
1  

As Nodes 1 and 2 possess unique mutation rates, their α values are determined by the following, using 

Node 1 as an example (Node 2 will include α1 and μ1 in place of α0 and μ0): 

α0 = 1- (∑ 𝑢2
𝑛−2
1  ) -μ0 

This ensures that all rates of transition sum to 1, with the non-evolving portion of the population being 

simulated by transitioning to the same genotype at rate α. Following mutation re-distribution, selection 

is simulated by multiplying the proportion of the population pool at each node (ꭕj) by the node’s 

assigned fitness (λj), and normalising the population by dividing this new node value by the summation 

of all adjusted node values:  

ꭕ j ==
(ꭕ j •λj)

∑ ꭕ j •λj
16
𝑗=1

 

So that: 

1 = ∑ ꭕ j 16
𝑗=1  

The values of ꭕj at each iteration were recorded and plotted within Fig. 4.4. Hotspot stability was 

reflected in whether ꭕ1 and ꭕ2 → 1 reciprocally during the rounds in which their fitness values were high. 
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To measure the impact on hotspot stability of: (i) relative mutation rates between genotypes, μ0, and μ1 

were adjusted; and to measure (ii) the differential fitness between genetic revertants and compensatory 

mutants, λj values were adjusted.  

Given the incomplete knowledge of the mutational spectrum of the mutational hotspot of interest, the 

network topology encoded for this model is of a small, arbitrary design. From the starting genotype, it 

represents an adaptive landscape that includes 5 possible adaptive mutational routes. Each of these 

adaptive nodes are themselves separated by a single mutational event from 2-4 adaptive mutations (see 

Fig. 4.4A), but these are only adaptive in the alternate environment. This therefore simulates that local 

fitness optima are always reached by a single adaptive mutation, which is not truly reflective of the 

model system of interest (Taylor et al. 2015). The network is limited in size by having the intermediate 

nodes (which are immediate neighbours of either Node 1 or Node 2; Fig. 4.4A) connect to shared nodes 

at the extremity of the network. This simulates a case of reciprocal-sign epistasis (Poelwijk et al. 2011), 

which may or may not be present in the model system of interest. In addition, measuring the population 

using a relative genotype pool provides no opportunity to capture growth phases or population genetic 

factors such as frequency-dependent selection (Brisson 2018), which could be only modelled if absolute 

genotype numbers were included. As such network topology and the mathematical framework of the 

model are neither wholly reflective of the mutational spectrum surrounding the hotspot of interest, nor 

biologically complex with regards to microbial growth dynamics or the stochasticity of mutation. 

4.3.6. P. fluorescens ntrB alignments 

Homologs of ntrB (SBW25 PFLU_0344) within the P. fluorescens species complex were collected 

through The Pseudomonas Database (https://www.pseudomonas.com/). Homologous genes were found 

using the nucleotide Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (nBLAST), which identified 247 unique 

positive hits from complete or partial genomic sequences on the database. These sequences were 

subsequently compared through a Multiple Sequence Alignment using Clustal Omega (Park et al. 2019) 

and visualised using Jalview (Waterhouse et al. 2009) to establish the consensus at each nucleotide 

position ±15 base pairs around the mutational hotspot. Locus-wide consensus analysis was completed 

using a novel pipeline in R (R Core Team 2014) that utilised the R package "seqinr" to download Clustal 

alignment data. The number of possible synonymous changes at each nucleotide position were also 

determined using a novel pipeline written in R.  

4.3.7. Statistics 

All statistical tests were performed in R (R Core Team 2014). A combination of parametric and non-

parametric tests were used for Fig. 4.1. A data point was identified and removed from the ntrB A289C 

in M9 area under the curve data set using a Dixon’s Test (R package: outliers), wherein the lowest value 

was established as an outlier: Q = 0.9033, P < 0.001. After outlier removal all area under the curve data 
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sets reported normal distributions following Shapiro-Wilk normality tests: SBW25 in LB, W = 0.89491, 

P = 0.3447, ntrB A289C in LB, W = 0.85092, P = 0.1601; SBW25 in M9, W = 0.9602, P = 0.8213; 

ntrB A289C in M9 (before removing outlier), W = 0.57269, P < 0.001; ntrB A289C in M9 (after 

removing outlier), W = 0.95207, P = 0.7519. For the race assay comparisons ntrB A289C in M9 was 

found to follow a non-normal distribution (W = 0.74013, P < 0.02) and so a non-parametric test was 

used. 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Mutation ntrB A289C is deleterious for wild-type SBW25 in lab conditions 

The mutational hotspot operating within locus ntrB was first identified in an engineered non-motile 

variant of P. fluorescens SBW25, AR2 (Fig. 2.1). The mutation facilitated by this hotspot was revealed 

to be highly adaptive in this genetic background, as it enabled binding of the transcription factor NtrC 

to the enhancer-binding sites of FleQ, a flagellar regulator which had been functionally deleted in this 

strain (Taylor et al. 2015). This allowed the mutation engendered by the hotspot (ntrB A289C) to restore 

the flagellar motility phenotype in evolved lines. However, if this mutational hotspot’s origin was owed 

to selection, then selection for the hotspot should have been present further back in the strain’s 

evolutionary history, to the wild-type strain SBW25. To investigate if ntrB A289C could prove adaptive 

when fleQ (and viscB, see Alsohim et al. 2014) were operational in the genome, this mutation was first 

engineered into wild-type SBW25. 

To assess the consequences of this mutation in the wild type (WT) strain, I performed race assays on 

soft agar plates and compared growth yields in shaking liquid culture. This respectively allowed for an 

assay that placed emphasis on the motility phenotype, and for any antagonistic pleiotropy from the 

mutation to be adjudged independently. Furthermore, these assays were performed under high 

(lysogeny broth: LB) and low (M9 minimal medium) nutrient conditions, to account for the role of 

environment on expected pleiotropy (see Supplementary Fig. 2.1). Relative to SBW25-WT, SBW25-

ntrB A289C mutants were observed to cover significantly smaller surface areas over the course of the 

race assay (Fig. 4.1A-B). This reduced surface area coverage may have been owed to regulatory 

competition between the native flagellar regulator and an inferior homolog for enhancer binding sites, 

or it may have been owed to antagonistic pleiotropy. When grown in shaking liquid culture – where 

motility offers no benefit but pleiotropic effects on growth yield can be measured – SBW25 ntrB A289C 

mutants reached significantly lower yields than their WT counterpart (Fig. 4.1C-D). P. fluorescens has 

been noted to occupy a variety of ecological niches in natural settings (Scales et al. 2014), and thus 

there may be a fitness benefit following mutation at the hotspot that was not captured by these assays. 

However, within a laboratory setting, these assays reveal that ntrB A289C offers no advantage to 

motility, but does cause a significant fitness cost with regards to growth yield in the SBW25 wildtype 

background. 
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Figure 4.1. ntrB A289C is maladaptive in wild-type SBW25 lines under lab conditions. The effects of 

the ntrB A289C mutation on SBW25 fitness was determined by measuring the motility phenotype on 

soft agar (A-B) and growth yields in agitated liquid culture (C-D), under nutrient rich (lysogeny broth, 

LB) and nutrient poor (M9 minimal medium) growth conditions. (A) On both LB (top two plates) and 

M9 (lower two plates) 0.25% soft agar, wild-type SBW25 (top, second bottom) covers more surface 

area than an ntrB A289C mutant (second top, bottom) over 24 h. (B) This pattern was significant across 

6 biological repeats per condition (Wilcoxon rank sum test: M9, W = 0, P < 0.005; LB, W = 0, P < 

0.003). Antagonistic pleiotropy was readily identifiable in agitated liquid culture in both LB (C) and 

M9 (D), with the growth yields of SBW25 ntrB A289C being significantly lower than in the wild-type 

C D 
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SBW25 strain (Unpaired Two-Samples T-test: LB, t = -49.498, df = 9.2502, P < 0.001; M9, t = -22.982, 

df = 6.3021, P < 0.001). Note that the increase in noise observed within SBW25 ntrB A289C wells 

grown in agitated LB culture is owed to the formation of biofilm-like structures that obstruct accurate 

optical density readings (Supplementary Fig. 4.1).   
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4.4.2. Nucleotide consensus across the P. fluorescens species complex is significantly lower 

at ‘wobble’ positions around the position 289 hotspot site than elsewhere in the locus 

If a mutational hotspot is situationally adaptive, or alternatively, maladaptive, then there should be 

signatures of selection in its evolutionary history. I searched for this by analysing the rate of evolution 

of synonymous substitutions surrounding ntrB position 289 relative to elsewhere in the ntrB locus. To 

do this I performed a multiple sequence alignment of all the ntrB loci, containing 247 P. fluorescens 

strains currently banked on the Pseudomonas database (https://www.pseudomonas.com/) and measured 

maximum consensus at each nucleotide position, with a lower consensus treated as a proxy for increased 

divergence across strains. Our null hypothesis is that synonymous substitutions – assuming an equal 

distribution of neutral or non-neutral fitness effects from these mutation types – should diverge at the 

same rates across the locus. However if selection has acted differentially upon sites surrounding the 289 

hotspot, then we may observe markedly different levels of consensus at these sites.   

The first notable observation was that the adenine nucleotide at position 289 (nucleotide position 

aligned to SBW25 genome) was highly conserved, with 99.6% of all aligned reads possessing an A at 

289 (Fig. 4.2A). The sole exception to this was a partial read that registered as a deletion of most of the 

locus (derived from isolate PS865 (contig41)). Owing to synonymous variation, not all the P. 

fluorescens strains will possess heightened mutability at this nucleotide position and therefore a 

conserved adenine is not unexpected. However, the absence of any noted mutations at this position 

synergises with the earlier finding that this mutation is maladaptive in wild type lines with functional 

FleQ (Fig. 4.1). 

I next contrasted the evolutionary divergence of nucleotide substitutions around the hotspot (±15 bp) 

site versus the rest of the locus. I wrote a simple pipeline to determine the amount of ‘wobble’ for each 

position i.e. how many substitutions at the nucleotide position would result in a synonymous change 

(which can be 0 to 3 as an A can change to a T, C, or G etc.) Typically sites with complete wobble were 

found at positions of the third base in a codon. If selection was not acting to enforce a fixation bias 

toward any synonymous change, and any nucleotide substitution at a given position was synonymous, 

then we may expect each of the four nucleotides A, T, C, G to be represented by 25% of the aligned 

sequences at this position. However, when performing an alignment of a homologous phylogeny of 

extant species, factors such as the founder effect (Bonneau et al. 2001) and evolutionary time will 

impact the relative frequencies of bases. So too will genomic mutational biases such as a G:C-bias 

observed in P. fluorescens (these strains are GC-rich, with SBW25 and Pf0-1 possessing genomes of 

60.5% and 60.62% GC respectively; Silby et al. 2009), which means that A:T → G:C mutations may 

be over-represented across the genome. Likewise selection can also suppress synonymous changes 

regardless of their impact on mutation bias e.g. to maintain optimal mRNA stability (Kudla et al. 2009) 

and match desirable codon-anticodon ratios (Frumkin et al. 2018). Therefore we do not expect to see a 

perfect linear relationship between nucleotide consensus and the number of possible synonymous 
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changes at each position. However we should still expect that any relationship observed between 

nucleotide consensus and wobble will not differ significantly across the locus, if all sites have been able 

to evolve neutrally. 

There were several nucleotide positions around the hotspot site with notably lower consensus than at 

other positions (consensus mean = 89.1%, mode = 99.6%, range = 48.8 – 99.6%), with the lowest 

consensus nucleotides (range 48.8 – 75%) able to mutate to any other nucleotide synonymously (Fig. 

4.2A). Overall, a clear negative correlation was observed around the hotspot site between the possible 

number of synonymous changes at each nucleotide position and nucleotide consensus (correlation 

coefficient = -0.8806612; Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 30, df = 15, P < 0.02; Fig. 4.2B). This reveals 

a degree of evolutionary freedom enjoyed by nucleotide positions where mutational events are 

synonymous versus positions where changes are more likely to be non-synonymous. A similar 

relationship was observed locus-wide (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 485.17, df = 127, P < 0.001; Fig. 

4.2B). However, while the inverse relationship between consensus and wobble was comparable 

between the hotspot site and the locus for nucleotide positions able to undergo 0, 1 or 2 nucleotide 

changes (Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction, all P > 0.37), nucleotide positions with 

complete wobble (3/3) exhibited significantly lower consensus than other such sites across the locus 

(Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction, P < 0.006; Fig. 4.2B). In addition, 5 of the 6 

nucleotide positions associated with hotspot formation are amongst the 7/31 nucleotides with the lowest 

consensus, and enjoy full wobble (Fig. 4.2A). Overall, these results show a significant reduction in 

nucleotide consensus when nucleotides are entirely free to mutate synonymously around the 289 

hotspot, and the majority of the impacted nucleotides have been incriminated in hotspot formation (Fig. 

2.4 and Fig. 2.5). Therefore these results suggest that synonymous evolution at the hotspot has not 

occurred at the same rates as the rest of the locus, providing a signature of selection at the ntrB hotspot 

in the evolutionary history of this species. However, it is unclear whether the role played by selection 

was of a positive or purifying nature. 
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Figure 4.2. Nucleotide positions responsible for hotspot formation exhibit lower nucleotide consensus 

than elsewhere in the locus. The local sequence around ntrB position 289 (±15 bp) was contrasted 

against the rest of the ntrB locus across all 247 P. fluorescens strains via a multiple sequence alignment. 

(A) The ntrB hotspot region (with mutable nucleotide position 289 at its centre), which is highly mutable 

in strain SBW25, enjoys a mutation bias that is contingent on the genetic sequence of up to six 

nucleotide positions: 276, 279, 285, 291, 294 and 300, highlighted by bold arrows. Nucleotide 
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positions, labelled relative to the SBW25 reference genome, are shown on the x-axis. The fill colour 

denotes how many alternative substitution mutations at a given nucleotide position (0-3) would result 

in synonymous change (denoted as ‘wobble’), with lighter shades highlighting sites that have potential 

for increased synonymous diversity. Relative to most other nucleotides in the local region, the six sites 

responsible for hotspot formation exhibit lower consensus across P. fluorescens strains (y-axis). The 

proportion of strains harbouring each nucleotide variant at the hotspot-defining wobble positions (bold 

arrows)  is provided in Supplementary Table 4.1. (B) The relationship between nucleotide consensus 

(y-axis) and wobble (bins) was compared across nucleotide positions around the hotspot site and 

elsewhere in the ntrB locus. The two categories significantly differ when nucleotides enjoy full wobble, 

with the hotspot nucleotides harbouring much lower consensus across the species-complex (Wilcoxon 

rank sum test with continuity correction, W = 198, P < 0.006). 
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4.4.3. Harbouring a mutational hotspot offers an evolutionary advantage across genetic 

backgrounds in non-motile lines 

Mutation ntrB A289C was found to be maladaptive in the WT SBW25 background, suggesting that 

directional selection for motility would not drive the fixation of this mutation. Furthermore, sequence 

analysis revealed that the adenine at position 289 is highly conserved across the P. fluorescens species 

complex, and a signature of selection in the evolution of nucleotides around the hotspot site was found. 

This suggested that either positive selection or purifying selection may have acted upon the heightened 

mutagenicity of this genetic change in the organism’s evolutionary history, with the latter argument 

aligning with the highly conserved adenine observed at this position. Therefore the previous results 

revealed both direct and possibly indirect evidence for suppression of the mutational hotspot in wild 

type lines. However in the immotile variant AR2, ntrB A289C is highly adaptive when under selection 

for motility, and the hotspot facilitates more rapid realisation of the motility phenotype (Fig. 2.4). 

Therefore the presence of the mutational hotspot may provide a competitive evolutionary advantage 

between immotile lines, allowing those with the hotspot to realise motility sooner and thus engage in 

clonal interference and reach fixation over non-hotspot genotypes in the population pool. To test this 

hypothesis, I performed competitive evolution experiments between the hotspot-harbouring native AR2 

lines and their hotspot-lacking counterparts (AR2-sm), which had been stripped of the mutational 

hotspot through silent genetic changes (Fig. 2.4). To explore this effect across genetic backgrounds, 

these competition experiments were likewise performed between a hotspot and non-hotspot immotile 

variant of P. fluorescens Pf0-1, Pf0-2x-sm (Fig. 2.5) and Pf0-2x (Taylor et al. 2015) respectively. 

Finally, competition experiments were performed between strain backgrounds and hotspot variants so 

that the evolutionary advantage of a mutational hotspot versus broad genetic background could be 

investigated. 

To perform the assay, immotile strain pairs were mixed in all pair-wise combinations (Fig. 4.3A) and 

used to seed ≥20 independent replicates of soft agar per pair. Immotile growths were then left for 11 

days or until emergent motile zones appeared, at which point the genotype established at the frontier 

was identified (see materials and methods). The observed evolutionary advantage between strain pairs 

is shown in Fig. 4.3A. Both hotspot-harbouring mutants (AR2 and Pf0-2x-sm, denoted with HP+ 

hereafter) were observed on the motile frontier in significantly more cases than their hotspot-lacking 

(AR2-sm and Pf0-2x, denotes with HP- hereafter) competitors (AR2HP+/AR2-smHP-, 29:5, Bootstrap test: 

n = 1000000, P < 0.001; Pf0-2x-smHP+/Pf0-2xHP-, 20:3, Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P < 0.001). This 

reveals a prominent enrichment for hotspot alleles when immotile genotypes are mixed and placed 

under strong directional selection for motility (Fig. 4.3A). In contrast, no significant advantage was 

observed across genetic backgrounds when the hotspot sequence was shared (AR2HP+/Pf0-2x-smHP+, 

24:14, Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P > 0.07; AR2-smHP-/Pf0-2xHP-, 5:4, Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P 

>> 0.05).  
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This finding suggests that in mixed genotype pools, the hotspot allele is more strongly enriched than 

broad genetic background. However, in pair-wise combinations where both the hotspot allele and 

genetic background differ (AR2HP+/Pf0-2xHP-, Pf0-2x-smHP+/AR2-smHP-/), there is only a significant 

enrichment of AR2 when competed with Pf0-2x (AR2HP+/Pf0-2xHP-, 30:2,  Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, 

P = < 0.001; Pf0-2x-smHP+/AR2-smHP-, 14:6,  Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P > 0.05 ). If the genetic 

background had no bearing on evolutionary outcomes, then we should not expect to see a difference 

between these two combinations. However, though there is no significant prevalence of a genotype once 

evolution has occurred, combinations that include AR2-sm are significantly less evolvable than those 

that do not include this genotype, as considerably more replicates remain immotile by the end of the 

experiment (Chi-squared test for given probabilities: 2= 20.571, df = 1, P < 0.001; Fig. 4.3A). AR2-

sm lines have been observed to evolve less rapidly and frequently than the other genotypes assessed in 

this assay when allowed to evolve independently (Fig. 2.4). However, it is less clear why in mixed 

immotile populations the competitor genotype is also prevented from evolving.  

One answer may be found in dividing AR2-sm cells forming a physical barrier that obstructs emergent 

motile mutants and stifles their emergence. To test if growth with an ‘un-evolvable’ immotile line was 

preventing the emergence of motility in competitor genotypes, Pf0-2x-sm lines were evolved alongside 

strain AR2 ∆ntrC. This genotype has a functional deletion of the fleQ homolog ntrC, and so cannot 

evolve motility via mutation within the ntr pathway. As a result approximately 90% of independent 

replicates of AR2 ∆ntrC do not evolve motility following several weeks of selection on soft agar 

(Shepherd et al., unpublished data not shown). When Pf0-2x-sm was evolved independently, all lines 

acquired motility within 5 days, whereas only two lines of AR2 ∆ntrC evolved within the 11-day 

experiment (Fig. 4.3B). However, when the two lines were mixed, evolution occurred much less readily 

(4/9 samples observed within 11 days) than independent Pf0-2x-sm lines (11/11 motile samples 

observed within 11 days; Wilcoxon rank sum tests with continuity correction: W = 10.5, P < 0.003).  

This evolvability handicap shows that the notable reduction in competitor evolvability is not a unique 

trait of the AR2-sm genotype. Rather mixed cultures including lines with reduced evolvability can stifle 

the evolutionary advantage of possessing a hotspot allele, but only under certain genetic backgrounds. 

Overall in our experimental setting, when controlling for genetic background, immotile genotypes with 

hotspot alleles possess an evolutionary advantage that allows them to become enriched over other 

genotypes. As such I will treat this system as a toy model throughout the rest of this work to assess an 

evolving genome’s ability to maintain a mutational hotspot predicated on repeat regions 

(Supplementary Fig. 2.2) and head-on collisions between polymerase complexes (Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 4.3. A mutational hotspot leading to the biased realisation of ntrB A289C provides a competitive 

evolutionary advantage in immotile mixed populations. (A) Competitive pair-wise comparisons 

between hotspot allele variants and genetic backgrounds. Hotspot allele variants with shared genetic 

backgrounds (lower left and upper right) show a clear distinction in genotype dominance favouring 

lines with hotspot alleles (AR2 and Pf0-2x-sm). In contrast, no dominance of evolved motile mutants 

was observed when hotspot alleles were shared and genetic background differed (centre, top and 

bottom). When both hotspot allele and genetic background differed, a significant difference in 

establishment at the frontier was observed between AR2 and Pf0-2x (upper left) whereas no difference 

was observed between AR2-sm and Pf0-2x-sm (lower right). See main text for statistical analyses. This 

lack of difference in motile zones was owed to a significant decrease in evolvability which led to more 

A 

B 
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immotile lines at the end of the experiment (>11 days), which was observed in mixtures that included 

AR2-sm (bottom row). (B) Comparison of Pf0-2x-sm evolvability when evolved independently (left) 

and when in a mixed culture with AR2 ∆ntrC (centre), a strain that largely fails to evolve over the 

course of the experiment (right). 
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4.4.4. Maintenance of a mutational hotspot through mutation bias and antagonistic 

pleiotropy in fluctuating environments 

Inherent to the idea of a contingency locus is the idea of contingency – namely that a mutational route 

is advantageous under certain circumstances. If a mutation were to be universally beneficial to fitness, 

we would expect the mutation to reach fixation and as such there would be little incentive to maintain 

heightened mutability, leading to hotspot degradation through purifying selection (Zhang et al. 2018). 

Therefore for a hotspot to persevere, the two states (the wild type genotype and the frequently realised 

mutant genotype) must each offer higher fitness than the other under different contexts. This would 

mean that in hypothetical environment A, directional selection would increase the frequency of one 

genotype, whereas in environment B the reverse would be true. For example, a natural bacterial life 

cycle which may encompass such a transition is a pathogenic bacteria colonising a novel host (Moxon 

et al. 2006). One means of achieving fluctuating genotype fitness in fluctuating environments is by 

exploiting antagonistic pleiotropy, which is a common by-product of adaptive mutations under strong 

selection. Antagonistic pleiotropy is readily observable in the model system employed in this study (see 

Fig 4.5), and yet pleiotropy is overawed by the fitness boon when motility is under strong selection. 

Remove this directional selection however and the phenotype is no longer advantageous, yet the 

pleiotropy remains. As such manipulating the environment to reverse directional selection was readily 

achievable. However, the genetic state-switching between the two genotypes is by no means assured, 

as compensatory mutations – operating with their own mutational biases and rates – could commit 

evolving lines further away from the wild-type genotype that facilitates hotspot evolution. I wrote a 

theoretical model to conceptualise this idea, representing the interplay between mutation bias and 

antagonistic pleiotropy to maintain or degrade a mutational hotspot. 

The general model represents a selection of genotypes arranged in an arbitrary, but symmetrical 

structure (Fig. 4.4A). The genotypes, represented as nodes, are connected in a mutational network that 

is visualised so that only genotypes that are adaptive in at least one environmental condition are 

included, allowing the network to be modest in size and of low dimensionality. Each genotype is 

connected via edges to their immediate neighbours in the network, representing genotypes that are 

separated by one mutational event (e.g., a specific single-nucleotide polymorphism). The weights of 

these edges are determined by an assigned mutational bias (μ) operating in a given mutational direction, 

either away or toward the genotype. The nodes additionally have an assigned fitness value (λ), which 

fluctuates through each round of mutation and population re-distribution. Nodes labelled in grey exhibit 

higher fitness in environment A, and those labelled in blue exhibit higher fitness in environment B (Fig. 

4.4A). The structure has therefore been chosen to drive the enrichment of neighbouring nodes when the 

environment transitions, simulating populations finding compensatory mutations or undergoing genetic 

reversion. If the population allocated to a new node is re-distributed to a novel node, this is 

representative of compensatory evolution. In contrast, if a population at a node returns to a previous 
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node, this is representative of genetic reversion.  For simplicity, the model broadly assumes that the 

stronger the fitness value in environment A, the higher the pleiotropy in environment B (see 

Supplementary Table 4.2 for full list of parameter inputs). Furthermore, there are a number of key 

assumptions in this model that do not represent biological complexity. These include: (i) No role for 

neutral mutations and as such only epistasis involving adaptive mutations can be captured. (ii) A static 

population carrying capacity in which the population pool is normalised between rounds of mutation. 

And (iii) a simplified deterministic matrix used to adjust relative genotype abundance based on defined 

fitness and mutation rate values, which enjoy no stochasticity in this framework. Therefore the only 

adjustable parameters of interest for this model are the fitness values in fluctuating environments, and 

the relative mutation rates toward or away from each genotype in the network. 

These two parameters were adjusted to produce the output displayed in Fig. 4.4B-G. When mutation 

bias at the hotspot position is high in both mutational directions (95x higher), we observe a stable 

transition between the two genotypes throughout the ten rounds of mutation and population re-

distribution, instigated by shifts in environment. This produces a symmetrical wave-like pattern where 

the two genotypes (Nodes 1 and 2, representing the wild-type genotype and frequently realised 

mutation) reciprocally decline to extremely low frequencies and climb to fixation as the environment 

alternates (Fig. 4.4B). When mutation rate is high only in one direction (from the wild type to the 

frequently realised mutation) and the other mutation rates are standardised, however, we instead observe 

degradation of the hotspot. This is visualised by a collapse in the wave-like pattern as the genotypes 

wane from population dominance to extremely low frequencies as iterations continue (Fig. 4.4C). As 

expected therefore, removing the mutation bias between Nodes 1 and 2 entirely, results in more rapid 

hotspot degradation (Fig. 4.4D). In the above simulations, compensatory mutations enjoy equivalent 

fitness to genetic revertants. However, it is not uncommon in nature and experimental settings for 

compensatory mutations to offer inferior fitness to the wild-type genotype. When the hotspot nodes 

simultaneously enjoy shared mutational bias and possess higher fitness than other nodes, we predictably 

see highly stable hotspot maintenance (Fig. 4.4E). A similar pattern of hotspot maintenance can also be 

achieved when the mutation bias only operates in one direction, permitted the relative fitness of 

mutations at the hotspot site are higher than alternative adaptive routes (Fig 4.4F). However when 

mutation rates are entirely standardised, we still expect hotspot degradation even when compensatory 

are less fit than genetic revertants (Fig. 4.4G). Therefore the model captures the basic premise explored 

in this work: that mutation bias, antagonistic pleiotropy, and relative fitness values of adaptive 

mutations all interact to determine hotspot stability. 

Although the network structure is arranged in an arbitrary fashion due to limited knowledge of the 

potential mutation spectrums from each starting genotype in our model system, we can form basic 

predictions based on what has been previously observed experimentally. My previous work has shown 

that the mutation bias from Node 1 to 2 (representing wild-type genotype → ntrB A289C) is 
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considerably stronger than other adaptive mutations (representing approximately 95% of all realised 

mutations; Fig. 2.1). Furthermore, the relative fitness values of Nodes 2-5 (representing ntrB A289C 

and alternate ntrB mutations) exhibit similar fitness (Fig. 2.3). Node 6, chosen to represent an alternative 

lower fitness glnK mutant, was in contrast observed to have a lower fitness (Fig. 2.3). However what 

remained unknown at the outset of this work was the mutational bias operating from Node 2 to Node 1, 

and the relative fitness values of compensatory mutations. If, as depicted by the model, just 4 

compensatory mutations are possible and offer comparable fitness to a genetic revertant, reversion to 

the original genotype would have to occur at a considerably higher rate to maintain hotspot stability 

(Fig. 4.4B). Alternatively, the hotspot could be maintained without higher mutation bias in the reverse 

direction, permitted compensatory mutants offered poorer fitness (Fig. 4.4F). However, if ≥4 

compensatory mutations are possible and offer comparable fitness to the wild type genotype in one of 

the two selective regimes, and there is no mutational bias operating in the reverse direction to the wild-

type genotype, hotspot degradation will soon occur (Fig. 4.4G). 
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Figure 4.4. Mutation bias and relative fitness values of compensatory mutants determine hotspot 

stability in fluctuating environments. (A) A theoretical digraph representing a mutational network of 

genotypes (nodes, 1-16) connected in mutational space via single mutational events (edges). Each 

mutational event occurs every iteration an assigned mutation rate (μ0 for node 1, μ1 for node 2, μ2 for all 

other nodes), in which the population assigned at each node is redistributed to neighbouring nodes, or 

recycled to the same node at proportion α. Following mutation, selection is simulated using as assigned 

fitness value (λ) to adjust the population proportion represented by a given node (y-axis on B-G). 

Regular fluctuations in environment were simulated every 10 iterations (x-axis on B-G), by switching 

all assigned fitness values. Nodes coloured in grey are assigned higher fitness than blue nodes in 

environment 1 (iterations 0-10, 20-30… 80-90), and blue nodes higher fitness than grey in environment 

2 (iterations 10-20, 30-40… 90-100). Only the proportion of the population pool represented at Nodes 

1 and 2 are displayed in (B-G), with the entire population beginning the simulation at Node 1. (B-D) 

When higher fitness values are standardised across all nodes (λ1 = λ2 = … λ16): (B) Hotspot stability is 

achieved over 100 iterations (as Nodes 1 and 2 alternate in reaching fixation) when mutation bias exists 

between Nodes 1 and 2 (μ0 and μ1 = 0.0095) when rates are higher than rates at other edges (μ2 = 0.0001). 

(C) Hotspot degradation occurs when mutation bias occurs at Node 1 (μ0 = 0.0095) only, and all other 

rates are standardised (μ2 and μ2 = 0.0001). (D) More rapid hotspot degradation occurs when all mutation 

rates are standardised (μ0, μ1, and μ1 = 0.0001). (E-G) When fitness values at the hotspot nodes (1 and 

2) are higher than elsewhere (high fitness of λ1 and λ2 = 0.9, high fitness of remaining nodes = 0.6): (E) 

As in (B) but with higher hotspot fitness, stability is achieved. (F) As in (C) but with higher hotspot 

fitness, stability is now achieved. (G) As in (D) but with higher hotspot fitness, degradation continues 

to occur. See Supplementary table 1 for full details on adjusted parameter values. 
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4.4.5. AR2 ntrB A289C mutants undergo compensatory mutation, not genetic reversion, 

in conditions in which the mutation is deleterious 

In order to test for a mutation bias operating in the reverse mutation direction at the hotspot site (i.e. 

ntrB C289A), I evolved AR2 lines harbouring the ntrB A289C mutation in shaking M9 culture. In this 

condition, the antagonistic pleiotropy of ntrB A289C renders the mutation maladaptive relative to the 

ancestral strain (as demonstrated in wild-type SBW25 lines in Fig. 4.1B), and so lines evolve under 

directional selection for genetic reversion or compensatory mutation to restore wild-type fitness. As the 

intention of this assay was to capture the first compensatory mutant or genetic revertant to appear in 

each independent line, evolving cultures were serially diluted daily to approximately 100 colony 

forming units and plated. Colonies that had undergone mutation to restore wild type fitness were readily 

identifiable through superior colony growth (Supplementary Fig. 4.3). As approximately 100 colonies 

were plated during each daily dilution (see materials and methods), the assay was designed to identify 

the first evolved genotype that had reached at approximately 1% frequency in the population. All 20 

independent cultures, seeded with a single clone of ntrB A289C, evolved within 144 h (Fig. 4.5A). 

Additionally, all evolved lines achieved phenotypic reversion, as each line restored at least equivalent 

fitness to the ancestral AR2 line in shaking culture (Fig. 4.5B-C).  

I subsequently performed Sanger sequencing on the ntrB locus to search for genetic reversion at position 

289. All 20 replicates reported a cytosine at this position, revealing that genetic reversion had not been 

the first adaptive solution to be realised in any line. However, sequencing of the ntrB locus also revealed 

a plethora of compensatory mutations, which has occurred elsewhere within the locus (Fig. 4.5D). 

Among these were ∆A67 found in the PAS domain, T485C in the phospho-acceptor domain, and 

G958A found in the C-terminal domain, representing a substantial compensatory mutational target size 

(Fig. 4.5D). Overall, compensatory mutants were found within the ntrB locus in 50% of independent 

replicates (10/20; Fig 4.5D). In contrast to over-expressing the nitrogen response regulator ntrC, 

removal of ntrC activity engenders no cost to fitness in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 

ammonia (Supplementary Fig. 4.4). As removing functionality of the nitrogen regulatory pathway is 

not deleterious under the experimental conditions used, the observed compensatory mutations within 

ntrB may operate by simply disrupting kinase activity. If so, the functional consequence of removing 

ntrC over-activity matches the observed phenotypes of compensatory mutants, all of which were 

rendered immotile following evolution. In addition, when the environment was fluctuated once more 

and lines were placed under selection for motility, overall the mixed batch of compensatory genotypes 

evolved motility significantly more slowly than AR2 lines, with several lines not achieving motility 

over the 11-day experiment (Fig. 4.5A). These assays therefore show that introducing an artificial 

bottleneck that selects for the first adaptive genotypes to appear leads to rapid degradation of the 

mutational hotspot. 
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These assays revealed that the likelihood of observing genetic reversion is reduced owing to the array 

of compensatory mutations that can restore wild type fitness. However, a contingency locus does not 

need to reach fixation in order to be maintained in the population, and instead may persist at low 

frequencies in the genotype pool. As such I next performed an additional assay which involved mixed-

population deep-sequencing of the evolved genomes following evolution in agitated LB culture. This 

allowed me to see if revertant lines could appear and persist in the population at low frequency.  

Using the same colony size-based identification of phenotypic revertants (see materials and methods) I 

observed that compensatory mutants or genetic revertants had dominated the population pool by 96 h 

in all five populations. This rapid evolution of compensatory mutants is likely owed to the increased 

growth rate of P. fluorescens lines in LB over M9 minimal media (see Fig. 4.1C-D). All 5 independent 

mixed populations were analysed by whole-genome sequencing, with mean coverage of the genotype 

pools ranging from 105.6 to 232.9 (Supplementary Table 1). I first searched for evidence of genetic 

reversion, and observed that a cytosine was found at ntrB position 289 in 100% of reads in 4/5 

populations. The remaining population reported a single read that did not possess a cytosine at site 289 

(1/103), however the resolution of the assay was not high enough to separate this call from read noise, 

which typically contained an error of 1-2 reads per genomic position (data not shown). For any mutation 

to be called with a degree of confidence it was determined that it must be present in 5% of reads 

(assuming an average of 2 errors per 100 reads, the chance of observing 5 errors: Bootstrap test: n = 

1000000, P < 0.026). However the pipeline analysis utilised could not identify any compensatory 

mutations that occurred in under 20% of reads for each respective pool (see materials and methods) and 

no compensatory mutations were called, inferring that multiple adaptive genotypes were realised 

throughout the assay as none approached fixation or population dominance. Subsequent manual 

analysis of reads within the ntrB locus revealed two compensatory mutations occurring in the same 

population (ntrB ∆G375903-T375917 within ≥9/132 reads (6.8%), and ntrB ∆376578 within 16/132 

reads (12.1%). Overall these results reveal that clonal interference between competing adaptive mutants 

can prevent hard sweeps to fixation by a single genotype over the short course of the experiment. 

However we observed no evidence for genetic reversion mutants competing within these mixed 

adaptive pools. 

Compensatory mutations within ntrB had occurred in both the single-cell genotypes and mixed 

genotype-pool sequences. As all compensatory lines restored wild-type fitness levels (Fig 4.5B-C), lost 

the motility phenotype, and made subsequent evolution of motility occur less readily (Fig 4.5A), it is 

likely that in many instances the compensatory mutations broke functionality of the ntr pathway. 

However, the viable number of compensatory mutations have been observed to alter by environment 

(Basra et al. 2018). In this case of this experiment, compensatory mutations that debilitate nitrogen 

regulatory network function carry no consequences to fitness in either LB, or M9 minimal media 

supplemented with ammonia (Supplementary Fig. 4.4). However the nutrient condition can be 
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manipulated so that breaking the ntr system carries severe pleiotropy, by providing lysine as the sole 

nitrogen source (Supplementary Fig. 4.4; Zhang and Rainey 2008). Therefore I was able to manipulate 

the number of viable adaptive routes, and negate functionally-debilitating mutations within ntrB as 

compensatory mutations, by substituting ammonia with lysine in the minimal media. The hypothesis of 

this assay was to restrict the mutational target size of compensatory mutations and so increase the 

likelihood of observing genetic reversion. In an echo of the original reversion assay, single adaptive 

colony forming units were evolved in shaking liquid culture of M9 minimal media with lysine, and their 

ntrB loci assessed by Sanger sequencing. Although 0/8 lines reported compensatory mutations within 

the ntrB locus, 8/8 reported a cytosine at site 289. As such even by manipulating the environmental 

conditions to prevent common compensatory mutations being realised, sufficient compensatory 

mutations remain viable that genetic reversion remains rare. 
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Figure 4.5. AR2 ntrB A289C lines evolved under directional selection to mitigate pleiotropy undergo 

rapid compensatory mutation and restore wild-type level fitness. (A) 20 independent replicates of clonal 

AR2 ntrB A289C evolved in agitated M9 minimal medium broth recovered the wild-type growth 

phenotype within 1-6 days (Reversed rd. 2)). When the mixed batch of recovered lines were 

subsequently placed under directional selection for motility, however, only 6/20 samples evolved 

motility over the course of the 10-day experiment (Motility rd. 3)). The recovered lines restored wild-

type level fitness in both M9 (B) and LB (C) agitated liquid culture as determined by growth yield (see 

materials and methods), with several lines exhibiting improved yields over the wild-type in LB (one-
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way ANOVA post-hoc Tukey HSD test relative to SBW25: Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** = P 

< 0.01). The high range in recorded data points observed in AR2 ntrB A289C is discussed in 

Supplementary Fig. 4.1. (D) The ntrB loci of all independent replicates that had recovered wild-type 

fitness (n = 20) were sequenced through Sanger sequencing, identifying 10 compensatory mutations 

each unique to an independent line. All 20 lines reported the mutation A289C, and 10 replicates reported 

no other mutations with the ntrB locus. 
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4.5. Discussion 

In this work I investigated whether the mutational hotspot at ntrB A289C could function as a 

contingency locus as a means to determine if the hotspot’s presence derived from a selectively-enforced 

origin. I found no evidence to support that ntrB A289C was adaptive in wild-type lines, but engineered 

immotile variants that possessed hotspot alleles did enjoy an evolutionary advantage over non-hotspot 

genotypes in mixed populations. As such in artificially constructed lines and under lab conditions, I 

could demonstrate the selective advantage for possessing the mutational hotspot thanks to the mutation 

bias conferring rapid access to adaptive mutations. Furthermore, using comparative sequence analysis 

of the ntrB locus belonging to each member of P. fluorescens species complex, I found signatures of 

selection which may have been indicative of a contingency locus or purifying selection of the mutational 

hotspot in the evolutionary history of the species. I next designed a simple deterministic mathematical 

model that showed for this hotspot to be maintained under fluctuating environments, genetic reversion 

at site 289 must be able to compete with compensatory mutations. This would require either a 

heightened mutation bias operating at site 289 which converted the genotype to the wild-type state 

(C289A), or for the mutational target size of compensatory mutations to be low and for these 

compensatory mutations to offer inferior fitness. However when evolved under fluctuated selective 

regimes all assays showcased an array of highly fit compensatory mutations and revealed no evidence 

for genetic reversion. This remained true when isolating the first compensatory mutants to appear, when 

performing mixed-population deep sequencing to identify adaptive mutations persisting at lower 

frequencies, and when augmenting the environment to amend pleiotropy of certain adaptive routes. 

Therefore experimental work revealed no evidence for a selectively-enforced evolutionary origin. As 

the mutational hotspot within the locus can be assembled and dismantled by very few synonymous 

changes, together these results suggest that rather than positive selection maintaining a mutational 

hotspot, these regions may appear through drift and subsequently be worked upon by purifying 

selection. 

The finding of frequent compensatory mutations occurring within the ntrB locus matches the hotspot 

mechanism identified previously (Fig. 3.4). Although the hotspot site is believed to be contingent on 

repeat regions forming stem-loop structures (Supplementary Fig. 2.2), mutation at the site and 

elsewhere in the locus is synergistically heightened by head-on collisions between RNA polymerase 

and the replication fork, which is maintained even in hotspot-lacking strains (Fig. 3.2). As such the 

mechanism that ensures highly parallel evolution at site 289 when populations are under directional 

selection for motility is simultaneously responsible for biasing the mutational spectrum to favour 

compensatory mutations within the ntrB locus. This is because mutation bias remains high across the 

locus but the stem-loop structure, which has likely been converted to become more stable (De Boer and 

Ripley 1984), no longer offers bias unique to the hotspot site. Contingency loci predicated on strand-

slippage offer heightened mutation rates in both directions (Koch 2004), but in the case of this hotspot 
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the mutational bias enjoyed by genetic revertants is shared by rival compensatory mutations. This means 

that the mutational bias at site 289 is negated, and thus the outcome is degradation of the hotspot through 

both the loss of a highly mutable site, and further functionally disrupting mutations within the locus. 

The theoretical model employed in this work was able to showcase key variables necessary for hotspot 

stability. However, it is unknown whether such a simple deterministic network model can form any 

accurate predictions and aid the researcher in elucidating the influence of unknown variables (e.g. 

mutation bias). Future work involving such a model should seek to expand upon the included parameter 

set. For example, the model employed in this work simulated regularly alternating selective regimes, 

yet contingency loci have been suggested to also evolve under infrequent fluctuating environments 

(Moxon et al. 2006). Replacing unknown features within the network structure, such as the number of 

nodes and their connectivity within the genetic network, with experimentally derived data from this 

work and future research will help to establish the current limitations of this model.  

One caveat of the conclusions drawn is the assumption that mutation bias in the reverse direction i.e. 

from ntrB A289C → ntrB C289A must exist to a degree in order for genetic revertants to compete with 

the numerous highly fit observed compensatory mutants. During the reversion assay, populations were 

placed under very strong directional selection away from the motile genotype, which drove the rapid 

realisation of emergent compensatory mutations and thus provided limited generational opportunity for 

genetic reversion. In very large populations and in complex environmental niches, genetic revertants 

may have more opportunity to exist at low frequency than in the experimental context explored here. 

However, as the motile genotype inherently encompasses severe pleiotropy, directional selection away 

from the genotype in these experiments is likely not unfairly extreme. In addition, when nutrient 

conditions were manipulated to negate compensatory mutations occurring within ntrB and disrupting 

its function, compensatory mutation continued. The harshness of the employed assays versus more 

natural settings comes in the form of increased opportunity for clonal interference, which may have 

suppressed rare genetic revertants from persisting in the population pool. To alleviate this effect, an 

alternative method may have been employed that involved daily passage of single colony forming units 

(CFU) onto fresh solid media. By separating single CFU’s across the agar surface through streaking, 

the opportunity for clonal interference would have been reduced, and the chance of observing genetic 

revertants may have increased. However, as our assays revealed that the mutational target size for 

compensatory mutations is considerable, the stability of the ntrB mutational hotspot without mutation 

bias in both directions is unlikely. 

Mutational hotspots are powerful evolutionary agents, able to repeatedly drive the same genetic 

solutions across independent cell lines. Yet to fully appreciate the role they play in evolution we must 

understand their evolutionary origins. Generally, there seems to be evidence that structures which are 

likely to cause mutation bias via imperfect inverse repeat regions are reduced across genomes as 
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following mutation they are immortalised as stable perfect palindromes (Lavi et al. 2018). However, in 

some instances hotspots are preserved by selection by operating as ‘contingency loci’, offering a 

mutational means for populations to cope with environmental change (Moxon et al. 1994). Other times 

hotspots may occur through happenstance, appearing through neutral evolution at sites under relaxed 

selection and rising in frequency through genetic drift, or existing only transiently as their deleterious 

mutability means they will be suppressed by purifying selection. Understanding the evolutionary origins 

of hotspots is important as we look toward finding them in bacterial genomes as a means to make 

evolutionary forecasts. A selectively enforced origin guides us to identify hotspots using an organism’s 

known evolutionary history; a neutral origin encourages us to scour the breadth of the genome for 

innocuous genetic variation that may lead to drastically different evolutionary destinies. This work 

suggests that a mutational hotspot predicated on repeat DNA regions (Supplementary Fig. 2.2), genome 

location and strand orientation (Fig. 3.2) and mismatch repair complex efficacy (Fig. 3.3); which 

engenders considerable phenotypic change (Fig. 2.1 and Supplementary Fig. 2.1); and is only present 

in a subset of P. fluorescens lines due to synonymous variation (Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5), has likely not 

been maintained by positive selection. Therefore this work highlights that we should not only expect 

hotspots to play an active role in evolution at sites that are under selection in an organism’s evolutionary 

history, but that they may play a role in defining genetic trajectories across the breadth of the genome. 
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4.6. Supplementary materials 

Supplementary Figure 4.1. Line growth curves of wild-type AR2 and AR2 ntrB A289C in agitated 

LB culture reveal increased noise in optical density recordings owed to biofilm-like structure formation. 

(A) Optical density readings over time (used as input data for growth yields for Fig. 4.5) show increased 

noise in AR2 ntrB A289C lines after approximately 1000 minutes, inflating optical density readings 

and increasing data point range of independent replicates. (B) This is owed to biofilm-like structures 

that form in the well during the assay (biological triplicates highlighted by an arrow), which are absent 

in the wild-type ancestral and compensatory mutant lines.  

B

A 
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Supplementary Figure 4.2. Motile zones emerging from mixed populations derived from strains AR2 

and Pf0-2x can be readily distinguished using antibiotic selection. A plate containing 100 μg/ml 

kanamycin sulphate (left) inhibits growth of Pf0-2x-derived strains, while a plate containing 250 μg/ml 

streptomycin sulphate (right) inhibits growth of AR2-derived strains. The assay is only considered 

reliable if clear growth is observed on one plate and the complete absence of growth is observed on the 

other, as shown here.   
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Supplementary Figure 4.3. Phenotypic revertants can be readily identified through colony size. (A) 

Serially-diluted and plated strains with wild-type fitness derived from liquid culture (AR2-sm used for 

the example above) grow to large colonies after 48 h incubation at 27°C. (B) Owing to the pleiotropic 

effect of the mutation, ntrB A289C mutants grown over the same incubation period achieve much 

smaller colony sizes. (C-D) Dilutions of independent cultures grown over a period of 72 h under 

directional selection for reversion. (C) A replicate where phenotypic reversion has not yet appeared and 

risen to approximately 1% population frequency (equivalent to 1/100 colony forming units, of which a 

higher number has been plated). (D) A replicate where phenotypic reversion has been realised and 

revertants have risen to a high frequency in the population (larger colonies represent approximately 

30% of the plated population).   
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Supplementary Figure 4.4. Removal of nitrogen regulatory pathway function through deletion of the 

nitrogen response regulator ntrC does not impact growth rate in (A) LB, or (B) M9 minimal medium 

supplemented with ammonia (NH4), but does so in (C) M9 supplemented with lysine (lys) as the sole 

nitrogen source. Independent biological triplicates of each condition were grown in agitated liquid 

culture (180 rpm) with optical density readings performed every 60 minutes for a total period of 24 h. 

The pleiotropy observed in M9 supplemented with lysine matches observations found in a previous 

study (Zhang and Rainey 2008).  
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Supplementary Table 4.1. Nucleotide distributions at wobble sites surrounding ntrB position 289. 

 

 

 

Supplementary Table 4.2. Adjusted model parameters and their effect on hotspot stability. 

 

 

 

  

μ0 μ1 μ2 λ1 λ2 λ3-6 λ7-13 λ14-16 λ1 λ2 λ3-6 λ7-13 λ14-16

High mutation rate (μ0 and μ1) 0.0095 0.0095 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.3 Near stable fixation

High mutation rate (μ0 only) 0.0095 0.0001 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.3 Degredation

Even mutation rate (μ0 = μ1 =  μ2) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.3 Degredation

High μ0-1 and high fitness (λ1-2 = 0.9, λ3-16 = 0.6) 0.0095 0.0095 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 Stable fixation

High μ0 and high fitness 0.0095 0.0001 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 Stable fixation

Even mutation rate and high fitness 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 Degredation

Mutation rates (μ)
Hotspot parameters Hotspot stability

Fitness (λ) Array set 2Fitness (λ) Array set 1

Nucleotide: 276 279 285 291 294 300

A 0 0 3 23 42 1

T 4 59 1 9 8 2

C 167 188 111 94 11 79

G 76 0 132 121 186 165
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5.1. Predicting evolution: Feasible, foolhardy, or futile? 

“[Chaos theory:] When the present determines the future, but the approximate present does not 

approximately determine the future.” – Edward Lorenz 

Many domains of science wrestle with forces that are deterministic and others that are indeterminate – 

those that are predicated on chance. Isaac Newton’s equations describing gravity were written as 

infallible, able to predict a gravitational relationship with pin-point accuracy. Like his work on 

thermodynamics, there was a deterministic flow to Newton’s view of the universe, one of cause and 

effect. With a complete knowledge of the present therefore, a deterministic system provides an 

immensely powerful opportunity: the ability to make accurate predictions of the future. However, it is 

not a trivial task to understand all forces acting on a dynamic system in a given moment. As such a 

predictive system often falls prey to chaos – where uncertainty in the starting dynamics make accurate 

predictions of the future impossible. Therefore the issue in precise forecasts is often not inherent 

randomness, but in our own uncertainty of the starting conditions which leads to error. This is as true 

for the orbits of three celestial bodies (Krishnaswami and Senapati 2019) as it is true for the mutation 

and evolution of an organism’s genome. 

Biologists looking to predict genetic evolution must also deal with fundamental forces which, in many 

contexts, are simply indeterminate. Such random events are mutations, the basis of genetic variation, 

and the fate of such a novel mutation in the population. In 1968 Motoo Kimura authored a landmark 

study that illuminated the neutral theory as a prominent force in evolution (Kimura 1968). Kimura 

revealed that most mutations that persist in a population are owed to genetic drift – ultimately stating 

that they’re fixed in a population by chance. The result is that evolution often operates at the behest of 

chance events that generate variation, and chance events that ensure their persistence. Under such 

circumstances predicting evolution is, in all likelihood, impossible. 

But not all instances of evolution are so reliant on randomness. Many populations evolving in nature 

begin as clones and evolve under very strong directional selection. This is true of the first cell in a tissue 

that becomes immortal and forms the nexus of a tumour (Greaves and Maley 2012), a foundling group 

of pathogenic bacteria or viruses finding a new home in a patient’s lung or gut (Koornhof et al. 2001), 

and a microbe that has endured a period of stress that killed other variants of its species (Couce et al. 

2016). These extreme population bottlenecks are immensely useful for an evolutionary biologist 

looking to forecast adaptation, as they simplify the starting genetics to something wholly knowable.  

Many of the clonal populations introduced above subsequently evolve under harsh directional selection. 

This is another powerful asset to those looking to forecast evolution. Harsh directional selection purges 

deleterious mutations out of a population’s collective gene pool – a process known as purifying selection 

(Cvijovic et al. 2018) – and drives beneficial mutations to fixation. Therefore in stark contrast to a 

neutrally evolving population, harsh directional selection limits the number of mutations that have the 
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potential to persist to a much smaller figure. Under certain selective regimes there may be only very 

few mutations that will benefit the evolving population (Weinreich et al. 2006).  

To refine things yet further, there are instances where the adaptive potential of the population is very 

large i.e. when the population starts at very low fitness. In these cases, a single mutational event can 

create a huge disparity in fitness between the adapted mutant and others in the gene pool. This advantage 

allows an emergent mutant to make an adaptive “leap” as it very rapidly becomes distinct from its 

ancestor. This process is known as saltation and can allow such a mutant to swiftly dominate a gene 

pool (Theißen 2009). Therefore, in these cases we can begin a round of adaptation with a clonal 

population and end the round with another clonal population (when adhering to the strong selection, 

weak mutation model, see (Gillespie 1984)). The first clonal population is the progeny of a single 

ancestor, and the resulting population is the progeny of a sole or very small number of its adapted 

descendants. Members of the population that had fixed random neutral mutations, creating genetic 

diversity in the gene pool, will have been mostly purged by those who have acquired these adaptive 

mutations, although some may hitchhike to fixation (Denver et al. 2010).  

Beginning with a clonal population and utilising strong directional selection can help cleave the number 

of observable mutations in adapting lines from many to very few indeed. Already this offers a great 

deal of hope for those aiming to forecast evolutionary outcomes. But which of these adaptive mutations 

will be the first to appear? As mutation is reliant on chance errors or recombination events, it is 

immensely difficult to guarantee the appearance of a particular genetic change. However, we can make 

stronger assertions about how likely a given change is to occur relative to other genetic changes in the 

genome.  

The ability to calculate relative mutation risk for different sites in the genome is owed in part to various 

pieces of molecular machinery that introduce and repair errors at different rates depending on the local 

genetic context. This phenomenon is known as mutation rate heterogeneity, a phenomenon that can 

drive certain sites in the genome to be considerably more mutable than elsewhere. In extremely rare 

instances, such a highly mutable site can be found at a genetic position that, once mutated, offers a 

significant boon in fitness. These occurrences create what I refer to throughout this work as mutational 

hotspot: a hub for adaptation that results in a highly repeatable evolutionary event across independent 

replicates. Mutational hotspots can operate with such magnitude that evolution ceases to become 

unpredictable, but instead becomes deterministic with a high degree of confidence. Such a hotspot has 

formed the nexus of this thesis.  

The model system investigated throughout this work, with the hotspot at its centre, has helped us acquire 

comprehensive knowledge of our starting conditions that allow for accurate forecasts of evolution. I 

have demonstrated the power of mutation bias over other key evolutionary variables in enforcing 

repeatable evolution. I’ve then shown in genetic detail the interplay of factors that create this bias. 
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Additionally, I’ve shown that such hotspots are not slaves to selectively-driven historical contingency, 

as the collected evidence suggests that these hotspots transiently appear before being suppressed by 

purifying selection. Armed with this knowledge, this work helps us shift toward certainty and away 

from chaos, by revealing that predicting evolution with high confidence is possible even before 

mutation has occurred. As such predicting evolution is certainly feasible, albeit perhaps foolhardy, but 

certainly not futile. 
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5.2. Future work: Toward a predictable model of evolution 

“It's a subtle and powerful thing, prescience. The future becomes now.” – Frank Herbert, Children of 

Dune 

The findings of chapters 2 and 3 showcase both that evolution can be highly repeatable to nucleotide 

resolution, as well as showing the genetic arsenal needed to make it happen. As such these findings will 

move us closer to forming accurate evolutionary forecasts from genomic sequence data. By factoring 

in and filtering the combinatorial impact of the genetic features highlighted throughout this work, there 

is ample potential to write a pipeline that identifies mutational hotspots prior to any directed evolution 

experiments. One exciting test of this would be to generate theoretical forecasts using a pipeline that 

derives predictions based on an ancestral genome, and testing its efficacy in predicting adaptive 

mutations that have reached fixation in the descendant’s evolved genome. This would be analogous to 

a popular machine learning approach involving algorithm training followed by testing using a similar 

data set. The primary advantage of this latter approach is that the required prior knowledge for 

generating forecasts from genetic features would be minimal. However, it can be difficult to prise apart 

selection, fixation, and other evolutionary forces such as the founder effect from the role played by 

mutation bias in enforcing adaptive outcomes from descendent sequence data. As such, taking a holistic 

approach to making evolutionary forecasts would be susceptible to capturing significant levels of noise. 

The alternative approach, guided by carefully curated experimental data, allows for a refined pipeline 

that focusses on mutation bias and presents the opportunity for highly accurate evolutionary forecasts. 

Several of the identified features are already a trivial act to identify. For many bacterial genomes, 

Nanopore-based sequence breadth coupled with the Illumina-based sequencing depth allows for the 

annotation of resolved genomic data with high fidelity. Such annotations capture genomic position, 

operon orientation with respect to the replication fork, and identify mismatch repair proteins through 

homolog identification. Repeat regions are similarly highlighted, however some additional research is 

needed to fully quantify the intricacies of this feature for forecasts. It is likely that simply identifying 

tracts of repeats as a predictive feature will be overly reductive, as it is similarly important to identify 

the stability of secondary structures (Wright et al. 2003) and to identify which nucleotides will become 

mutable (De Boer and Ripley 1984; Dutra and Lovett 2006). With regards to the results gathered 

throughout this work, we have identified 6 nucleotide positions that in one combination form a 

mutational hotspot, and in another combination of 6 do not. Furthermore, in silico modelling using a 

pipeline developed by Wright and colleagues has demonstrated that these combinations have a clear 

impact on predicted DNA secondary structure (Wright et al. 2003). However, to ensure the accuracy of 

evolutionary forecasts, the formation of hairpin structures should first be investigated and elucidated in 

more detail. 
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This can be achieved experimentally via two methods, the first of which is designed to test the accuracy 

of the Wright model with regards to the model system used in this work. An experimental design that 

would allow this is to use the pipeline itself to generate predictions of hotspot formation. We can amend 

the input sequence data to create a predicted stem for a synthetically designed locus, and use features 

such as Mutational Index and the nucleotide of interest’s distance from a stable stem (as highlighted in 

chapter 2) to predict if the edited locus would facilitate repeatable evolution. Mutant constructs with 

nucleotide sequence matching the modelled stems would then be engineered in the laboratory and the 

hotspot’s presence would be identified through the presence or absence of parallel evolution following 

directed evolution, as described in chapter 2.  

Preliminary work is already underway toward this goal. I have performed in silico modelling using the 

Wright pipeline for variants of the hotspot mutant Pf0-2x-sm (Fig. 5.1). This strain background was 

selected because the most stable secondary structures predicted by the pipeline for the ancestral Pf0-2x 

sequence and Pf0-2x-sm6 strain (which contains 6 synonymous changes; Fig. 5.1.A) involve nearly 

identical tracts of nucleotides. As such this allows us to visualise the predicted impact on secondary 

structures if a subset of the nucleotides are augmented (Fig. 5.1.B). From these, we can form predictions 

as to whether these hairpins should facilitate parallel evolution. Pf0-2x-sm4, for example, contains 4 

synonymous changes which are all involved in predicted stem structure formation. (Fig. 5.1). However, 

unlike Pf0-2x-sm6 (which evolves highly repeatably; Fig. 2.5), this variant has two less synonymous 

changes, as these remaining two are predicted to exist as part of an unpaired loop in both the ancestral 

and 6 hairpin variant (Fig. 5.1.A). As such they should not have a bearing on secondary structure, which 

is reflected in the identical predicted structure between Pf0-2x-sm6 and Pf0-2x-sm4 (Fig. 5.1). 

Therefore our initial assumption will be that this variant will evolve as repeatably as the full 6 hairpin 

variant.  

As an additional test of the model’s efficacy, if this initial test is satisfied, is the generation of two 

additional mutants that contain only 2 synonymous changes involved in destabilising  either the ‘lower’ 

or ‘upper’ stem in the ancestral Pf0-2x strain (Fig. 5.1). The hairpin variant Pf0-2x-sm2A is of particular 

interest, as with only two synonymous changes from the ancestral Pf0-2x, this variant’s predicted most 

stable secondary structure involves a novel tract of nucleotides, yet produces similar characteristics (in 

terms of the mutable nucleotide’s Mutational Index and distance from a single, stable stem; Fig. 5.1.B). 

In addition, this predicted secondary structures matches that of AR2, which evolves in a highly 

repeatable fashion (Sup Fig. 2.2). Therefore our prediction is that this hairpin should likewise evolve in 

parallel. Pf0-2x-sm2B (Fig. 5.1.B), offers a final test of the ‘wiggle room’ of these modelling 

predictions. In this variant the nucleotide is one base closer to the stable stem, and possesses a similar 

Mutational Index (-9.4) to the other variants, but it is unclear how specific the model’s constraints – if 

found accurate in the other two variants – must be satisfied to determine the presence of a hotspot. As 

of this writing, all primer sets for engineering the plasmids required to generate these variants for allelic 
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exchange have been designed and ordered (Supplementary Table 5.1), and two plasmid constructs (Pf0-

2x-sm2A and Pf0-2x-sm2B) have been assembled.  

An alternative approach to testing the efficacy of individual pipelines on predicting mutable secondary 

structures, is to generate a mutant library and develop or find a predictive tool that matches the observed 

experimental data. This would involve the generation of strains containing different combinations of 

the 6 synonymous base changes (of which there are 26 = 64 in total), followed by their evolution to 

establish the strain’s capability to evolve in a repeatable fashion. A reasonably high throughput means 

by which this could be achieved would involve the use of degenerate oligonucleotides with restricted 

assigned degeneracy at variant nucleotide positions (Supplementary Table 5.1). Using these oligos 

allows for the generation of a random and diverse library of plasmid constructs for allelic exchange 

from a single process of vector assembly (see chapter 2, Materials and Methods, for an outline of vector 

construction). Following mutant construction, the library could be screened initially using time to 

emergence data as a proxy for parallel evolution (as there is a clear positive correlation between these 

two characteristics: Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). This would be followed by confirmatory Sanger sequencing 

of the ntrB locus to both confirm parallel evolution (or the lack thereof) and identify the synonymous 

background.  

Following these rounds of experiments, we would be equipped with a battery of synonymous sequence 

combinations and understand their resultant impact on facilitating parallel evolution. The library would 

therefore allow us to determine the critical nucleotides and the key combinations of synonymous 

sequence that enable repeatable evolution. In addition, it would reveal whether these hotspots were 

binary in their ability to evolve rapidly and in parallel (as in the case of the hotspot and non-hotspot 

variant constructs in chapter 2) or whether there exists an intermediate mutational hotspot between these 

two extremes. The oligonucleotides for library construction, as of the time of writing, have been 

designed and ordered (Supplementary Table 5.1).  

The work described here focuses on the detailed nuances of mutation biases owed to secondary 

structure. In combination with results from chapters 2 and 3, I can develop the results from these 

experiments into a framework with which I can identify sites in genomes that are likely to be subjected 

to biased mutational outcomes, allowing for this work to be broadened beyond the model system in 

which it was developed. 
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Figure 5.1. Pf0-2x hairpin variants with fewer synonymous changes possess similar or identical 

predicted secondary structures to the full hairpin variant. (A) The most stable secondary structures 

predicted for the ancestral Pf0-2x and the full hairpin variant, Pf0-2x-sm6, which differs from the 

ancestor at six nucleotide positions, as predicted by a pipeline authored by Wright et al. 2003. The six 

nucleotide changes are highlighted and divided into three categories based on their predicted impact on 

structural change. Two bases remain unpaired as part of loop structures in both variants (blue squares), 

and as such have no anticipated impact on secondary structure. A second set of two nucleotides are 

paired in the ‘lower’ stem of ancestral Pf0-2x (pink circles) and a third set paired in the ‘upper’ stem 

(orange diamonds). The impact of augmenting these latter two sets on predicted secondary structure is 

described by points 1-6 in the figure. (B) Alternative hairpin variants as predicted by Wright et al. 2003. 

Pf0-2x-sm4 has retained consensus with the ancestral Pf0-2x strain at two nucleotide positions found 

within loops (blue squares) but has consensus with Pf0-2x-sm6 at the other variable nucleotide 

positions. Pf0-2x-smA and B are entirely homologous to ancestral Pf0-2x aside from two synonymous 

changes involving either ‘lower’ or ‘upper’ stem (pink circles and orange diamonds, respectively). 

Depending on the synonymous context, the involved tract of nucleotides involved in forming the most 

stable secondary structure (nt), the Mutational Index of the mutable base (MI), and the distance from a 

single stable stem (image) either match or differ across hairpin variants. The mutable adenine, which 

undergoes a transversion mutation to a cytosine in instances of repeatable evolution, is highlighted as 

an ‘A’ in bold red. 
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5.3. In conclusion 

In our forecasts, however, we have to keep in mind, as someone has said, that history makes us wise, 

but not necessarily clever.” - Norberto J. Palleroni, The Pseudomonas story 

Throughout this work I have demonstrated that the stochastic act of mutation can be coerced to generate 

the same adaptive solutions time and again. In chapter 2, I showed that highly repeatable genetic 

evolution of motility in previously immotile variants of Pseudomonas fluorescens, rather than being 

owed to more readily attributed explanatory variables such as mutational accessibility and clonal 

interference, was in fact a product of mutation bias that generated a mutational hotspot. Furthermore, 

this hotspot could be readily built and broken by a handful of silent mutations, revealing a key role for 

a typically overlooked genetic feature in ensuring predictable evolutionary outcomes. In chapter 3, I 

demonstrated that this mutational hotspot behaves via a ‘house-of-cards’ ruleset, as highly repeatable 

evolution is only achieved through a synergistic combination of multiple interacting genetic features. 

In chapter 4, I present evidence for the evolutionary suppression of these mutational hotspots, revealing 

that rather than being enriched at certain loci they may well appear throughout the bacterial genome. 

Taken together, this work demonstrates how powerful mutation bias can be in enforcing predictable 

evolution. It also details the genetic constrains that must be satisfied in order for a bacterium to enjoy 

such an effect. It then shows that these hotspots may well be pervasive across coding regions, and 

therefore they may be similarly deterministic in other observed adaptive events. Overall this work 

therefore acts as a key stepping stone toward future accurate evolutionary forecasts, by showcasing the 

power and prominence of these hotspots and describing in detail the features needed to identify them. 

There are currently two broad approaches to forming evolutionary forecasts. The first is a ‘top-down’ 

approach which capitalises on the wealth of data and the advanced statistical tools now at our disposal. 

This approach employs a macro view whereby a large data set is analysed and predictive features are 

drawn from the data via statistical measures. An example of this is an autoregressive moving average 

model, which takes time-series data of an organism’s evolution over many past generations to predict 

its future evolutionary trajectory (Nosil et al. 2020). Inherently such a broad approach carries 

inaccuracies and uncertainties and therefore can succumb to chaos, although some efforts have been 

made to mitigate against this (Rego-costa et al. 2017). Over short time windows and with an expectant 

degree of error, however, such approaches have already proven themselves worthy as predictive tools 

(Łuksza and Lassig 2014). 

The alternative approach is a ‘bottom-up’ strategy, which aims to understand an evolving genome in 

forensic detail to enable highly accurate forecasts of genetic change. The primary merit of this 

framework is that it allows the researcher to mitigate and negate the role of chaos, as we have an intimate 

knowledge of our starting conditions. When working with mutational hotspots, we can go even further 

and shift toward deterministic principles from the stochastic process of mutation, which is typically 
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assumed by macro approaches to be an unpredictable element of forecasting (Nosil et al. 2020). In this 

work I’ve established the foundations of the predicting microbial evolution pyramid, and future work 

can incrementally add layers of complexity to this model system and quantify their impact on repeatable 

genetic outcomes. This has been made possible thanks to the elucidation and characterisation of a 

powerful mutational hotspot.  

It is likely that future forecasts of high fidelity will use the principles of a ‘bottom-up’ strategy to inform 

‘top-down’ macro modelling efforts. As such the field investigates separately but moves together as 

one, driving us closer to predicting the future of evolution. These efforts are timely and of high 

importance. The rapid evolution of microbes (Wheatley et al. 2021) and cancers (Alves et al. 2019) 

presents a huge challenge to humankind. Due to their large population sizes and swift turnover in 

generations, microbes have eluded our efforts to combat infection with antibiotics time and again 

(Davies and Davies 2010). More recently, we have been struck with a rapidly evolving coronavirus (Liu 

et al. 2020) that has caused a global pandemic and impacted nearly every human alive today. This virus 

remains a huge threat, in large part because of its ability to evolve to increase infectivity (Korber et al. 

2020) and thus circumvent vaccination efforts. Cancers, too, engage in an evolutionary arms race 

against their host’s cells and therapeutic drugs (Casás-Selves and Degregori 2011). But what if we could 

anticipate these evolutionary events and pre-emptively counteract them before they occur? This is the 

ultimate ambition for those studying the predictability of evolution. 

We have come a long way since Darwin, have made a giant leap since Dallinger. Yet despite our 

progress, accurately predicting evolutionary outcomes is most certainly an ambitious goal. But we have 

already made progress. This thesis has been dedicated to understanding a mutational hotspot, as a means 

to understand how evolutionary fates can be sealed before mutation has even occurred. As the hotspot 

is also found at the core of a key regulatory network, embedded within a histidine kinase of a two-

component system, it also provides us with insight into the evolution of these ubiquitous bacterial tools 

(Tiwari et al. 2017) which mediate antibiotic resistance in many bacteria (Bhagirath et al. 2019). As 

such, while we continue to probe our way through the evolutionary fog in the present, the future of 

forecasting evolution looks bright. 
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5.4. Supplementary materials 

Supplementary Table 5.1. List of primers for hotspot variant constructs. Sites with assigned 

degeneracy are underlined and labelled in bold. The controlled degeneracy corresponds to the 

following combinations: S – C or G; Y – C or T; K – G or T.  

Oligo name Oligo sequence 5’-3’ Notes 

pf02x-sm4-F CTGACCGTCGATTACGCCGTGACCCCTATCCTCAGCAACG 

Used in conjunction 

with Pf0-2x 

synonymous 

substitution primers. 

pf02x-sm4-RC CGTTGCTGAGGATAGGGGTCACGGCGTAATCGACGGTCAG 

pf02x-sm2A-F CTGACCGTGGATTACGCGGTGACCCCTATCCTCAGCAACG 

pf02x-sm2A-RC CGTTGCTGAGGATAGGGGTCACCGCGTAATCCACGGTCAG 

pf02x-sm2B-F CTGACCGTCGATTACGCCGTGACGCCGATCCTCAGCAACG 

pf02x-sm2B-RC CGTTGCTGAGGATCGGCGTCACGGCGTAATCGACGGTCAG 

AR2-sm-degen-F CTGACGGTSGAYTACGCSGTGACSCCKATCCTSAGCAACG Used in conjunction 

with AR2 

synonymous 

substitution primers. AR2-sm-degen-R CGTTGCTSAGGATKGGSGTCACSGCGTAYTCSACCGTCAG 
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